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From The Office of 

The Commissioner 
 

Everything the BBA is today started way back in 1972. Monty Brewster didn't know that day 

that 73 years later he would have had an impact on so many people. Back then, he was just trying 

to make an impact on a minor league ball game. 

 

A minor league ball game. 

 

Monty Brewster had been a baseball lifer. He'd been pitching in organized baseball for over 15 

years in 1972. The dream of every ball player is to make it to the big leagues. Brewster was one 

of the very few to have reached that impossible dream. The year was 1962. It was July 24th. 

Brewster was called up to the Chicago Cubs late the previous evening. He made it to Wrigley 

Field just minutes before game time. Locating his locker, he saw it. A crisp, clean Chicago Cubs 

jersey with the number 35. No name, just the 35. He donned the jersey and went to the bullpen. 

He sat there for nine innings without getting the call to pitch. Following the game, he was 

summoned by the Cubs manager and informed he was being sent back down. That would be the 

only day Brewster would be a Major Leaguer.  

 



He kept at it over the next ten years. He got hurt and then released by the Cubs system, pitched in 

a few independent leagues, talked the Cubs into signing him again to their minor leagues, and 

then got released again. The long winding road of his career led him to Hackensack, New Jersey. 

He was a junk throwing pitcher for the Hackensack Bulls, a team that was so low level they had 

an operating train track running through their outfield. Brewster found himself pitching there and 

not faring well the day before the news. That's where he always was, pitching in a minor league 

ball game. 

 

A minor league ball game. 

 

Brewster was outgoing, to be 

sure, but did not have a lot of 

close friends. He had no 

family, of blood at least. In 

fact, there was only one person 

Brewster trusted: his catcher, 

Spike Nolan.  

 

When Nolan got in trouble in a 

bar after the game, Brewster 

jumped in to help. They got 

thrown in jail. Appearing 

before the court the next 

morning, a stranger posted bail 

for them and took them to an 

office building in New York City.  

 

Brewster assumed that the Yankees, or maybe the Mets were sending for him. Instead, he was 

summoned by a law firm with unexpected news. He had a great uncle, Rupert Horn. Uncle 

Rupert had died. Monty Brewster was his only living relative. He could have all of his money, 

$300 million, if he spent $30 million in 30 days without telling anyone what he was doing. "You 

will learn to hate money," the recording of his great uncle proclaimed.  

 

We know the rest of the story. He started spending. He formed a corporation. No one knew what 

the corporation was for. He ran a campaign for "None Of The Above" to be mayor. He even 

arranged an exhibition game between his Hackensack Bulls and the New York Yankees, one in 

which Monty Brewster would pitch.  

 

This was no minor league ball game. 

 

He hung in there for just over two innings before the Yankees broke through on him. Finally 

realizing his time as a player was over, he announced his retirement and the end of his mayoral 

campaign. All of his money would be gone later that evening.  

 



All of the "friends" he'd made in the last thirty days suddenly disappeared. There was only Spike 

Nolan, his best friend, offering Monty the money he had saved from what Brewster had given 

him. "I wanted to tell him," Brewster said. "I knew I couldn't." 

 

The next day, after a panicked resolution of one outstanding receipt, Brewster got his $300 

million. He could now tell his best friend what the last thirty days were all about.  

 

It was about a major league.  

 

Brewster announced the formation of the 

Monty Brewster Baseball Association. 

With 24 franchises it would start play in 

April of 1973. No one gave the league a 

real shot. Brewster, with the help of his 

best friend Nolan, believed. Brewster, with 

the help of his best friend Nolan, 

persevered. The league was successful and 

continued to grow. As the years went on, 

Brewster stayed involved. He saw the 

league go international with the European 

Baseball Alliance. He saw the league 

institute college and high school systems. 

He saw the World Cup of Baseball. He 

saw expansion to 28, then to 30, then to 

32. He saw peace in the Middle East bring 

about the United Middle East Baseball 

Association. He saw it all. Because of 

Monty Brewster, and his vision, the 

Brewster Baseball Association is thriving. 

This was his dream way back when he was 

throwing seventy-five mile per hour 

slopballs to his buddy Spike Nolan for a 

nothing team in Hackensack, New Jersey. 

This is what it was all about.  

 

This, what he created, the Brewster Baseball Association, is a major league.  

 

The passing of Montgomery Brewster is a sad day for everyone associated with the Brewster 

Baseball Association. His loss is being felt around the globe. His life is being celebrated all over 

the world. Every time a BBA umpire says "Play Ball", every time a player in the UMEBA hits a 

seeing eye single, every time a College pitcher strikes out his opponent, every time anything 

happens in the game his presence will be felt. 

 

Any honor we could bestow seems small. This man, who meant everything to the league, has 

passed and we must move forward. What was it all about?  

 



Brewster gave an interview a couple of years ago when, at age 105, he was still getting around 

pretty well and still sharp as a tack. He was quoted as saying that he regretted nothing about his 

professional baseball career except for one thing: he never got to throw the pitch that gave his 

team a championship. "That's the one thing I never got to experience," Brewster said. 

"Delivering the pitch, the batter hitting it to shortstop, our guy fielding it cleanly and throwing a 

strike to first base where it was caught three steps ahead of the runner. The umpire shouts 'you're 

out' and the team mobs me on the mound. That's what I never got," Brewster said. 

 

You'll have it now, Monty. In tribute to the man who started this league, I am honored to 

rename the BBA's championship series to the Monty Brewster Memorial Series. Each year, 

when the last out is recorded and a champion is crowned, your name will be heard.  

 

Thank you for everything. This league that you built means everything to so many people. 

 

You created a major league. 

 

Rest peacefully, Monty. 

 



 
  



The final days of 
Monty Brewster, 
billionaire 
as spoken to his valet John Francis Nolan III 
 

 

As the shocking news that Montgomery “Monty” Brewster 

died this past December filtered through the baseball world—

and the world in general—John Francis Nolan, IV, the last of 

a long line of Brewster’s trusted personal assistants, released 

a statement that details the odd and bittersweet details of the 

last months of Brewster’s life. 

 

 

July 22, 2044: 

 

I am John Francis Nolan IV, great grandson of the now famous Spike Nolan. I have been Monty 

Brewster’s valet for nearly ten years, now, apposition I’ve known I would hold since I was old 

enough to handle a suitcoat. That’s what we Nolans do. It’s what we have always done. Great 

Grandfather Spike was a helluva man, and the bond that comes from a friendship like he and 

Monty had is harder to break than a metal bat. It helps, I suppose, that I am probably the most 

fervent baseball fan in the world. That wouldn’t have mattered, though. I am nearing thirty years 

old now, and taking care of Brewster is what we Nolans do. 

 

A few weeks ago, his doctors had told him that he would have six months to live, and so Monty 

Brewster knew he had to make a decision. 

 

The story of how he made his fortune had long since passed into legend, as he had passed his 

107th birthday and only grandchildren were still around to tell the story to, his incessant 

spending for thirty days, his lavish parties, his “none of the above” run for Mayor, his last-

minute quick thinking in giving the last of the money he had to spend to Angela Drake, first his 

lawyer, then his wife of 50 years. He had spent $30 million to make $300 million, all without 

telling a soul, all while giving back to all the people in his life that made him happy. In the 

2000s, Brewster sold his oil and gas company and made billions selling solar panels and wind 

farms. 

 

But the memory of how he was given his fortune still haunted him, how it was turned into a 

game, how he was made to understand the idea of hundreds of millions of dollars, which was 

such a foreign concept to him. It would be easy, he thought, if Angela was still around, but she 

had died in 2036, so he couldn’t leave the money to her. Same with his children, but they were 

all dead, too. He could split the money up among his grandchildren, but they had grown up 

spoiled, sheltered, not like him, who had to grind for every pitch, whose rail-thin body somehow 

produced wicked curveballs and tricky changeups and kept him going until his mid-30s, long 

enough to build the fire inside him that made his fortune. 



 

“This is the hardest decision of my LIFE, and I once had to turn down a million dollars and I’d 

never seen that much money in my whole life!” Brewster thought. “Nobody locked me in a 

closet with cigars. I don’t have to be like Uncle Rupert. But how do I know my kids are going to 

use the money wisely?” 

 

His grandchildren had their own careers. Monty Brewster III inherited his big heart, and was a 

successful pediatrician in Minneapolis. Charlie Pegler Brewster got his former manager’s moxie 

and was a police officer in Manhattan. Marilyn Brewster got a job with the elder Marilyn’s 

company in New York after graduating college and started designing rooms. Billy Brewster was, 

like his grandfather, a minor league baseball player. None of them wanted to go into the energy 

business with him, and even Monty had found it boring until the solar panels went up and he felt 

like he was making a big difference in the way the world worked. 

 

“I don’t even know if they WANT my money,” thought Brewster. “No, wait, they want my 

money. It’s 5 billion dollars. They want my money. But how can I give it to them in a way that 

won’t stop them from doing all the things they’re doing?” 

 

Brewster pondered over this question for many nights. Then, one night, in the middle of the 

night, Brewster awoke and figured out the answer to his question. 

 

“I’ve got it!” he yelled. “I know how I can do it!” 

 

Monty began laying out his plan. First of all, they would be required to keep the baseball league 

running that he started back in 1973. Second, they all got access to $30 million, but they couldn’t 

spend a dime more than they made themselves. 

 

“If they can’t spend the money, they’ll have to appreciate what they have or get nothing!” 

Brewster exclaimed. “It’s perfect, it’ll keep them humble, knowing the most important thing is 

that they have lives of their own, and not like they won the big lottery.” 

 

Anyone who spent a dime of the $30 million, set aside in a special bank account, would forfeit 

their inheritance. Monty Brewster, not being crazy like his uncle, also put aside a secret 

provision that any one of his four grandchildren that spent the money would actually get to keep 

the $30 million, but they weren’t allowed to know that. But if they didn’t spend any of the 

money, they would inherit the entire $1.25 billion. 

 

Monty Brewster would make a secret video describing the rules. “No going into huge amounts of 

debt to leverage your inheritance. No spending more money than you have. You must live within 

your means for one full year or you get nothing; you must not have more or less than you earned 

with your own hands. You can use any or all of the $30 million but you can’t use it to buy 

anything, only for desperation reasons. And if you all end up using the money, then my valet gets 

to keep the entire fortune and run my company. Otherwise my valet will inherit $100 million.” 

 

I will admit the last part might have been my idea, but you can’t deny the videotape. 

 



The recording was kept secret until Monty’s death in December of 2044, after which it was 

played to each of his grandchildren. They were, of course, sworn to silence under penalty of 

being disinherited if any of them were to have leaked either Brewster’s passing or the details of 

his arrangements until such a time as arrangements for his services had been completed. 

 

That, you see, was the last part of Monty Brewster’s final wishes. “I want to throw out the first 

pitch, Johnny,” he said to me. “I want my services to be held on the morning of the best day of 

the year: Opening Day.” 

 

That’s the reason for all this, you see? That’s why his body has been preserved until this day and 

why, per his wishes, Monty Brewster will—in his own way—throw out the first pitch of the 

season. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She wore black. 

 

Of course she wore black. Only this time it was for more than professional purposes. For more 

than the fact that she liked black. This time she wore black to honor the man, and, if truth be told, 

to honor her father. She’d been thinking a lot about her dad this morning. And into the afternoon, 

and through the evening. Now it was dark, the night having settled more than few hours ago. 

She’d hopped on a plane, and now she stepped into the chill of the night that came with being in 

Hackensack, New Jersey on March 31st. wearing the clinging black outfit the stretched with each 

of her movements and disappeared into soft black boots and lay under the leather jacket—also 

black—that reflected dull creases in the moonlight. Her hair was cropped short now, also dyed 

darker. 

 

Opening day, she thought as she began her run. Or, really, Opening Day Eve. 

 

It had been her dad’s favorite day of the year, she thought as breath filled her lungs and her gait 

turned into an easy lope across the tree-shadowed park that lay a brief distance from the mansion 

that was her destination, that day before the season started when every team had broken a too-

long training camp, when rookies had made squads, and fans of every team had that glimmer of 

hope. It was better than Christmas, her dad said. Better than New Years. Better than any day 

except the day you were born, he’d whispered to her from his bed on the day he’d passed. Then 

he had smiled that joyous way he could sometimes smile, and he patted her hand with those dry 

fingers. A few minutes later he was gone. 

 

Yes, she’d been thinking a lot about her dad today. 

 

She thought about him again as she scaled a wall that would have kept almost everyone else out. 

She reached the top of the ball—which was classic red brick like had once lined the wall of an 

old ballpark, and which was covered in browned over ivy like that park had also been. Those 

leaves of ivy would turn green over the span of a season, growing to their full color by May or 

June, then cling there until the winter again. 



 

Strange, she supposed as she leapt down toward the other side, turning a summersault as she 

landed, strange to be thinking so much about her father on this day, but not so strange either. 

 

Montgomery Brewster had meant so much to her father, and the news of the old man’s passing 

laced her heart in ways she wouldn’t have predicted. The man had sacrificed, as her father had 

sacrificed. He had given so much to so many, like her father would have if he’d had it to give. 

Her dad, though, he was a simple man. A common man. A man who loved his wife, and who 

mourned her when she had passed before him. He was a man went to work every day until he 

just couldn’t do it anymore. And he was a man who loved his team come hell or high water—and 

more, a man who loved baseball for all the things that it meant. 

 

Montgomery “Monty” Brewster had given him that. 

 

She knew it the minute she heard the news. And with that understanding came the knowledge ot 

what she needed to do. 

 

Monty Brewster was dead, and it was Monty Brewster who had given her dad the one thing that 

kept him going through the suffering and pain-filled moments of his life. Without baseball, she 

wasn’t sure her father would have made it this far. And without Monty Brewster, there would 

have been no baseball. 

 

She ducked into an alcove to catch her breath. If the blueprints she’d received from TripleAxe 

were good, she would need to bypass an optical scanner and then scale the mansion wall up to 

the third floor. The contents were fine. Her gaze caught the camera system, shrouded in 

darkness. She clocked its movement. Not the most difficult chore, but one that would require 

timing. 

 

Waiting, Heidi ran her hand down to check the pouch she’d slung from her belt. Its weight hung 

there against her hip in a way that made her feel close to dad again.  

 

A moment later, she reached her gloved hand up, grabbed a handhold, and pulled herself up. 

 

The stone building was coarse and cool against her body as she climbed. 

 

If a person had been there, and if that person had been looking closely, observing with intense 

focus, perhaps they would have seen the woman known to some as Heidi Hickman and to others 

as Helga, or simply Hellscape. But there was no one here tonight except herself and (as far as she 

was concerned) her father. So she scaled the wall rapidly, feeling for all purposes like a spider 

scurrying upward. 

 

She continued to the third-floor window, against which she placed a small electronic jammer. A 

moment later came the satisfying click that she knew meant she could raise the sash. 

 

The room was dark, but her eyes were adjusted well enough she could make out the 

dimensions—large enough to hold a small dance party—and the arrangement—a few chairs 



standing in the middle of the space, the open casket draped in moonlight on the side opposite to 

her. Quietly, she slipped across the room. 

 

There, in the casket, was the man whose face she would remember forever. 

 

Monty Brewster, laying in repose, the thin light exposing cheek bones still thin enough to 

suggest the willowy frame she knew he still had. It was only now that she realized she had hoped 

the news had been wrong. She didn’t want to live in a world that didn’t include Montgomery 

Brewster. But this is the course of life. Her father was gone. And her mother before him. 

Someday she would be gone, too, like both of them and like Monty Brewster. 

 

But baseball…her heart thundered against her chest and she suddenly recalled the feeling of ivy 

against her palms and the rustling it made as she had climbed it. 

 

Fighting a tear she didn’t want to give, she took a cleansing breath and reached into the pouch. 

 

A moment later she held the bobblehead doll. Her dad’s beloved bobblehead of Bo Jordan 

holding a bat. Its head jostled stiffly in the might as she reached down into the coffin, pressing it 

into a crack in the bedding far enough that no one else would find it. Then she straightened and 

stood in silence. She was not a religious person, but prayers came to her. She caught the scent of 

her father’s shirts and the sound of a bat on a ball. 

 

“Thank you,” she said to the man in the casket. 

 

Then she was gone. 

 

#   #  # 

 

After she had left, John Francis Nolan IV stepped into the room. 

 

The thick, wooden door had been cracked open. He’d been thinking about the Nolans who had 

preceded him. Thinking all the way back to Spike, the man who had first gotten into the fight 

that had landed both him and Monty in jail. Thick with melancholy, John Francis Nolan, IV had 

come up to make one last check on Monty when he’d seen the woman enter. There had been 

something about her that made him pause. Something that said he wanted to see this. 

 

She had not failed him. 

 

He went to the casket and arranged things to cover her appearance, smoothed the sheet, erased 

the slight depression she’d left behind while leaving the bobblehead she’d places with such 

reverence. When he was finished, he, too, stood straight and drew a deep breath. 

 

“See what you’ve done?” he said. 

 

Then he, too, left the room. 

  



 

Coda 
 

 

From the private records of John Francis Nolan IV 

 

 

December 25,2045 

 

One year has passed since $30 million was given to each of Monty Brewster’s grandchildren, 

and as it turns out this Christmas is a very good one for me: I am now the sole heir to Monty 

Brewster’s estate. I am reassured by the fact that I did not try to influence them in any way. In 

fact, none of the grandchildren were able to keep their hands off the money for more than a 

month, and bought luxury cars, big houses, everything they had always imagined. They were 

able to keep it all, of course, as Monty wanted. At the end of the year, all four of them sued me 

and lost in court; the video evidence was airtight. 

 

To assuage my guilt, I agreed in court to pay each of them $1 million each every year for the rest 

of their lives, and in part because I loved Monty and I love his kids, and I love his solar panel 

company, and more than anything I love his baseball league, forever the Brewster Baseball 

Association. I can’t wait to go to the first championship series that bears his name. 

 

And the money ain’t bad. 
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Outlaws Claim  
Landis 
Championship 
 

San Antonio GM Mike Calavruso takes us through the nail-biting trip his club had as it took the 

2044 championship. 

 

 

The San Antonio Outlaws claimed the 2044 Landis Memorial Championship Thursday at Vito 

Constantino Memorial Stadium, winning in a knock down drag out affair with the Long Beach 

Surfers. 

 

Long Beach made sure that the Outlaws earned their title, pushing them to the limits before the 

game 7 victory finally stopped the bloodshed. What may go down as one of the best Landis 

series in recent memory was an entertaining, and heart stopping, affair that will be remembered 

for generations. 

 

What looked to be two evenly matched teams on paper was exactly that in real life. The Outlaws 

were gifted an early advantage thanks to the Surfers having to the full 7 games in their 

Cartwright Cup series against Omaha. This left the Surfers extremely depleted in their pitching 

ranks while San Antonio came into the Landis completely rested. This series would see many 

highs and lows from both teams and would reveal some of the most unlikely heroes of the year. 

 

Game 1 from Lang Beach home field, Vito Constantino Stadium, saw a beautiful game from 

Outlaws Starter, and game 1 Player of the Game Ricardo Rivera. Rivera would keep the Surfers 

beached for 6.1 innings giving up only 5 Hits while sending 11 batters back to the bench shaking 

their heads. Jorge Luna and Augate Balun cleaned up the rest of the day for the 4-1 victory. The 

Outlaws hitters banged out an impressive 11 Hits against a patchwork, but determined and feisty, 

Long Beach pitching staff. The Surfers would go through 8 arms this day with the starter was 

none other than former San Antonio Nebraska Winner Yrrigs Carpenter who made one pitch and 

giving up one hit before getting the hook. LF Valentin Fitas and 1B Larry Stinson provided most 

of the offense on the day. 

 

Game 2 from Vito Constantino Memorial Stadium was almost a carbon copy of game one with 

the Outlaws clawing out a 4-2 victory and a 2-0 lead in the series. Outlaws starter Ruben 

Vazquez outdueled Surfer starter Ernesto Delgado with a 7 inning, 2 Run performance. The 



Outlaws were only able to get 5 Hits off Delgado but they made them count with all of them 

coming with men on base. Vazquez was named Game 2 player of the Game and led the Outlaws 

back to their home park. 

 

In what would become a common theme, Game 3 saw the visiting team walk away the victor as 

Long Beach jumped all over game 3 starter Julio Alicea with 3 first inning Runs and kept their 

foot on the gas with 11 Hits and a 5-2 Win. Surfers Ace, Danya Tchekanov was brilliant with a 

complete game victory with 8 K’s and no Walks. DH Gonzalo Martinez would go 4-4 and tie the 

FL playoff record with 3 doubles, Milliard Younger would go 2-4 and 2B Tomas Borges would 

go 2 -5 to lead the Surfers. The heart of the Surfers lineup was white hot but as expected Danya 

Tchekanov was awarded the Player of the Game for Game 3 from The Tap Room 

 

Game 4 was a beautifully pitched game from both sides as the Surfers and Outlaws were knotted 

up 2 apiece before normally reliable Closer Luis Pina coughed up 3 Hits and 2 Runs in the top pf 

the 9th for the Surfers 4-2 victory. Outlaws starter Francisco Cardona was named Player of the 

Game in a losing effort. Long Beach went back to a familiar strategy employing 6 pitchers in the 

game to keep the Outlaws hitters off balance and it worked to perfection. Surfers CF Rocky 

Allen provided the game winning hit with a 2 Run Single. 

 

San Antonio broke the streak in Game 5 with a 3-1 victory and giving the home team the first 

win of the series. Future 2044 Nebraska Winner, Ricardo Rivera, would once again impose his 

will upon the Surfers with a 6.1 innings, 4 Hits and 9 K’s and 0 Runs while winning his second 

Player of the Game in the series. RF Pedro Bustamante, the MVP of the Landis Series, was on 

fire this game giving a 3-4 effort and bringing in all 3 Outlaws Runs. 

 

Game 6 was, yet another, nail biter with Long Beach once again victimizing Luis Pina with a 9th 

inning Home Run to allow the Surfers to tie up the series at 3 games apiece and sending 

shockwaves throughout San Antonio as Ruben Vazquez was unable to bring home the title. 

Surfers 2B Manuel Hernandez would win player of the Game with a spectacular 3-3 day at the 

plate with 1 Run and 2 RBI’s. Things looked bad for the Surfers when starter Ernesto Delgado 

would leave the game in the 6th with an injury, but Cornelio Lozano was a magician punching 

out 6 Outlaws in 2 innings to keep San Antonio at bay until late. 

 

Game 7 saw game 3 loser, SP Julio Alicea, step up with a performance for the ages dealing 8 

innings of 1 Run pitching to put down the Surfers rebellion and bring home the title for San 

Antonio with a 5-1 victory. Alicea outpitched Danya Tchekonova who was uncharacteristically 

hittable this game giving up 11 Hits and all 5 San Antonio Runs. The Outlaws offense, which 

had been running on auto pilot all series finally broke open in the important game. Pedro 

Bustamante, Valentin Fitras, Alfredo Rojas, Tu-fu Yong and Lucio Cuellar all had multiple hits. 

Alicea was rewarded with the payer of the Game. 

 

Police in riot gear was dispatched throughout San Antonio, and the rest of Texas, just in case the 

celebration got out of hand but as of last report the parties were rowdy but safe. So now it’s time 

for GM Calvaruso, and the rest of the San Antonio Outlaws crew to sit back and enjoy their 

position as Best of the BBA for a few months before having to come back and defend it. 

 



“I firmly believe that any man’s finest hour, the greatest fulfillment of all he holds dear, is that 

moment when he has worked his heart out in a good cause and lies exhausted on the field of 

battle – victorious” 

Vince Lombardi 

2044: FINAL UMEBA STANDINGS 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  



 

Bucharest started last season with high hopes of a championship. With Jim Cox as GM for the 

sixth year, hopes were running high. After all --- in his previous 5 years as GM, Bucharest had 

won 91 or more games four times and had been in the playoffs all five years. However, their 

postseason performance was less stellar: having been beaten in the round of four three times (7-

12 record overall) and the United Cup twice (3-8 record overall). 

They started the season with the following lineup: 

 

C: Hotha Popo 

1B: Jay Gamble  

2B: Freddy McCord/Carlos Camacho platoon 

3B: Anastacio Diaz/Vincente Archuleta platoon 

SS: Jeremy Owbridge/Rakim Stevenson platoon 

LF: Mitch Dalrymple  

CF: Rafael Mullet/Julio Soriano platoon.  

RF: Ricardo Esparza  

DH: Vincente Archuleta/Donald Chambers platoon. 

 

and a starting rotation of: 

 

S1: Mateus Rabisca .  

S2: Francois Mangin  

S3: Leonardo Gomez  

S4: Matt Hanson  

S5: Fraser Pond  

 

However, the team did not perform nearly as well as expected. The lineup was producing 

well, and the defense was top-notch, but the starting pitching was not quite what the fully packed 

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_34015.html
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https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_36479.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_28926.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_46341.html


stadium crowds were used to seeing from the team. The team was 7 games behind the league 

leader, Mumbai, as of May 22. 

The saving grace came when the Impalers had a fantastic draft that included three remarkably 

mature teenage starting pitchers in the first three rounds: Owen Geddes, Neill Fenomore, and 

Ajanidha Praveen. They were immediately moved to the majors 

(viewtopic.php?f=112&t=35912), Mangin was moved to the pen, Pond was moved to AA, and 

Matt Hanson was put on waivers. The result was immediately successful, as the team went 24-14 

over the next six weeks. By July 31, it was all but certain that Bucharest would win the BANC 

division.  

The second inflection point occurred after a locker room fight 

(viewtopic.php?f=112&t=36285) on August 10. The locker room had been pretty unhappy for 

awhile, and tempers were mounting. After an insult, Freddy McCord tackled reliever Freddy 

Bello . Then left fielder Craig Barber jumped into the fracas. Disciplinary action was 

immediately taken:McCord was moved to Luanda and Barber and Freddy Bello both put on 

waivers. All of those players had contributed to the poor chemistry in the locker room.  

A team-wide meeting revealed that there were no leaders on the team and certainly no 

captain. Proven leader Tyler Shacklady was brought up from Luanda to replace McCord, and 

free agent captain Eliseu Satino was acquired to add some stability to the locker room.  

Though Bucharest would have still won the division without the stabilizing moves, many 

believe they could not have survived the pressures of the playoffs without them. In addition, 

Satino proved his worth on the field with a .374 BA, and a .947 OPS the rest of the way. In the 

playoffs he also excelled, with a .471 BA and a 1.315 OPS in 20 PA.  

It wasn't all smooth sailing for Bucharest through the season, but the hard work paid off, as 

they won their first United Cup. 

Hopes continue to run high this season, despite losing Pitcher of the year award winner 

Rabisca in free agency in the offseason; Bucharest is entering the season with a team payroll of 

only $39 million (out of $55 million salary cap, seventh highest out of eight teams in UMEBA). 

These limitations are perhaps offset a bit by the strength of their farm system to continue to 

produce highly qualified players. 

Will they win the United Cup for a second year in a row? 

Probably not. 

But I would bet they at least make the playoffs for the seventh straight time. 
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Hall of Fame Inductees 

Announced 
 

BBA Hall of Fame Adds Six Legends in 2045 
 

The Hall of Fame is an oft-debated topic among us BBA GMs. Small Hall? Big 

Hall? It’s all a beautiful mess to most of use. Let’s look in on Commissioner Matt 

Rectenwald as he reveals the class of 2045. 
 

  



 

Brewer Enshrined in HOF 
 

The baseball legends today welcomed to their exclusive club a new catcher by 

the name of Hank Brewer. His induction ceremony was held today at the Brewster 

Baseball Association Hall of Fame. 

"I remember thinking to myself after I had had a couple of good years that if I 

keep doing this, maybe I just might make it to the Hall of Fame. The dream 

became a reality today and I must say this is a very proud day.” 

Over his career Brewer batted .287 and collected 2240 hits, 310 home runs and 

1204 RBIs. He played in 2095 games and retired from baseball at age 39. His best 

years came as a member of the Las Vegas Hustlers, whose hat he wore at his 

induction ceremony. 

His former manager Edward Allen introduced Brewer saying, "The big thing 

about Hank is that he could hit any pitch. I don't mean only strikes. He could hit a 

ball off his ankles or off his ear." 

 

  



 

Cannon Latest HOF Legend 
 

What does it take to make the baseball Hall of Fame? 

Well, whatever it is, Dan Cannon has it. He was inducted into the Brewster 

Baseball Association Hall of Fame today. 

Retiring at age 36, Cannon had one of the most illustrious careers ever with a 

231-155 won-loss mark and a 3.62 ERA. He racked up 543 mound appearances 

and struck out 3139 in 3395 innings. 

Asked by reporters to describe what it takes to become a Hall of Famer, he 

replied, "I guess it all started at my high school graduation. The speaker said to be 

successful in life, you needed to find 'something you love.' I am here today because 

I found something I love. Baseball has been my life. It has never been a job. I have 

been able to have fun playing a game and making a wonderful life for myself and 

my family. I am a kid that never really had to grow up. Just go to the ballpark each 

day and throw strikes. That's it." 

Dan Cannon closed by saying, "God gave me the talent and blessed me with 

great coaches, managers, and teammates, who helped me develop it." 

  



 

McNeill Installed in Hall of Fame 
 

All-time he played in 2423 games, batted .290 with 469 home runs, 2687 base 

hits, 1539 RBIs and 1664 runs scored -- stats great enough to be acclaimed a 

baseball immortal. 

Lucas McNeill was officially inducted into the Brewster Baseball Association 

Hall of Fame today. This was his 0th time on the ballot, where he was elected with 

0.0% of the vote. 

At his Hall of Fame induction, the superstar first baseman told the audience the 

secret of his success: "I was born to be a ballplayer... I also practiced a lot. Sunup 

to sundown in the summertime my brothers and I would be on the ballfield. We did 

it every minute we could. Boy, I loved to play baseball. Still do, and still would, if 

I could. I always got a special kick on opening day, no matter how many you went 

through. I looked forward to it like a birthday party when you're a kid. You think 

something wonderful is going to happen." 

One of his managers summed up his career very well: "You saw him standing 

out there on the diamond and you knew you had a darn good chance to win the 

baseball game." 

McNeill retired from baseball in 2044, when he was 38. He wore a Yellow 

Springs Nine hat at his induction ceremony. 

  



 

Guerrero Joins HOF Immortals 
 

Cisco Guerrero, the great first baseman and consummate professional, was 

inducted into the Brewster Baseball Association Hall of Fame today. 

At the induction ceremony, he grew misty-eyed as he recalled the highlights of 

his playing career: his first base hit, his first home run and -- humorously -- the 

first time he was thrown out at home plate. 

Guerrero says he blew through his third base coach's stop sign. As he returned 

to the dugout, his manager simply glared at him. 

"His eyes just burned a hole right through me," Guerrero chuckled. "If looks 

could kill, I wouldn't be here today." 

More often than not, Guerrero pleased his managers and coaches during a 

superb career. 

His all-time numbers show Guerrero compiled a .313 batting average and 

collected 3023 hits, 440 home runs and 1693 RBIs. In all, he played in 2471 

games. Guerrero retired from baseball in 2041. 

  



 

Dusty Rhodes Enters Hall of Fame 
 

"From the first time I saw him play, I knew he had the potential to be one of the 

best," Dusty Rhodes's first manager said, "and the more I saw him play, the more 

certain I was that he would reach that potential." 

He was just one of the people there at Rhodes's enshrinement in the Brewster 

Baseball Association Hall of Fame. It was a celebration of the career of one of the 

shining stars of his generation. His former teammates loved him and opposing fans 

loved to hate him, but respect followed him everywhere, as evidenced by the large 

crowd at the ceremony. Not only were many of his former Madison Wolves friends 

there, but opposing players and managers as well, along with a large throng of 

fans. 

The man of the moment was overcome with emotion when he finally took his 

turn at the podium to speak. "This is one of the greatest moments of my life and to 

share it with all of you here is... simply amazing. I would just like to thank my 

family and all my teammates for their support during my journey here. Individual 

honor was never my goal, winning was, but this is more than I could have ever 

dreamed." 

Rhodes retired at the age of 39 with a .331 career batting average. He mainly 

played first baseman, participated in 2584 games, hit 257 home runs and batted in 

1485 runs. 

  



 

 

LaLoosh Now Hall of Famer 
 

What a way to cap a glorious career -- get elected to the Brewster Baseball 

Association Hall of Fame. That's exactly what happened to pitching star, Lawrence 

Columbus LaLoosh. The Baseball Writers Association rewarded him for his 

sensational seasons on the mound and today he took his place among the baseball 

immortals. 

LaLoosh told the audience at the ceremonies, "Baseball has been my life ... and 

what a wonderful life it has been. The truth is I would have played it for almost 

nothing -- but I wouldn't have told any of the owners that." 

LaLoosh had a career record of 169 victories and 97 losses with 2187 strikeouts 

in 2417.2 innings and a 3.67 ERA. He was 35 when he retired from baseball, and 

he appeared in 383 games. 

  



2045 BBA Hall of Fame Voting Results 
 

PLAYER VOTES % 
Hank Brewer 26 89.66% 
Dan Cannon 26 89.66% 
Lucas McNeill 25 86.21% 
Cisco Guerrero 23 79.31% 
Dusty Rhodes 23 79.31% 
Lawrence Columbus LaLoosh 22 75.86% 
Carlton Winson 19 65.52% 
Gervasio Ridder 19 65.52% 
Peter Grady 15 51.72% 
Jon Mick 12 41.38% 
William Moreland 12 41.38% 
Lewis Stephens 11 37.93% 
Carlos Gonzales 10 34.48% 
Ettienne R. LaFitte 7 24.14% 
Steve Dempsey 5 17.24% 
Reese Wareham 2 6.90% 
Jose Chavez 1 3.45% 
Chris Limon 1 3.45% 

 

  



Enough looking back at the wonderful season that was 2044…it’s time to look forward to 2045, 
which by all accounts, could feature the deepest collection of teams in BBA and UMEBA history.

 
Rockville GM Aaron Weiner returns once again to preview the Frick League teams 
(plus each division and the league preamble), while Ted Schmidt not only returns 

to a BBA front office, but offering up forecasts for the Johnson League teams. 
Last but not least, Neil Thomas served up projections for the UMEBA before 

taking a promotion in the off-season to run his very own BBA team. Where does 
one find the time? 

  
So sit back and enjoy a look at the upcoming season of the best OOTP league in 

the world…heck, in the universe! 
 

 

 
 
In 1973, a dream was born:  the MBBA, the Monty Brewster Baseball Association, 

was created with 24 teams.  The Montreal Blazers, New Orleans Crawdads, Calgary 
Marauders, Des Moines Kernels, Louisville Sluggers, Las Vegas Hustlers, Seattle 
Storm, Valencia Stars, Vancouver Mounties, and Chicago Black Sox all have their 

original names, and only one of these franchises has ever significantly moved:  
Chicago had a long dalliance in Huntsville, AL before returning in 2040. 

 
The rest of the teams are as follows: 
 

the Lexington Lightning, now the Omaha Hawks; 
 

the Jacksonville Monarchs, now the Brooklyn Robins; 
 
the Birmingham Bandits, now the San Antonio Outlaws; 

 
the Brooklyn Bombers, now the Atlantic City Gamblers; 



 
the Buffalo Bisons, now the San Fernando Bears; 

 
the California Crusaders, rebranded the Sacramento Mad Popes; 

 
the Charlotte Knights, now the Jacksonville Hurricanes; 
 

the Honolulu Typhoons, rebranded as the Hawaii Tropics; 
 

the Salt Lake City Missions, now the Long Beach Surfers (twice); 
 
the Marquette Suns, now the Madison Wolves; 

 
the Omaha Barnstormers, now the Mexico City Aztecs; 

 
the Phoenix Talons, now the Yellow Springs Nine; 
 

the Washington Bobwhites, now the Nashville Bluebirds, 
 

and the Manhattan Myst, which are now my Pikemen (after four name changes!) 
 

I list these teams that Monty Brewster founded because sadly, as you have read in 
these pages, Monty Brewster has passed on.  I thought there could be no better 
tribute to the man than to say that not only has his dream stayed alive, but it has 

evolved.  From 24 franchises to 32 of them, with hundreds of different GMs and 
tens of thousands of players.  We’ve changed the name to the Monty Brewster 

World Baseball Association when he spread his love of baseball to Europe, and 
we’ve changed the name back to just the Brewster Baseball Association when the 
EBA folded and we became affiliated with the United Middle East Baseball 

Association. 
 

But, of course, the league has taken on a life of its own beyond Brewster, whose 
millions were spent to help found the league but has become a successful entity in 
its own right.  The league as a whole drew around 100,000,000 fans last year for all 

teams, including the playoffs, and you know who did that?  Monty Brewster did 
that, sure, but we did it, too.  All of us, whether you joined the BBA five minutes 

ago, or you’ve been around forever, or whether you’re an occasionally humble 
scribe, like me. 
 

So the BBA will continue on; in three years we’ll celebrate 75 years, and in twenty 
five more seasons we’ll reach 100 years old.  Our goal right now should be to 

outlive Monty Brewster, who died at 107 years old after a fantastic life; may we all 
live as fantastic a life as him. 
 

Who might be living the high life in 2045?  Well, last year San Antonio took what 
will be the last ever Landis Memorial Series, and Long Beach was their victim.  

Given the talent of both teams – San Antonio’s superstars, Long Beach’s steadiness 



– it’s hard to imagine that both won’t be back playing in October for another chance 
at the first Monty Brewster Championship Series. 

 
Yellow Springs just set a modern-day record for wins in a season with 116, a mark 

first set almost forty seasons ago.  All the riches in the world but just one lousy 
pennant to show for it, and no titles.  It’s also hard to say that Rockville is 
continuing to decline if they win 102 games, but it’s been a while since their last 

championship even if they did win the pennant in 2043 and have four the last ten 
years.  Both teams are projected to win their divisions. 

 
We’re projecting Edmonton, the team that knocked Rockville out, to also win their 
division this year; the Jackrabbits reloaded slightly this offseason and have a strong 

team.  However, we expect them to have competition, too, from both San Antonio 
and Calgary, and maybe even Phoenix.  We also expect New Orleans to push 

Rockville again this year, as the Crawdads won more games in the JL than any 
other team but the Pikemen.   
 

There are any number of fringe contenders for the sixth wild card, too:  Phoenix 
and Montreal are our biggest favorites, but we could see any number of teams rise 

up and grab the golden ring; we’re saying that literally almost any JL team besides 
Mexico City, Las Vegas, and Boise could take the sixth wild card, so this race could 

get crazy in a hurry. 
 
Moving over to the Frick League, there are more questions than answers.  Yellow 

Springs is again the odds favorite and there’s really no line at all on the Heartland, 
but we’re anticipating as many as three 90-win teams in the FL Pacific, Long Beach, 

Hawaii, and San Fernando. We also expect that Ted Schmidt’s Twin Cities team will 
be highly competitive in 2045, and surely the veteran who’s a rookie in Minnesota 
has made a splash. 

 
There are a lot of teams who might make some waves, too.  Seattle made the 

playoffs last year and could do it again.  Chicago has made the playoffs several 
straight years, Louisville is always dangerous with their star power, and teams like 
Nashville, Omaha, and possibly even Sacramento might make some noise this year. 

 
There’s very little question that if you’re still reading this, it’s because you love 

baseball, possibly every bit as much as Monty Brewster did.  We should not forget 
his generosity and his leadership in the early days of this league, and the amazing 
superstars we’ve had throughout the years in the BBA.  The league has evolved, 

and so have we; you’re reading this in a Media Guide that wasn’t even a glimmer in 
our eye until recently.  There is no truth to the rumor that he died clutching a 

baseball card of Steve Nebraska, but the fact that the rumor exists is just one of 
the reasons for us to honor Brewster today, and forever enshrine his name to 
signify the champion of our Association.  May you, someday, show your love for 

something as much as Monty Brewster showed us.  And if a baseball happens to fall 
from heaven on Opening Day, not one of us will be surprised. 
 
 



 

FL Pacific Preview 
 

             
 

Last year Sacramento gave up the throne in this division, and they’re expected to 

do it again this year.  This is setting up a pretty good dogfight by the numbers 
between three teams:  Hawaii, Long Beach, and a potentially improved San 

Fernando team. 
 
Long Beach won 100 games last year and the division title, which I’m sure 

exceeded even their wildest expectations for their offseason spending spree.  The 
biggest improvement for Long Beach came internally anyway, as Cornelio Lozano 

became a superstar last year. 
 
Hawaii didn’t do much to improve this offseason, but they really didn’t have to do 

anything much; led by Alaric Wullenweber and bombers Ernest McBride and Gary 
Allen, the Tropics are one of the more solid teams in the BBA.  They’re my slight 

favorite to win the division. 
 
As for San Fernando, they dealt away ostensibly their best player in Alex Ramirez, 

but their rotation got major upgrades, they brought in former Sawyer Silk winner 
Angel Gonzalez, and they look like they got an offensive downgrade with major 

pitching upgrades.  I think they’re still a cut below the two divisional powerhouses 
but it’s closer than it looked last year. 
 

I’m also projecting a big drop from Seattle, who made the playoffs last year; their 
87-win season also carried a -26 run differential, and they dropped longtime 

rotation mainstay Luther Summers.  Nobody was very surprised to see Seattle back 
in the playoffs because nobody ever knows quite to what to expect from the Storm.   
 

Sacramento also has a very outside shot at being relevant this year, though I’m 
projecting they arrive one year from now.  Vancouver has a little upside, but we’ve 

been saying that for years and nothing materializes.  The rest of the division has 
about as much chance as a towel in a tornado:  Portland and Valencia are 
completely done before the first pitch.   

 
This should be a very entertaining division to watch because of the teams at the 

top, but also because there are teams at the bottom who have a fighting chance 
here. 

 

 



 

 
 

2045 PROJECTED STANDINGS 
 

HAWAII TROPICS     93 – 69 

LONG BEACH SURFERS   92 – 70 

SAN FERNANDO BEARS   88 – 74 

SACRAMENTO MAD POPES  74 – 88 

SEATTLE STORM     74 – 88 

VANCOUVER MOUNTIES   72 – 90 

PORTLAND LUMBERJACKS  64 – 98 

VALENCIA STARS     60 – 102 

 



 

HAWAII TROPICS 

 
 

Hawaii was supposed to be the hot young team on the rise, but Long Beach jumped out from 

behind a rock and said, “I gotcha bro! Your surfers can’t match my Surfers!” (Reportedly, this 

really happened, or so I was told by a four-legged man.) To add insult to injury, Hawaii was 

taken out of the playoffs by Long Beach in five games in the Doubleday. The Tropics did still 

win 92 games, the eight-most in franchise history and the most in almost twenty years. Their 

offense was still among the league’s best. Has Long Beach really passed them, or will Hawaii 

be the team on top in 2045? 

 

Last year, only four BBA teams scored 800 runs, and Hawaii’s 848 runs were second in the 

FL only to San Fernando. It’s not hard to see why. Ernest McBride didn’t win the Sawyer Silk 

again, in part because a fractured hand that cost him two months, but his .984 OPS would 

have been fourth in the league. Gary Allen (.319/37/123) picked up the wounded superstar 

nicely, and Mike Campbell and Bastiao Fardos showed why they are among the league’s most 

trustworthy players. Ron Shiplack showed signs of improvement and is a real force against 

lefties. The lineup falls off after that, though Hawaii is hoping that top prospect Bronx Cortez 

was nowhere near as bad as his pathetic .366 OPS in 70 plate appearances last year. The 

team isn’t great defensively, but they can outhit their miscues. 

 

The Tropics, who finished solidly as a second-tier pitching 

staff, have made some waves about going with a four-man 

rotation this year, at least in stretches. They have one of the 

few teams that could do it: all of their starters are in top 

condition and three of them work deep into ballgames. The 

Tropics are led by Alaric Wullenweber, who threw a no-hitter 

last year and has finished 3rd, 3rd, and 2nd in Steve Nebraska 

voting over the last three seasons, so their #1 starter is 

squared away. Niccolo Destefani needs to be set free; he was fantastic last year but threw 

only 194 innings. Zak Johnson had a rough season, but other than the home runs he’s still a 

stud. And fourth starter Jesus Gonzalez was incredibly efficient last year. The Tropics do have 

some fifth starter types in Bob McConnell (10-11, 4.44 last year) and Raymond Ortiz 

(subreplacement in 63 relief outings) but neither pitched very well in 2044; one reason the 

Tropics might not want to go four-man is because other than Stephen Taub’s noble effort last 

year, their bullpen is underwhelming. 

 

The Tropics might get some help with the fifth starter spot from either Denny Hamilton or 

Ronnie Sprinkles as early as this year, and they do have some solid long-term prospects like 

Adhyapayana Mehta. However, these are first world problems. The Tropics are going to be 

just fine. It’s difficult to imagine them making any significant moves this year, but they 

shouldn’t have to do anything to be a solid contender yet again. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 93 – 69 

 

 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: James Walker BALLPARK: Diamond Head Baseball Park 



LONG BEACH SURFERS 

 
 

Last year I jokingly asked whether 2044 was the year that Long Beach would hang ten. Well, 

they hung 100 on the Frick League, which was outside my margin of error, which just means 

I didn’t push them up enough. They did have a lot go right last year, but there’s no reason 

why most of that couldn’t go right again this year, and even if they’re ten games worse than 

anticipated they’re still likely a playoff team. So how good is Long Beach really? 

 

Last year I wrote that it remained to be seen whether reliever Cornelio Lozano could pitch. 

Well, 10-4, 2.04 and a league-leading 316 strikeouts later, the answer is yes. Lozano didn’t 

pitch enough innings to qualify for the Nebraska but easily ran away with the Jason Egan 

Award. Danya Tchekanov (17-8, 2.36) didn’t win it either, but he did finish third. The staff 

was obviously designed to not go deep into ballgames other than Satan’s Whelp and Ernesto 

Delgado, and Delgado (14-13, 4.07) was healthy and rock solid. As anticipated, Raul Alvarez 

and Luis Manuel Rodriguez threw a lot of innings, but they threw more and better innings 

than in 2043, and Francisco Lucero was unexpectedly awesome. Long Beach finished only 

behind Yellow Springs, and while I’m not sure that 3.5 runs per game is sustainable, it might 

be if people pitch the number of innings we got from them last year. 

 

As for the free agent spending spree, Long Beach went four for four 

on their big signings. Millard Younger, Lionel Crepin, and Mario 

Barrera all performed at or above last year’s totals, with Barrera 

making a full WAR jump. Manuel Aguilar, Jr. didn’t fall off enough to 

make him a poor choice. Crepin is gone this year, replaced by another 

free agent, Luis Costello, a righty who put up 2 WAR in his first full-

time action. The Surfers are also hoping to get as much out of catcher 

Antonio Ruiz as last year, as the slick-fielding catcher hit well for the 

Surfers. Manuel Hernandez even had a huge year for them last year, 

though I would also expect Tomas Borges to take over for the veteran. 

 

Long Beach has some excellent prospects, including Del Willis, the #5 pick in last year’s draft, 

who has come on in a hurry and could pitch out of the pen if they needed him to this year. 

Frank Walbourne isn’t that far away either. Long Beach doesn’t need prospects coming out of 

the woodwork; they need continued results. Lozano is back on an utterly absurd $900k 

contract, and the team will have the long-term money to sign Tchenakov. They might have a 

contract issue with Younger’s opt out at the end of the season, and might end up with the 

same problem with Barrera the year afterward. However, they should have the cap flexibility 

to handle either one, though, even if they both get raises. Based on last year, a lot of people 

should get raises. I’m skeptical that they’re as good as this, but not if their top three relievers 

combine for 11 WAR again. I find it difficult to believe they’ll win less than 90 games. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 92 – 70 

 
 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Stephen Lane BALLPARK: Vito Costantino Memorial Stadium 



SAN FERNANDO BEARS 

 
 

San Fernando is moving on a little bit. Alex Ramirez is now in Twin Cities. They went out and 

made some significant trades for big arms and former Sawyer Silk 

winner Angel Gonzalez. It’s the last year of 34-year-old Tai hoi 

Wie’s contract so there’s plenty to unpack here. The question isn’t 

whether San Fernando will be competitive; just looking at their 

roster makes that crystal clear. The question is how competitive; 

Hawaii and Long Beach are both solid foes. Have San Fernando’s 

moves made them sufficiently competitive?  

 

The Bears run primarily on their offensive prowess, which was on 

full display last year as they led the Frick in runs scored and were 

either first or second in every offensive category that matters. The 

departed Alex Ramirez was a big part of that, but they may have done a good job replacing 

him with Angel Gonzalez. Gonzalez was a one-hit wonder with Vancouver in 2041, but he’s 

been a consistent 3.5-4 WAR player otherwise and should play very good defense in right 

field. Tai hoi Wie will make an interesting Hall of Fame case, especially if he plays three more 

years. Lorenzo Palacios and Angel Garcia are two of the more reliable 3-WAR players in the 

game. Chuck Dickens might not have had his best season yet. The Bears do have two very 

important question marks: LF Reggie Vargas has yet to play up to his reputation, and SS 

Quinn Richardson had a serious sophomore slump. But this is a killer offense, even without 

Ramirez. Don’t overthink it. 

 

San Fernando’s pitching got a significant upgrade this offseason. After years of joking about 

their lack of major league arms, San Fernando went out and got Joe Gillstrom runner-up 

Gusby Pinkerton and Tamachi Ando to go with homegrown Felipe Guevara. Guevara has been 

an absolute monster in his two major league seasons, and Pinkerton was incredible last year. 

They don’t have to be that good for this team to win games, but if they are we could be 

looking at twin 20-game winners. Bron Cortez broke out in a big way last year too, covered 

up by his .350 BABIP. I’d like to see them try Kojuro Nishikawa again at the 5th starter spot, 

but they may go with Chad Keever. San Fernando’s bullpen isn’t impressive, but they’re not 

quite as empty as they’ve been in recent years. 

 

Ramirez’ trade probably had more than a little to do with Roberto Rivera’s pending ascent, 

assuming he continues to develop. Rivera’s probably still a year away, but he is an extremely 

good prospect, especially defensively. The Bears may also have Angel Garcia’s replacement 

in Carlos Flores. Keever and last year’s #2 pick, Peter Roop, should also help soon. No sign 

of Wie’s replacement, by the way, but the Bears have enough salary flexibility that they could 

even afford to re-sign him for a couple years. I think they’d do better by signing pitching and 

trying to back-door the firstbase market. They’re going to have to do a little more to get under 

the cap, but this is a high-quality team who could take this division away from Long Beach 

and Hawaii. 
 

2045 PROJECTION: 88 – 74 

 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Randy Weigand BALLPARK: Chico’s Bail Bonds Field 



 

SACRAMENTO MAD POPES 
 
 

 
Sacramento lost a lot more games than I projected, though I will admit that my projection 

was very tame. Still, it wasn’t just a straight miss. I correctly anticipated that Sacramento’s 

pitching staff wouldn’t fall off too much, and I was properly vindicated: they finished third. 

What I didn’t count on was the complete team offensive collapse, which happened even before 

they traded players like Po-sin Shi, Jorge Lugo, and Ramon Pagan. Sacramento came on late 

and finished with less than 90 losses, but their team is very different from the one that started 

2044. Does Sacramento still have enough firepower to contend, or will they continue 

rebuilding? 

 

The Mad Popes do still have some offensive superstars. However, I have a lot of doubts about 

their offense if Simpson doesn’t bounce back strongly. David Simpson fell off last year, but 

he’s still a perennial Sawyer Silk contender. Quant Kouros might be the best pure leadoff man 

in the game: he led the FL in OBP and stolen bases last year, his fourth and seventh time 

doing that, respectively. Fernando Cruz had a ghastly .604 OPS and he may be the righty half 

of a platoon with Ramon Carrasco. Edward Leialoha (predictably Hawaiian) also had a solid 

debut last year late; he might be sneaky good. Other than Simpson, who by now it’s clear 

should be a DH, the Mad Popes play superior defense and run very well; despite finishing 15th 

in offense last year, they were easily first in stolen bases, and probably will be again.  

 

The Sacramento defense combined with their pitchers’ ballpark keeps 

them in a lot of ballgames, and it has to be those two things: 

Sacramento finished third in runs allowed, but just ninth in WHIP, 

eleventh in strikeouts, tenth in walks allowed and seventh in homers 

allowed. The Mad Popes do still have Manuel Andres, and bullpen stars 

Manuel Cruz and Marco Vitalle were masterful last year. The ace of 

this staff could be Eustace Tilley, but he’s never been able to master 

his offspeed stuff. Tony Alomar might be a secret weapon; he was 

great after coming over from Montreal, and even threw almost six 

innings a start. The Mad Popes are also taking a reasonable chance 

on Knud Zeitler, and we’ll probably see more Marvin Winston or 

Warren Moore this season. This will make for a very interesting 

rotation that’s lefty-heavy, and will surely be at least a little successful with their defense and 

new-look ballpark, which changed the outfield wall and dimensions to make it one of the most 

extreme pitcher-friendly parks in the league. 

 

Sacramento won over 100 games just two years ago, and I’d say they’re about a year away 

from having rebuilt the pitching staff through youth. Their cap situation is much better than 

it was, too; they have virtually no long-term money devoted after this season. But the Mad 

Popes haven’t completely fallen off the map yet, either. I can easily see this team finishing 

around .500 this season as long as their hitting rebounds somewhat. More likely they’re going 

on a spending spree in 2046 for offense, and we’ll see them back in the mix for the division 

title. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 74 – 88 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Doug Olmsted BALLPARK: South Pacific Field 



 
 

 

SEATTLE STORM 
 

 

Typically, Seattle is my least favorite team to preview ever year…except that last year I finally 

got it right! I projected them for 77 wins, and Seattle scored 685 runs and gave up 711, and 

as a result…oh, wait, I’m getting in that the Storm won – what? – 87 games and made the 

playoffs? No, that can’t be right – they got outscored by 25 runs. And yet, it’s true. Which 

brings us to the point: few teams lost better players this offseason than Seattle’s Luther 

Summers, and the Storm were already a little bit in the hole. Do the Storm still have enough 

on the roster to contend? Did they ever? Do I know anything here? Let’s find out. 

 

Seattle has one of the surest 1-2 punches in the rotation in the BBA in Hector Marquez and 

Yasir bin Lufti, who last year combined for 31 wins, a 3.40 ERA, and almost 400 strikeouts. 

Last year, though, they got some help from an unexpected source: former Steve Nebraska 

winner Ken Walter, whose 15 wins, 4.08 ERA, and 192 innings were the best he’s had in the 

last six seasons. The Storm are also trying out a UMEBA transplant, Jose Villarreal, who was 

highly successful for Jerusalem before the 2044 season. They also got a near-perfect year 

from closer Jarred Perkins, whose 4-WAR season equaled his career total. Seattle also got 

solid seasons from relievers Bartolo Olvera and Jose Ramos, and there is some talent 

throughout the Storm bullpen. Seattle finished in the middle of the league in runs allowed last 

year, which would be a reasonable target for them this season, too. 

 

The offense doesn’t have quite as much cheery news. Seattle finished last year near the 

bottom of the FL, and they had just three players who qualified hit a league average OPS: 

Alexander Julyan, who has officially broken out as a star, 1B Liann-wei Miao, as solid a 

presence as you’d want, and DH Abakada Angosisye, who may have a second gear in his 

second year. The rest of the offense had issues, but some of the other position players gained 

a positive WAR because of fielding: Pedro Diaz, Aires Penharanda, and Alejandro Cordova. Yo 

Miyamoto will likely be better, but he might end up a platoon player. It’s hard to see much 

room for improvement on this team, and they’re probably capped 

at around 8th place offensively no matter what. 

 

Seattle really doesn’t have the pitching to be a Long Beach type 

team, and they don’t have the bats to try to San Fernando it. 

Really, they’re just a middling type team who hit nearly the top of 

my margin of error last year. (Hey, I did it!) It’s hard to see how 

this team is a contender, and while they are extremely unlikely to 

bottom out with two outstanding starters and a team full of fine. Luther Summers might not 

be a big loss, though; he was always better on the stat sheet than his numbers ever were. 

The team isn’t likely to get a ton of help from the farm and doesn’t have a ton to trade (except 

Marquez, who would get a small fortune from someone). Their long-term cap situation is also 

screwed, unless Walter opts out in 2046 (don’t count on it). So what Seattle did last year is 

probably the apex of what they can do right now. I wouldn’t bet on it happening again.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 74 – 88 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Nathan Eagan BALLPARK: King County Complex 



 

VANCOUVER MOUNTIES 
 

 

Vancouver is a very interesting team to look at. Despite what looked like a pretty okay team, 

since 2042 the Mounties have lost 90, 87, and last year 94 games, and while having a 

puncher’s chance at a division title could have been satisfying, Vancouver decided they were 

going to tear it down this offseason a bit. Some good moves, some not good, and it is sort of 

hard to say that they did what they set out to do. While the team seems unlikely to land on 

a winning record, they probably won’t bottom out completely. How good is this team now 

anyway? 

 

Vancouver unloaded two big offensive players this offseason in Angel 

Gonzalez and Alejandro Ortiz, and it should definitely show up in the 

lineup this year. The team still has Fernando Castillo and Jeffrey 

Smith, peak offensive performers in their prime. Moving Ortiz was a 

way to make room for Brad Parkinson, who was a complete disaster 

as a rookie but might improve over time; surely, he had nothing left 

to prove in the minors; moving Gonzalez didn’t clear the way for 

anything much, but the take was really good. David Noboru fell off a 

table last year, and is clearly not that bad, even if he’s not the player he once was. Angel De 

Castillo is an interesting free agent signing as he had a bit of a resurgence year and may still 

have something left in the tank. I still like Carlos Martinez, but he was also terrible. Not much 

else to mention here, and while the two stars will power this offense it remains to be seen 

whether they’ll get anything from anyone else. 

 

The pitching staff takes a serious hit with the loss of Klomp for basically free, as they got a 

mediocre reliever and two virtually unusable players for him and are still paying his salary; 

guess Edmonton had promised the bag of baseballs to someone else. There’s still a little talent 

left with Klomp gone. Angel Romero isn’t a bad little lefty, and Miguel Ayala feels like he could 

be a rotation mainstay just about anywhere. Gustavo Hernandez has talent, but had another 

ugly injury last year. I like Ricardo Galindo, who has a chance to be a decent #3/4 guy, and 

I think the Luis Torres signing might be sneaky good. The team got 80 innings of really good 

relief out of Raul Garcia, but the rest of the bullpen is very weak. 

 

The Mounties have some serious issues that aren’t going away any time soon, but they’re 

also not bad enough to be, well, really bad. A lot of the guys they’re counting on had not just 

bad, but horrendous seasons last year: Martinez, Noboru, Parkinson, Ricardo Yanez combined 

for a -7 WAR last year – yes, that’s a combined NEGATIVE SEVEN WAR. Noboru was the “best” 

at -1.1 WAR. None of those players are great (Noboru used to be), but they’re definitely better 

than that. They also added pieces to the roster that might help. They don’t have enough 

pitching in general and they don’t have enough sure offensive pieces, but I’ve seen worse 

teams than this. Even after they easily sign Fernando Castillo this offseason they’ll still have 

plenty of future cap flexibility, and the trades, some good luck, and diligence has turned one 

of the emptiest worst farms in the game into a top ten farm system. For now? 90 losses 

seems about right. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 72 – 90 

GENERAL MANAGER: Taylor 
Bettencourt 

BALLPARK: Northwoods Outpost 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 



 
 

PORTLAND LUMBERJACKS 
 

 

The Portland Lumberjacks have averaged 99 losses a season since their inception in 2040. 

So, nowhere else to go but up, huh? Think again. No team lost more on-field talent this 

offseason than Portland, including just about all their most valuable players: Robert Menzies, 

Gusby Pinkerton, Francisco Franco, Myeong-hwan Kim, Bartolo Ortiz, and Kevin Morales. They 

did get back a few players, but among non-prospects, probably only Bobby Horne will be there 

in two years, if he’s not traded also. So the Lumberjacks are gonna be bad. Real bad. But is 

there anything there to look at? Is there any reason to hope that Portland can avoid another 

100-loss season?  

 

Well, let’s be straight here for a second: there’s no way at all to replace Robert Menzies; his 

most likely replacement, Hector Vazquez, was actually subreplacement in 2044. The rest of 

the lineup is equally underwhelming. If you trust Werner McConnell, Jr., you’re a better man 

than I. Pedro Gomez is a solid young catcher, and 1B Andrew Gallagher is an interesting 

prospect. After that, it’s mediocre, subpar, never-weres or aren’t-nows. I would be very 

unsurprised to come back in October and see that the entire lineup 

had less than 10 WAR. 

 

The Lumberjacks’ rotation did change with the losses of Pinkerton and 

Franco, but I’ve seen worse. Hector Amaral’s a veteran; he probably 

doesn’t have a lot of upside left, but he’s solid. Ray Verhoeve pitched 

well out of the bullpen last year and might have finally made it. 

Terrence Kelly has established an unexciting level of performance so 

far, but he probably won’t crash and burn and scouts like his upside. 

Pedro Rocha is one of the most overpaid players in the game, but he’ll 

eat some innings. I don’t know whether they’ll try out Roberto Valdez or Antonio Garcia in the 

#5 spot, but neither is bad. However, the bullpen is a smoking tire fire, and I wouldn’t count 

on them at all – precisely as it should be on a rebuilding team. 

 

Portland could easily be the worst team in the BBA this year, though in doing so they have 

built a solid farm system with a lot of upside and a solid draft position which this year is #6, 

and next year could be #1. They have a lot of expensive contracts through at least the end 

of 2047, but after that have virtually no long-term money set. There’s almost nobody on the 

roster you’d want to re-sign at this point, and they already have a super-cheap extension for 

Ray Verhoeve. Portland is taking it slow, and they can afford to take it slow. At this point, 

Portland is the water at the bottom of the ocean, but they might have just enough on the 

roster to keep them slightly floatatious. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 64 – 98 
 
 

 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Chris Wilson BALLPARK: The Trail in Multnomah 



 

VALENCIA STARS 
 

 

It goes without saying that Valencia is going to be really bad. But the team isn’t as wrecked 

as it used to be. At one point the Stars really had no farm at all, but the Angel Zalapa trade 

restored the team a little bit. It’s kind hard owning a team with no farm and no team on the 

field other than Aaron Haney. But the Zalapa trade has done three things for this franchise: 

it’s given them hope, it’s given them a little bit of a future, and it’s maybe allowed them to 

keep their franchise player. This is a bad team, but maybe it won’t be forever. 

 

Obviously, the team rises and falls on the bat of Aaron Haney, but 

he’s not their only player. Frederick Brisset had a weak debut with 

the bat, but his defense is so good he can force Haney over to a 

corner spot if that’s what they want. Gene Meade hasn’t done much 

with 700 major league at bats, but he could; he’s just 24 years old 

this year. Julio Guerra needs the DH spot; he can’t field. Mario Rolo 

looks like a solid young catcher. Most of the energy on this team is 

on the offensive side of the ball, and if I was in the shoes of new 

general manager Neil Thomas, I’d be tempted to move the ballpark 

dimensions around to remove the traditional pitchers’ park settings to better see what they 

have there. 

 

Jafar Hamid had a really good season as the #1 starter, and while they’re abusing him a little 

bit right now he was really good last year. Carlos Silva looks like a promising lefty. Ron Smith 

would be their #2 starter, probably, but he’s starting the year in the minors. Colin Browning 

could be good, but he hasn’t quite gotten the hang of pitching yet. Paul Springer could be a 

nice little #5 starter. And then most of their other guys are really relievers. John Olson has 

the makings of a good stopper, and they do have a number of solidly rated relievers. It’s not 

a really good staff, of course, and there’s really nothing to brag about other than Hamid, who 

looks fairly solid. 

 

If you ask me what the best thing to do is right now, I would definitely say to sign Hamid for 

2046, consider a long-term deal for Guerra after the year, who might not cost that much, and 

switching my old advice to lose Aaron Haney to KEEPING Aaron Haney if they can’t get market 

value for one of the top five position players in the BBA. 

 

I was dead set against keeping Haney before they managed to deal away Angel Zalapa for 

real value and no salary, which I thought was impossible. $27 million for Zalapa + $30 million 

for Haney = lots of red ink. But the previous front office did it. The problem is that they’re 

not likely to get market value for Haney because he wants $30 million a year for six years, 

and people are simply going to buy him as a rental, which should still be expensive; they’re 

renting the Hearst Castle. Except, um...you know who can afford $30 million for six years? 

Valencia can. They have $33 million on their cap for 2046, $28 million for 2047, and $11 

million in 2049. The team will still be lousy, you’ll still get top five draft picks and build around 

Haney. And if it doesn’t work you have a Hall of Famer with your name on it. There are worse 

things. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 60 – 102 

FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Neil Thomas BALLPARK: Honigsfeld Field 



FL Heartland Preview 
 

 

           
 

 
Yellow Springs has won their division eight out of the last ten years, and six out of 

the last seven, and the only time they lost, they won 106 games.  And, oh, yeah, 
the Nine won a BBA record 116 games last year.  With that out of the way, let’s 
figure out the horse race for second place.  The only two teams I have ruled out of 

second place are Des Moines and Madison, and I haven’t buried either team but it 
seems impossible they could rise past so many other teams. 

 
As for the other five, I think Twin Cities’ unorthodox methods have them as the 
second-best team in this division.  The River Monsters look like they can absolutely 

rake, and the pitching isn’t bad either.  Like treating fifty of your friends for dinner, 
the bill’s coming due, but it’ll be fun while it happens, so let’s get more appetizers.  

Artichoke dip for everyone! 
 
The rest of the teams I have in an unseemingly, almost careless bunch in the 

middle at around 85 wins, though you’re aware I don’t do ynahting carelessly [Ed. 
Note:  misspelling intentional].  This has a little to do with the fact that I think the 

JL Pacific is a little better than people think, but also because these are median win 
totals.  If I had to rank them as most to least likely to finish third, I’d probably go 

Nashville, Omaha, Chicago, Louisville. 
 
Nashville gets the nod slightly because I think they have a lot of players with 

upside, like Jesus Yan, Scott Bugbie, and Robinson Valdez, and zero lineup holes, 
but they could also easily be the worst of these if Bugbie and Valdez have growing 

pains. Omaha still has big problems in the bullpen, and they’ll miss Aki Kondo, but 
their 85-win projection has that baked in, as they won 92 games last year.  They 
also have a very complete lineup and I like their rotation.  Chicago is at least still 

shaking things up, trading for Jose Benavidez, but they haven’t done very much to 
upgrade what is a solid, unspectacular ballclub.  Louisville still has Theo Bourges, 

but also has real lineup continuity issues and serious injury risks in the rotation.  
and while their bullpen is fabulous, I think they might be the odd team out. 
 

I also don’t think that Des Moines or Madison are that bad, though as always seems 
to happen, the teams I project at 91 losses end up with 97 losses.  That’s not that 

surprising, really, as some few of the big second tier of teams in this division will 
probably end up with more than 85 wins, too.  After all, this division is a runaway 
at the top; in the middle, absolutely nothing is certain. 

  



 
 

2045 PREDICTED STANDINGS 
 

YELLOW SPRINGS NINE    105 – 57 

TWIN CITIES RIVER MONSTERS  91 – 71 

NASHVILLE BLUEBIRDS    86 – 76 

CHICAGO BLACK SOX     85 – 77 

LOUISVILLE SLUGGERS    85 – 77 

OMAHA CYCLONES      85 – 77 

DES MOINES KERNELS    71 – 91 

MADISON WOLVES      71 – 91 

 



YELLOW SPRINGS NINE 
 
 
 

Yellow Springs is my easiest annual writeup, because I simply don’t have to do anything 

much. Project 100 wins? They go ahead and win a modern-era record 116 games. Worried 

about the future? They trade for Dave Lee. Worried about contracts? They sign Dong-Po Thum 

for $57 milllion over the next four years (and $62 million in 2049-2050!) way below market 

value. 

 

Well, actually, that last one is food for thought. Thum was an irreplaceable player for the 

Nine, as clearly demonstrated by his outrageous 9.8 WAR last year, the 29th-best single 

season WAR in the history of the BBA. He might be 2045’s answer to Charles Puckett. Signing 

him was just one of those moves that contenders have to do; you can’t lose your best player 

(maybe THE best position player) to free agency. But there go the dominoes for the Nine, 

because as it turns out, even they have to pay for their biggest players. 

 

They’ve already had to shed 2043 Steve Nebraska winner Tiernan 

O’Macken. Fortunately, the Yellow Springs bullpen -- led by Al Colbert 

(5.3 WAR), Angel Hernandez (6.4 WAR over the last two seasons) 

and others like Derrick Chaney, Josh Henson, and Sergio Perez -- is 

easily one of the league’s best. The next domino to fall will probably 

be perennial 4-WAR outfielder Ricardo Mendoza; he’ll be a little hard 

to replace, too, at least internally. 

 

The one after that will be Carlos Pineda, which at one time would 

have been almost as impossible to swallow as losing Thum. Two major arm injuries in the last 

two years has limited Pineda to 62 innings since 2042, which has depressed the value on his 

arbitration contract but also could give the team pause in re-signing him.  

 

What they do with Pineda will be the second gigantic domino. After 2047, the team has to 

make big decisions on Carlos Valle, Rex Foster, Luis Pena, and Jesus Rodriguez, and might 

have a higher arbitration number than you see. Their cap number that year is $69 million, 

but that doesn’t include Pineda, who will surely ask for at least the mid-teens if he stays 

healthy.  

 

Bottom line is that this team is still incredibly awesome and will be for quite some time. 

Eventually, though, this much success catches up to you and you have to start paying guys 

who have got you there, or trading them. Yellow Springs has had a productive trade market 

for years, and if they continue this path they might be just fine in three years.  

 

Of course, writing about a team’s 2048 prospects in 2045 is what you do if there’s no story, 

and there isn’t. A virtual lock for 100 wins, even if they don’t equal their record totals from 

last year. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 105 – 57 

 
 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Ron Collins BALLPARK: Utopia Field 



TWIN CITIES RIVER MONSTERS 
 

 

Now under new management from an old hand. Ted Schmidt, code name “Thermonuclear,” 

has put a serious charge into the Twin Cities, making a dozen deals, bringing in superstars 

Alex Ramirez and Shawn Huber, Ronnie Hubbard, Chip Puckett, Hao Kun, Carlos Rodriguez, 

Jose Figueroa, Kevin Morales, Mario Deortez and Oliverio Luna, and emptying the farm system 

and a dropping a few players of minimal note. If it’s dizzying, imagine being the GM of that 

team! Imagine still wanting to make moves! Suddenly, you’re starting to see why I don’t do 

the podcasts around here. Let’s make sense of it all. 

 

The result of all this maneuvering is that the team looks pretty good. Alex Ramirez, Francisco 

Arredondo, Chip Puckett, and Jose Cordero make up one of the better infields in the game. 

Hopefully the good Parker Davenport and Jorge Gutierrez show up; 

last year the team got the bad versions of both players. This is one 

of the higher rated lineups in the game today, and could be a really 

special group. 

 

The River Monsters won’t need a huge performance from their 

rotation, and they probably aren’t counting on one; I think they’re 

hoping that Juan Cerda and Shawn Huber get 300 innings. Carlos 

Rodriguez was surely the best starter they could get. Hao Kun and 

Kevin Morales are gambles; Kun had his best season in a decade and 

Morales needs to stay healthy. Juan Valdes is coming off a major arm injury. Migel Fiesco 

might have a little bit of hidden talent and makes a good sixth starter, just in case, and maybe 

Dan Woodside has something left in the tank. 

 

The River Monsters are trying to mash their way to the playoffs this year, and they just might 

do it. I’ve seen worse rotations and they have two outstanding relievers to try to soak up 

most of the relief innings. With that good of a lineup they have a puncher’s chance in the 

playoffs. Part of the strategy here is backloaded contracts, which to me means that we’ll be 

strapping Ted into his chair in 2048 and forcing him to run this team, at gunpoint if necessary. 

Ronnie Hubbard, Carlos Rodriguez, Chip Puckett, and Hao Kun, the team’s four biggest free 

agent signings, will make a combined $102 million in 2048, and our cap is $110 million. This 

will surely hamstring the team’s ability to sign any sort of extensions, which means they’ll 

need to explore the trade market down the line or start big buyouts starting in 2048 and try 

to pull out of the red. The bill is coming due for this team, and it’s a big, ugly one that will 

send the franchise into a tailspin in a couple years, but until then WHEE! And then we can 

chain Ted Schmidt to his laptop and force him to rebuild it. This should be fun to watch. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 91 – 71 

 
 
 

 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Ted Schmidt BALLPARK: Land O’ Lakes Ballpark 



 

NASHVILLE BLUEBIRDS 
 

 

The Nashville Bluebirds win the Golden Horseshoe for 2044, which is a new annual award I 

just made up for the team who got the closest to making the playoffs without actually doing 

it. Technically that’s Louisville, but the Bluebirds scored more than the Sluggers and gave up 

less runs, too. Their run differential was fourth, only behind Hawaii, Long Beach, and some 

juggernaut from Ohio. So, Nashville had a pretty great year for a pretty frustrating year. With 

a team full of home-grown stars and a superstar strikeout man in the pen, can Nashville shed 

the Golden Horseshoe for 2045? (I’m seriously making this a thing.) 

 

Tony Frost has become a true two-way superstar, an outstanding player at the plate and in 

the field at the hot corner. He took his game to another level last year, but I’m sure Nashville 

would be happy with his 2043 6-WAR season, too. For my dollar, Alberto Rodriguez is the 

best catcher in the BBA; let someone prove me wrong. That might say more about the position 

than Rodriguez, but he’s a star. Kidane Ata proved that 2043 was no fluke by nearly repeating 

his season and improving his defense. He’s earning his big contract. Jesus Yan fought his way 

back to the majors, and rewarded the team with a nice half season. The team gets a little 

something from all of their starters and most of their reserves, which has been their calling 

card for a while; depth and interchangeability, and plays very strong defense at a number of 

positions. 

 

The pitching staff is where the team could stand to improve, and they will surely miss Chin 

Kim and Hao Kun. Sure, Lorenzo de’ Medici has continued to strikeout every human being on 

the planet; his 299 strikeouts last year trailed only Cornelio Lozano in the Frick League. He’s 

legitimately amazing. Martin Roman could be the best reliever on many other teams. Chris 

Moran had a productive year as the #1 starter; he’s really good. Alvin Chartrand got 2 WAR 

by volume. And that’s every pitcher who had more than 1 WAR last year in the BBA on the 

Bluebirds’ staff. Scott Bugbie and Robinson Valdez have lots of potential, though, so maybe 

they’ll make a difference this year. They do lean on de’ Medici and the rest of the pen hard, 

though. 

 

Nashville actually has a pretty solid farm, and that’s with a 

potentially underrated Nobuhito Kan, who looks very promising. In 

fact, for a team that could have won 90 games last year, this team 

has quite a bit of potential upside. They’re gambling on their young 

pitchers and on some of the players who haven’t done it so far like 

Ernesto Sousa, Jaime Geerdinkck, and Nacho Mendez. They could 

probably use another veteran arm or a veteran bat, which I, ahem, 

suspect has also crossed their minds. They have lots they could 

trade for one and Javier Garcia as matching money, so they’d be a 

good landing place for a number of high-priced players, especially 

with some cap flexibility. For now I see no reason to knock them 

down a peg; they’ve done good work in Nashville. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 86 – 76 
 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Chad Nason BALLPARK: Les Paul Field 



 

CHICAGO BLACK SOX 
 

 

Chicago’s offseason, a solid -2.1 WAR, personifies everything I think is wrong with this 

franchise, and also demonstrates what’s right about it, too. The Black Sox have made the 

playoffs in each of the past three years, and in each of the past three years, they have meekly 

bowed out of the playoffs. (Pushing Yellow Springs to the limit in 2042 doesn’t count – if you 

look just a little mean at Yellow Springs in the playoffs they immediately forfeit two games.) 

There are more contenders for the playoffs than ever before, and by the numbers Chicago 

had the 7th best run differential in the FL last year. Is this the year that Chicago isn’t quite 

good enough to make the postseason? 

 

The Black Sox live and die on run prevention, and nobody has been 

as consistently above-average in that department as Amayas 

Moelling, who just signed a big extension. David Bates is a rock-

solid #2 starter. Romeu Tameiro had a good debut season last year; 

John McClain did not. Pancho German is a deeply overpaid fifth 

starter, but either he opts out after next year or he’s just mostly 

overpaid. The Black Sox may have the #1 closer in the game in 

Mitchell Purssell, not to be confused with their stopper, Gilberto 

Sosa, who is also fire in his role. Francisco Salgado could stand to 

have some more innings, too. If one of the back three starters busts 

out a bit, it could be the #2 pitching staff in the FL, albeit not one really made to win in the 

playoffs. 

 

The Chicago offense was very marginal last year, and they traded away ostensibly their 

second-best offensive performer in Jose Figueroa for a third baseman who hasn’t quite made 

it yet in Jose Benavidez, so there’s that. Rocky Wattson is the star here, and he’s been really 

good for a long time. Aarnoud Budding came back from the dead last year; he could have 

another level in him. So could Sebastian Fradesso, who’s very talented for a righty. It will be 

interesting to see if they keep playing Hao Hang, who really stunk last year and can’t play 

defense. William Wood probably won’t work out, but he usually doesn’t. Tomas Duran is 

probably the odd man out and should be traded. Spencer Hillson should be solid at catcher. 

The team is also pretty good defensively everywhere and got better by acquiring Benavidez; 

Duran was a lousy defender at third base. 

 

I’ve written this about Chicago before, but their best players aren’t amazing and their worst 

players aren’t bad at all – a perfect confluence of mayonnaise. Mayonnaise goes well on any 

sandwich but almost never is the thing that makes a sandwich pop; you’d rather us bring our 

finest meats and cheeses. Keep in mind I’m knocking a beautifully run franchise for lacking 

another level; Chicago’s rock solid and just signed a brilliant extension with Rocky Wattson. 

But they’ve won one playoff game in the last two years, and either you need three more 

players like Rocky Wattson or another like Amayas Moelling or you need one guy who can 

bring it all together. I’d really like to see them try. I’ve got them projected out of the playoffs, 

but don’t be surprised to find them there. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 85 – 77 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Vic Caleca BALLPARK: Black Sox Park 



 

LOUISVILLE SLUGGERS 
 

 

You heard it here first: Louisville missed the playoffs last year for the first time in five seasons 

in 2044, and while they were contending right down to the last week of the season, I told you 

not to be shocked. It was a little ugly that the underwater Seattle Storm knocked them out, 

but it probably wouldn’t have tasted any better if it were Nashville or San Fernando. Louisville 

didn’t miss the playoffs by much last year, and we know that all they really need is a ticket 

to the dance to score. Are the Sluggers going to strike out again? 

 

Louisville will again lose major time from #1 starter James Browning, 

who hurt himself down the stretch last year and probably cost the 

Sluggers a playoff spot. Still, that’s something I warned against last 

year, because both Browning and Armando Feliciano have had more 

than one major arm injury. The team still has Stan Palacios, who is as 

good a #3 starter as you’d want, and Mike Macrobb should be pretty 

good if he keeps the ball in the ballpark; he had issues with that last 

year. Louisville also has an outstanding bullpen, led by 145 innings 

from Juan Pinto, 121 innings from Emanuele Mercati, and 131 innings 

from Luis Gonzales; if they’re getting that kind of performance there’s 

only 1600 innings a year and they’re covering a quarter of them.  

 

The duo of Bourges and Kwakou posted another 14 WAR last year, but 9.5 of them were 

Bourges. Kwakou has been drifting backwards for three seasons since his second runner-up 

in the Sawyer Silk and finished in the top 20 in OPS again; good, not transcendent numbers. 

It’s mostly batting average, but it’s not just batting average, as he’s hit less homers and 

doubles and drawn less walks. The Sluggers rely on these two more than anyone: #3 in WAR 

is Calvin Johnson, a league-average catcher; #4 and 5 are Juan Medrano and Hawaii import 

Miguel Rodriguez, good field/no hit guys (though Medrano has a habit of getting on base). 

Hoping to break into the upper echelon is second baseman Luis Mendoza, a potentially special 

middle infielder who struggled through a forgettable rookie season. This is why Louisville’s 5th 

place finish offensively wasn’t surprising, because unless Mendoza develops in a hurry they’re 

nearly completely dependent on their two megastars to run the whole show. 

 

The Sluggers are definitely a playoff caliber team, and it’s not that surprising that they’re 

right in the mix at the end of the year. However, they have significant vulnerabilities which 

management keeps saying they’re trying to address, but are finding it difficult to manage 

because so far they haven’t found a market for what they’re doing. The Sluggers aren’t getting 

a lot of help from their farm system and so they’re in a little bit of a funnel here, slowly circling 

the drain, but they’re a threat to go all the way at a moment’s notice if they don’t tear it 

down. They’re not going to win the division, so they’ll have to beat out teams like Long Beach, 

Omaha, Chicago, Nashville, San Fernando, Hawaii, maybe even Twin Cities and Seattle. That’s 

a lot more traffic to get through than there was just two years ago. Louisville is a contender, 

but we’ll see if they get a shot to win their third title in five years. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 85 – 77 
 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Stephen Shaw BALLPARK: Kentucky Truck Plant Stadium 



 

OMAHA CYCLONES 
 

 

Omaha performed as advertised last year, winning exactly the prediction I put them on, and 

then nearly making the BBA title round, dropping the Cartwright Cup in 7 games to Long 

Beach. If you needed proof that free agency is a method to get to the championship series, 

Long Beach and Omaha are that evidence. And then Omaha went ahead and sold their Kondo 

(Aki) this offseason for four prospects and the whole system went haywire again. Do the 

Hawks still have the strength to contend without one of the top starters in the BBA? 

 

Omaha’s rotation is still solid even without the presence of Kondo. Led by rock-solid starters 

Timo Dooley and Norio Hayashi, Omaha also has a good #3 in Jorge Hernandez. Juan Ruiz 

was absolutely godawful after being called up midseason, allowing a ghastly 25 homers in 82 

innings, but he does have talent and could improve. Either long time Hawk/Cyclone Jose Lima 

or Jake Garcia is likely keeping the #5 spot warm for Grux Parks, who may get called up this 

year. Omaha’s bullpen wasn’t particularly good last year and it’s not good this year, though 

they might be okay if they can get a couple hundred innings out of Patrick Whitlock (a 

regression candidate for sure) and Fernando Moran. 

 

As for their offense, the big deal last year was Jim Antolin, who hit an absurd 51 homers last 

season with 110 walks. It’s possible those numbers are real, but Antolin may be the BBA 

player who falls back the most this year. I see no such danger from Wilson Estrada; he’s good 

for 3 WAR at least. Orlando Ordonez has finally found a place at the bottom of the top center 

field echelon; he and Antolin and Aaron Haney were the only 40/40 players in the Frick. Emilio 

Morales (628 career homers) is still a valuable player, but his next-level numbers have been 

over a while. James Monger and Andre Ly are above average starters at their positions. Donald 

Miller might have another level, but he’s already really good. The team also signed All-Star 

Diesel Dave, who’s good for 30 homers from catcher and good defense. Even if Antolin and 

Ordonez fall off as expected, this should be a pretty good lineup, and it’s foreseeable that the 

Hawks could finish at the top of the second tier offensively again. 

 

The Cyclone have one of the top-rated farms in the BBA, and I agree 

with the assessment: guys like Mazin, Kasim, Sugiyama, and 

Patenaude could be really good, and they have some good pitching 

prospects, too. I’d expect them to buy out Sang-duk Sim to make the 

money work for both this season and next, so no cap issues really. 

They can easily get out of contracts with Diesel Dave and Masaki Sato 

if they’re not working out. And they have a solid rotation with a solid 

offense, which is usually good for a winning record. Omaha might not 

win 88 games again without Kondo, but they might be happy having 

traded him for a split ranch of prospects. In the meantime, they 

should contend for another wild card.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 85 – 77 
 

 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Justin Niles BALLPARK: Hawks Field 



 

DES MOINES KERNELS 
 

 

Des Moines might be the best 105-loss team in the history of the BBA, 

which perfectly fits the phrase “damning with faint praise.” Yes, Des 

Moines is still bad, but how bad are they really? Their expected record 

was eight games better than their season, but that’s 97 losses – ugly. 

But this team, who I had on 86 losses last year, doesn’t feel anywhere 

near this bad. If Des Moines is a team on the rise, it could happen this 

year, right? Right? Like, for sure it could happen right? And just 

remember, if there are Seattle Mariners fans, Sacramento Kings fans 

and non-basketball fans in Cleveland, surely Des Moines still has 

plenty of support. 

 

Des Moines’ offense wasn’t bad last year; they were solidly in the middle of the second tier. 

There are a lot of teams with worse RBI positions than Des Moines has: Lucio De La Cruz, 

Juan Mateo, and Norihisa Yokoyama combined for 9 WAR last year. Yokoyama could be even 

better if he stays healthy. Luis Barrera just keeps expensively plugging along at 36 years old, 

but you get the sense they’d rather play Patrick Faber at catcher if they could. Juan Santana’s 

contract is almost over, too; he’s not earning it. The biggest mystery on the Kernels is Chua-

kah Yang, whose horrifying negative-2 WAR last year doesn’t seem like it could repeat (and 

who they should probably try to sign to a one-year deal). Luis Cruz has probably taken the 

starting shortstop spot and could improve this year. There are a lot more worse offenses than 

this in the BBA, though they are defensively challenged. 

 

I’ve seen a lot worse #1-2 starters than Juan Garcia and Timmy Karnes, too. Garcia, not to 

be confused with reliever Juan Garcia (also good) is a fireballer who’s up for an extension this 

year and should be signed as soon as possible. Karnes is entering his arbitration years, and 

is still dirt cheap. One gets the feeling that they’re holding the two back (32 starts and 145 

innings for Karnes?) but the team’s not going anywhere, so I get it. Lefty Larry Fain has some 

talent, and he’s just 22 years old and waiting on his changeup. Greg Palmer hasn’t been 

seriously hurt in a while, so maybe he can turn the corner. The team is still paying the washed-

up corpse of Bobby Lynch, so he might start. We might see Rafael Rodriguez this year, another 

lefty who might not need his changeup to come in to be a productive starter. 

 

Des Moines just feels like they’re inches from turning the corner. They have the #1 farm 

system in the BBA. They have several players who could bust out. They have two starting 

pitchers I’d want to have. They may have an interesting decision on Lucio De La Cruz if he 

wants too much money to stay, especially since he’s really a platoon player; I’d probably let 

him walk. I like the direction this franchise is going, though. This doesn’t feel in any way like 

a 105-loss team, and I wouldn’t expect them to do it again this year, even while I’m tempering 

expectations. After all, this complex carbohydrate still has a complex fan base, who does pop 

up at the first sign of good news (or fire, always fire). 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 71 – 91 

 
 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Geoff Webb BALLPARK: Edward Murphy Memorial Stadium 



 

MADISON WOLVES 
 

 

The Wolves have a real problem. The best offense in the league last year wasn’t Rockville, or 

San Fernando, or Hawaii. The best offense in the league in 2044 was whoever was hitting 

against the Madison Wolves. Madison allowed 929 runs last year, 50 runs higher than Rockville 

scored. The numbers last year suggest that Madison was a 96-loss team, and they lost 90 

games. The Wolves have some of the absolute best offensive players in the BBA, but also 

have a serious problem preventing runs. Can they tame the league’s hitters or will teams be 

licking their chops again to hunt the Wolves? 

 

The first thing worth examining is whether Madison’s pitching staff is every bit as bad as the 

numbers say they are. Yorkiane Miyamoto is still awesome, but he allowed almost 40 homers 

last year, which is problematic. Next to rotation partner Eru Likiliki’s 54 homers, though, it’s 

downright special. Here’s the worst part: Madison is one of the hardest places to hit a home 

run, meaning we really have no idea how many homers they would have given up in a neutral 

park. That’s a little scary. Keith Howard wasn’t bad at all last year, 

having his best major league season. He could be a late bloomer. 

Sergio Costello’s debut was brutal and he has some obvious warts, 

but he’s talented. Madison’s bullpen is on the weak side, too, though 

they did get an outstanding season from Raphael Castagna. Maybe 

they’ll give him more innings this year. There’s also zero help coming 

from the minor leagues, so what you see is what you get. I can’t 

figure out how the top two starters gave up 93 homers in Madison’s 

park, but maybe that’ll improve this year. At any rate they might not 

be the worst staff in the FL, though this is not a strong roup. 

 

It’s a shame that the pitching staff was so bad, because the Wolves have some really good 

offensive players. Manobu Shimizu is a legitimate superstar; last year he went .313/30/110 

with a .910 OPS, and he’s potentially even better than that. Andrew Torres had a huge 

contract drive year; they paid him. Hope he’s that good. Chris Mann had a fantastic debut 

season, winning the Joe Gillstrom the batting title, and finished second in doubles. Salvador 

Allende and Jose Hernandez are both overrated, as their fielding is among the worst in the 

BBA, but Allende at least is still a top-tier shortstop. It’s probably not too early to call Natanael 

Barral a burnout, but you never know, you know? New import Rocky Allen should help 

defensively, but he can’t hit. Felipe Mercado is an underrated catcher, but he’s also a career 

.228 hitter. 

 

The Wolves have serious problems in the bullpen, serious issues defensively, major questions 

in the rotation, and some significantly overrated hitters. Their farm is also a mess, though I 

like Franklin Hennessey. I’d cap this team off at around .500, and I don’t see them getting 

there, either. I’d have let Andrew Torres walk and taken the S1; I’d do the same with Allende 

unless his demands are reasonable. Keep Shimizu and Miyamoto, build around them, and 

hope for the best. 

 

2045 PROJECTION: 71 – 91 

FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Simon BALLPARK: Shotz Stadium 



JL Atlantic Preview 
 

 

            
 

 
From 2035-2041, Rockville won seven straight JL Atlantic division titles; after losing 

the last two, they were back on top last year with 102 wins.  Cracks are starting to 
form in the team’s pitching foundation, but they also led the JL by half a run per 

game last year so it would be a little nuts to project them anywhere but first place. 
 
If they don’t get it, though, New Orleans is primed and ready to take over from 

Rockville.  The once perennial powerhouse has won just one division title since 
joining the Johnson League fifteen years ago, but purely on paper, the Crawdads 

might have a better team than the Pikemen:  better #1 starter, possibly a better 
pitching staff, too, maybe too much to hope for a better offense but they’re very 

good. 
 
What’s interesting is that in a division where the top changes all the time, we’re 

projecting the rest of the division will be jockeying with the .500 mark, and we also 
believe that the top-heavy JL will have a lot of teams fighting over the 6th spot 

scraps. 
 
Right now, we favor the Montreal Blazers as the team best equipped to challenge 

for that spot.  Montreal’s infield rivals Rockville’s, and they have some outstanding 
talent in a lot of places; we’re just not sure about their pitching.  Similarly, we’re 

concerned about the Charm City offense, but we think their pitching is outstanding.  
Put the two teams together and you get…well, you get Yellow Springs.  And I’m 
suddenly depressed. 

 
We actually don’t think any of the other teams are dead.  We also think that 

Brooklyn will hang around despite the loss of top starter Pierre Legrand, who really 
does leave a little bit of a mess behind.  We’re also projecting Charlotte’s best 
season ever, albeit just 79 wins.  By our standards, though, 79 wins puts them in 

the wild card race right up until the last two weeks of the year, so I bet that’ll work 
for them.   

 
We’re also saying Atlantic City will hang around, which they probably will as long as 
they have Juan Rivera, and that Jacksonville isn’t totally toast yet either.  And yes, 

that’s the whole division.  It’s going to be a bumpy ride for everyone involved; the 
only thing we’re mildly sure about is that New Orleans and Rockville are ahead of 

the rest. 



 
 

2045 PROJECTED STANDINGS 
 

ROCKVILLE PIKEMEN    96 - 66 

NEW ORLEANS CRAWDADS  95 - 67 

MONTREAL BLAZERS    83 - 79 

CHARM CITY JIMMIES    82 - 80 

BROOKLYN ROBINS    80 - 82 

CHARLOTTE COUGARS    79 - 83 

ATLANTIC CITY GAMBLERS  75 - 87 

JACKSONVILLE HURRICANES 74 - 88 

 
 
 



ROCKVILLE PIKEMEN 
 

Key Additions: Lloyd Braun (FA) 

Key Losses: RP Dave Houston (FA), 3B Jerome Delage (FA), SP Dan Cannon (Ret.)  

Aaron Weiner’s Rockville Pikemen won 102 games last year, taking their division by five. In 

doing so, the Pikemen made the playoffs for the eleventh time in eleven seasons. After two 

years of finishing in the two-spot in the Johnson League Atlantic, the Pikeman regained the 

top overall position on the backs of a first-place offense and fourth-place pitching staff. The 

Pikemen return all their key pieces from 2044, with the usual erosions around the edges that 

are faced by a team after this kind of run. Let’s see what Aaron has done and if it’s enough 

to keep his Pikemen atop the league.  

The rotation appears strong again, as Rockville returns Yun Zhang, Arthur Dempster, and 

Dave Martin. However, it may have cracks. Dwight Dunn is only a serviceable #5, and they 

do have to find someone to take Dan Cannon’s innings. The Hall of Fame pitcher was only a 

shadow of his former glory last year, but still provided reasonable production. The bigger 

worry remains the same: Will Dempster and Martin hold on for another season? There are a 

lot of ways for what was previously one of the better rotations in the league to transform into 

one of the worst. The obvious solution would be to move Danny Leach to the rotation. He 

appears to be the best internal option. There is always the worry of weakening an excellent 

bullpen in doing so. The Pikemen will already feel the loss of Dave Houston to free agency. 

Still, youngsters Jason Hone, Danny Turnage, Luis Equivel, and Raul Lopez, along with last 

year’s trade acquisition of Adergazzoz Ouakili, appear to be a promising core. There are 

questions here, but this group has the potential to be every bit as good as last season’s.  

On the offensive side of things, the situation is much clearer. The 

Pikemen will mash. Bing-de Zhao can only be stopped by injury (out 

for first few weeks of season to strained back). One wonders if the 

acquisition of Lloyd Braun was made with the intent of giving Zhao 

more time at first, while Braun and Antonio Casto pick up some 

innings at second base. Otherwise, beleaguered Atlantic foes can 

expect more relentless pounding from Sergio Valentin, Daniel Pepper, 

Julio Barajas, Wilson Alomar, Carlos Lee, Matt Reily, and on and on 

and on. Poor JLA. It’s one thing when your lineup doesn’t have holes 

and can just turn over and grind an opposing staff to death. It’s 

another entirely when you do that with All-Stars.  

The Rockville Pikeman are a carefully constructed machine. It is one that may need some 

refurbishing, especially on the pitching side in the near future, but for now they still appear 

to be the class of the Johnson League Atlantic. Given the shuffling of the cards in the pitching 

roles, I’m knocking a few wins off last year’s total.  

2045 PROJECTION: 96 - 66 

 
 
 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Aaron Weiner BALLPARK: Owen’s Ordinary 



NEW ORLEANS CRAWDADS 
 
 
Key Additions: LF Lionnel Crepin (FA), 2B Tu-fu Yong (FA)  

Key Losses: LF Luis Costello (FA), SS Damek Korbel (trade) 

  

The New Orleans Crawdads are another good team with little turnover from 2044. Last year 

the ‘Dads won 97 games with the best pitching in the Johnson League, supported by a middle-

of-the-road offense. Typical of a Jim Roberts team, New Orleans fields excellent defenders 

that bolstered their superb pitching staff.  

Pitching will not be a problem in 2045. Jim Armstrong has really come into his own the last 

two seasons, finally fulfilling the promised he teased when drafted almost a decade ago. 

Somehow Gilberto Neverez is just a number-two starter and Chrisitan Garcia is a #3. Any of 

those three players would be the ace on most teams in the league. The bullpen is strong as 

well, both in talent and depth. And also, depth of talent. Are those different things? I don’t 

know. I do know that Renato Lacerda, Manuel Cruz, and Albert Rodriguez are very, very good. 

Guys like Enrico Rivera, Gilberto Cruz, and Ricardo Quadrato who can both start and relieve 

provide versatility. This is a strong group that doesn’t have the age concerns of a team like 

say, Rockville.  

While the Crawdads didn’t tear the cover off the ball, they weren’t bad in 2044. This is a 

lineup without holes, and some real gems at key positions. Roelof 

Klooster is one of the best catchers in the league. Even though 

Damek Korbel is on the shortlist of talented shortstops who can hit 

a little, the team felt they had the depth to trade him at the end of 

spring training, and they’re right. Juan Donestevez and Raul 

Fernandez can mash. Everyone can defend. The most interesting 

factor for New Orleans will be whether super-prospect Mal Fountain 

can take a step forward, potentially catapulting this team forward.  

The New Orleans Crawdads have made the playoffs in each of the 

last six seasons but haven’t had a division title since the first of those six in 2039. Will this be 

the year they wrest the title back? Probably not. On paper at least, they don’t seem as strong 

as Rockville. The pitch a little better but hit significantly worse. Still, there are multiple hitters 

on this team who really could do a good deal better in 2045 than 2044. The Crawdads are 

snapping at the mighty Pikemen’s heels, waiting for the smallest stumble.  

2045 PROJECTION: 95 - 67 

 
 
 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Jim Roberts BALLPARK: Huckfeldt Memorial Stadium 



CHARM CITY JIMMIES 
 

 

Key Additions: RP Mituso Tenno (FA)  

Key Losses: None 

 

2044 had to be a disappointment to Brandon Slouck. His Charm City Jimmies won the Atlantic 

in 2043 with a 97-66 effort (163 games!). A 91-72 pyth may have predicted a bit of a 

downturn for 2044, but I’m sure Jimmies fans didn’t expect to see their favorite club under 

.500, missing the playoffs. The 2044 edition of the Jimmies won only 80 games. Slouck had 

some cap space for 2045 that could have been used to help the team get back into the fight, 

but it sems he was unable to find a fit at a position of need. 

 

The lineup has a few of those positions. This team really does not 

have much going on at first base or DH. It’s tough to score runs when 

you are near the bottom of the league at the positions where most 

teams can gain the most punch. They don’t get much better in the 

corner outfield either. Thomas Guillen is the only player at any of 

those four positions that belongs on a winning ballclub, and he’s more 

of a back part of the lineup solid player than anything to get really 

excited about. The strength of this group is the infield (sans first 

base). Wilson Andrade is the best shortstop playing and is literally 

twice as good as any of the others. Yi-Ke Hsaio and Wllibald Akbulut 

(just an odd name) are good players. Quinton Lara is a big time plus at catcher. It would not 

be hard to upgrade this group. The positions they lack talent at are some of the easiest to fill. 

Current free agent Yunoske Terada, for example, would look nice in a Jimmies uniform 

manning first base on a short-term deal. The trade market is another option if Slouck chooses 

to trade a little future for now. 

 

While Charm City’s lineup might be a bit underwhelming, the rotation absolutely is not. Jim 

Wilkinson will miss at least the first third of the season. He’d be the ace on a number of teams. 

He’s just the third- or fourth-best starter for the Jimmies. Luis Rojas, Feliciano Rafael, Maup 

Manshert, Mauro Rios, and Marcos Gonzales will give the Jimmies a good chance every single 

game. That’s six good starters, with some great ones mixed in. Oh, and we haven’t even 

gotten to wunderkid Bill Constable, who has the makings of an all-time great. Free agent add 

Mitsuo Tenno will help Fernando Marquez, Jose Salas, and John Wilson hold on to any leads. 

 

The Jimmies are one of a cluster of middling teams that are clearly at this point behind 

Rockville and New Orleans. Of that group, Charm City may have the easiest path to making 

a big jump forward. The excellent, deep pitching of this team combined with solid players at 

some of the tougher to fill offensive positions is a great foundation. As constructed, they will 

struggle to score runs to an extent that they will probably hover around .500.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 82 - 80 
 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Brandon Slouck BALLPARK: OLD BAY Park at Camden Yards 



BROOKLYN ROBINS 
 

 

Key Additions: None 

Key Losses: 2B Edgardo Encarnacion (FA) 

 

2044 saw the Robins play as a very good hitting team, with just enough key pitching 

performances to make it work. While they only had 83 wins, they had a run differential that 

would suggest something more like 88 wins. That might make one think the Robins can look 

forward to improvement in 2045. I’m not so certain. 

 

Let’s deal with the bad news first. Losing 2044 JL Nebraska runner-up 

Pierre Legrand to injury before the season starts is a huge blow. He 

could be back by August, but the team may have trouble holding on 

until then. Takeo Aoki is nice, but Juan Rodriguez and Luis Espinosa 

are just kind of acceptable. There isn’t much left after them. The Robins 

needed Legrand to lead the league in innings again. On top of the lack 

of rotation depth, they are relatively thin in the bullpen after Curt 

Phillips, Ramon Martinz, and Enrico Morales. They may struggle not 

only from the loss of Legrand innings, but from the innings it forces 

them to get from what might be sub replacement level players. 

 

Enough with the bad news. The good news is that this team still has Felipe Vega and Sawyer 

Slizz, one of the better outfield one-two combos in the league. Art O’Brien gives them punch 

at first. Juan Rodriguez, Dick Walton, and Franciso Flores are solid at their positions. This is 

a fairly strong offense that fields well. 

 

It stinks to be Ben Heuring this year. In his shoes I’d be wondering if my season was over 

before it started. With Legrand, I don’t see what this team couldn’t look to be in the upper-

80s in wins again. Without him, I’d be hoping my pitching staff doesn’t implode. Another key 

injury, and this could get bad. Fast. Sorry Ben, I think that without some changes, this might 

not be your year.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 80 - 82 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Ben Heuring BALLPARK: McDermott Park at Ebbets Field 



MONTREAL BLAZERS 
 

 

Key Additions: None  

Key Losses: None 

 

When I wrote an individual team preview for Montreal last year, I 

envisioned a variety of outcomes ranging from 70 to 85 wins, before 

finally throwing my hands up and guessing an even record of 81-81. 

GM Herb DeSpain had made a flurry of moves to remake the team 

in a fashion he found to his liking, which created some fairly large 

error bars in predicting how things would gel. Montreal started the 

season abysmally, before rounding into shape and ending the year 

at 80-82. [Pats own back emphatically.] Unlike last year, the Blazers 

team that starts this season looks remarkably similar to the one that 

finished the season. 

 

To keep things simple, the Blazers need Lance Harrison to figure things out. The 24-year-old 

righty has front of the rotation stuff, but has faded since a terrific debut in 2042. If Harrison 

can get things sorted out, he’ll be a force atop this pitching staff. Follow that with Don 

Jaramillo and Dani Garcia and you’ve the makings of a top rotation. Add In-sung Yi and Jorge 

Moreno as your number 4 and 5, well, now you’re talking about making things real tough on 

opposing teams. This bullpen was not very good last year, but Raul Luna and Bill O’Connor 

seem ready for the big time and will help out Carlton Casson. The ‘pen doesn’t look like a 

strength, but it’s a good deal better than last year’s, most likely. 

 

Just about any of us would love to start an offense with Lineu Aldo and Eduardo Gonzales in 

the infield. They aren’t the best players in the league, but one can do a lot worse than have 

those kinds of bats at second and third. Throw in Angel Zalapa and you have a middle of the 

order that can play with the best of them. Cesar Feliciana at first showed some signs of life 

last year, and Manoell Whanon simply has to have more left in the tank than last season’s 

effort indicated. While we’re talking about underachieving players, let’s stop at Joe Bradshaw. 

This guy put up a 5-win season with Twin Cities a couple years ago. Blazers fans have to be 

wondering what happened to that guy. This could be a solid to good offense. They don’t get 

much out of the corner outfield and don’t appear to have the DH. On top of that, they can’t 

defend. Literally every player at a premium defensive position is subpar to bad. Whanon 

particularly should not be playing in center. Given the lack of talent this team has in the corner 

outfield and DH, you wonder if the best move might not be to slide Whanon to a corner, 

Zalapa to third, Gonzales or Feliciana to DH, Aldo to first, and find elite all glove no bat guys 

for the premium positions. Trade Feliciana to a team that needs a real first baseman and has 

two DH’s, maybe. 

 

There are options to improve this team. So again. Error bars. This time though, I think the 

range has moved up a bit. I toy with the idea of putting them ahead of Charm City and 

Brooklyn. Charm City can pitch but can’t hit. Brooklyn can hit but can’t pitch (with Legrand 

gone). Montreal can do both but can’t defend at all and has holes in the offense despite their 

elite talent. What the heck. Go Blazers!  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 83 - 79 
 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Herb DeSpain BALLPARK: Ubisoft Field 



CHARLOTTE COUGARS 
 

 

Key Additions: SS Robert Menzies (trade), SP Francisco Franco (trade), DH Bartolo Ortiz 

(trade), 3B Curt Love (FA) 

Key Losses: None 

 

Forget the 2044 Cougars. Brett Golden is going for it this year. After a whirlwind of trades to 

refit last year’s 71-win squad with players who can contribute now, Cougars fans are excited 

to root for their new (relatively speaking) club to put up its first winning season. Did Golden 

do enough? 

 

Starting with the offense, you can see some flaws. John Hale is an upgrade at catcher, but he 

seems to have forgotten how to hit. Rashardo Menne III is one of the weaker options at 1B 

in the league. Depending on whether Lorenzo Bueno slots in at CF or a corner, this team flat 

out lacks a big-league caliber player at one of those positions. There are even question marks 

where the team has theoretically good players. After being a disappointment in Sacramento 

for half a season, former star Ramon Pagan was replacement level for 57 games with the 

Cougars. Swinging a huge deal to acquire Robert Menizes, one of the best SS in the league, 

adds a good bat, but he’s a top-of-the-order hitter, not a middle-of-the-order hitter. 3B 

Ramon Gutierrez and 2B Roberto Viramontas are fine players, but neither is going to drive in 

many runs. DH Bartolo Ortiz is past his prime and has not played well recently. The Cougars 

have configured their park to suppress home runs, so they may not feel the impact of having 

a fairly punchless offense as much as some, but they look like they will struggle to score runs 

at times. 

 

It’s a good thing they appear to be able to pitch a little. Francisco 

Franco, another trade acquisition will headline this rebuild rotation, and 

is a legitimate top of the rotation option, even if you don’t consider him 

a capital “A” ace. Ashton Brooks, Emilio Brazini, and Guillermo Sanchez 

are good pitchers. You can do worse in the fifth spot than Jorge Garcia. 

The bullpen has problems though. Keijo Reini seems to have found 

himself in the bullpen and can be spectacular at times. He’ll give up 

the long ball, but you can put with that given his sheer dominance 

otherwise. However after Reini, the Cougars lack high-end options. 

There are some lower case “g” guys that are okay “guys” but that’s it. 

 

So, to answer the question in the first paragraph, I suppose you need to know what is 

“enough”. Enough to make the playoffs? Probably not. Enough to win? Maybe. Enough to 

improve significantly? Yes. When looking at a team, I look for strengths. With Charlotte, I 

only see one, the rotation. There’s a lot of potential variability in that offense. The bullpen 

looks kind of “meh”.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 79 - 83 
 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Brett Golden BALLPARK: Family Dollar Field 



JACKSONVILLE HURRICANES 
 

 

 

Key Additions: LF Anastacio Lopez (FA), 2B Edgardo Encarnacion (FA)  

Key Losses: C Hsin Mei (FA), SP Carlos Rodriguez (FA) 

 

Look, the most important thing Gregg Greathouse can do it move his club to Key Largo, keep 

the nickname, and rep the ol’ GBC. I miss my Key Largo Hurricanes. You might think I’m 

joking, but after only winning 74 games last season and leaving tens of millions of unspent 

cap space on the table this season, while having a core of young pitching that seems to be 

close but not quite there, the Hurricanes just aren’t going to make much noise in 2045. That 

may be a bit anticlimactic, for a preview but we can investigate why. 

 

The short version is that this team isn’t really going to hit or pitch 

much. They won’t be awful; they just don’t have any strengths. The 

rotation could be good someday. Scott Davis has promise but isn’t 

quite there yet. Dominic Blondell and Takehide Gertrudes are fine for 

middle of the rotation. Nick Mobley, George Connolly, and Arthur 

Rogalski are good back end options. All of them, however, are very 

early in their careers and most have a little polishing left to do. The 

bullpen stinks. With Fernando Geurrero down for the first two-thirds 

of the season, Angel Gomez is the only legitimate option. 

 

The hitting group includes a bunch of fine role players, like free agent-signee second baseman 

Edgardo Encarnacion and shortstop Daryl Pris. Jeremy Pickens at third is a great player, but 

a lot of his value comes from his glove. There is nothing wrong with that, but you need impact 

bats somewhere. Another recent signee, Anastacio Lopez, has been that in the past, but can 

run hot and cold. Jose Zuniga is past his prime. First baseman Pedro Costa forgot how to hit 

last year and will need to bounce back. The only real big threat in this lineup from last season 

is center fielder Omer Dijkstra. It a decent bet he regresses down as much as Costa recovers 

up. 

 

The offense is okay, and with a similar kind of “okay” as the starting rotation. Solid 

everywhere, one great player short of being good. So Jacksonville has no real strengths. And 

no bullpen to speak of. There’s enough here that with injuries to the teams above, and some 

good signings and trades, the Hurricanes could move up, but it isn’t likely.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 74 - 88 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Gregg Greathouse BALLPARK: Fidelity Financial Park 



 

ATLANTIC CITY GAMBLERS 
 

 

Key Additions: SP Juan Nicto (FA)  

Key Losses: SP Pepe Jaramillo (FA) 

 

Joshua Biddle’s Gamblers are a team I always struggle with. Maybe a 

glance at their win totals the past ten seasons can show you why. From 

2035 on we have: 70, 90, 68, 76, 65, 67, 78, 86, 87, 69. Biddle basically 

maintains a 70 to 75-win roster and every once in a while, plugs in a 

key piece or two or has everything fall right and jumps up to 90 wins. 

I’ve never been able to tell which year he’s going to jump into 

contention, and this one is no different. 

 

The reason he can do this is that Atlantic City always has high-end talent. Carlos Flores has 

been a bullpen force in his early career, but it looks like it’s time for him to move to the 

starting rotation where he should be an ace. Juan Rivera is on the sort list of players you 

might take for “this guy versus the field” for Sawyer Silk. Jose Romero can mash. Stewart 

Illingworth can, too. Oh, and you still have Cinema Jones and Edward Lake in the outfield. 

Antonio Martinez at first base is another good hitter. It’s hard to be believe the Gamblers only 

won 69 games last year with talent like that on the roster. 

 

They have lots of starting pitching options in players like Juan Nicto, Scotty Pendleton, 

Thiongo Amir, Augusto Morin, and Woody Tyler. None of these guys are studs, but the sheer 

number of #3/#4 types gives them depth and injury resistance. 

 

On the other hand, after Roger Koch there’s not a whole lot in the bullpen. And while the 

Gamblers have a lot of outfielders, they don’t really have a center fielder. Their infield is 

basically a choice between offense or defense, as they don’t have players there that do both 

well. 

 

After taking those issues into consideration, it’s hard to get a feel for what this team is. All 

that talent makes it hard to project a loser. On the other hand, all those holes and issues 

make it hard to see a winner. I’ll be a chicken and go for their average performance. I’ll be 

wrong.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 75 - 87 

  

JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Joshua Biddle BALLPARK: Trump Park 



JL Frontier Preview 
 
 

         
 
 

If the Atlantic is a two-team race, the Frontier is a three-team race.  Right now, we 
have this as Edmonton, Calgary, and reigning champions San Antonio, but there’s 

definitely no reason why any of these teams have to be the one to finish on top, 
and there’s this offseason’s second most intriguing team, Phoenix, lurking behind 
them.  So there’s plenty to unpack in this group. 

 
Let’s lead off with San Antonio, which, like many championship teams, has seen 

their championship roster somewhat depleted with the loss of Tu-fu Yong and Chip 
Puckett, and it’s never a good sign when you’re replacing those players with your 
#8 and #9 hitters.  But San Antonio has a huge number of megastars, and we’d be 

shocked if they didn’t win at least 90 games this year. 
 

Our favorite right now is Edmonton, who added Lando Klomp to an already solid 
pitching staff.  With Jose Martinez already in tow, Chris Robillard’s motto could be 

“tearing a new hole in the FL Pacific since 2043.”  They get Chandler Hall back, too, 
and also have some steady stars in the lineup.  It’s hard to see them winning less 
than 90 either. 

 
We’re also putting a lot of faith in Calgary’s pitching staff, who was third in the JL in 

runs allowed.  It’s not a huge fluke; Calgary led the league in pitching as recently 
as 2041 and has been consistently in the top tier almost every year since.  As long 
as Calgary’s hitters keep taking advantage they’re good for a solid winning record 

at least. 
 

Phoenix is a very intriguing team, but we’re a bit gunshy despite all the huge 
improvements, putting them on 82 wins – a 17 game improvement.  It’s possible 
they’re this year’s Long Beach, but that might only put them in with the other 

outstanding teams in the Frontier. 
 

The other teams in the JL Frontier aren’t as easy to pin down.  We’re anticipating a 
continued decline for Mexico City and more steady mediocrity from Boise.  We think 
it’s too early for Vegas and way too early for the newly-minted El Paso.  But a four-

way race, which this could surely be, should provide drama right down to the last 
week for this division. 
 



 
 

2045 PROJECTED STANDINGS 

 
 



SAN ANTONIO OUTLAWS 
 
 

Key Additions: None 

Key Losses: IF Tu-fu Yong (FA), SS Chip Puckett (FA)  

 

Some championship teams come back essentially intact the next season, ready for round two. 

Some retool and look slightly different but equally dangerous. Some have future cap issues 

and erode a bit around the edges, and some peak in a flash but 

immediately lose key components of the roster to salary concerns. 

Mike Calvaruso has to be glad he’s not the last option, but he did 

lose half his infield to free agency. He has essentially nothing to 

replace them.  

 

The good news for Outlaws fans is that Rivera, Vazquez, Pina, Balun, 

Sanchez and Co. are back on the pitching side. That “Co.” includes 

a ton of solid end-of-the-rotation and back-end of the bullpen 

options. Outside of the top talent, this pitching staff probably isn’t 

as strong as one would expect, but they seem to be consistent in their performance year over 

year and should be a top third group again.  

 

The real question on offense is how things look after the departures of Puckett and Yong. 

Leonard Jones isn’t close to the glove Puckett was, and it’s possible Calvaruso just punts 

hitting at short and gives Ian Patrick Anderson and his excellent glove the job. Tu-fu Yong 

never really lived up to his potential and was past his prime last year, 

but the Outlaws might not even have a replacement level player at 

second. Between the two, you could be looking at a six to seven-win 

drop. In that light, Larry Stinson, Alfredo Rosas, Terry Bustamante, 

and Octavio Moreno will have to carry even more of the load this 

year. Fortunately, those four are enough to make a league average 

offense out of just about anything. Fritas, Cuellar, and Shakes are 

good enough options at the other positions to keep this offense good, 

but they may not be top tier like last season.  

 

The champs are the champs until they aren’t, right? Despite the loss of some key players up 

the middle, the Outlaws have enough high-end talent to win their division. It took a late 

season run to overtake the surprising Pioneers last year. Will they have enough to fend off 

the challengers for a third-straight division title?  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 91 - 61 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Calvaruso BALLPARK: The Tap Room 



CALGARY PIONEERS 
 

 
Key Additions: SP Rodrigo Gallegos (trade)  

Key Losses: 1B Tommy Cochran (FA)  

 

The Calgary pioneers posted a nineteen-game improvement in the win column in 2044 en 

route to nearly winning the Frontier. They did this with a strong, deep pitching staff and 

balanced offensive attack. The were the opposite of a stars and scrubs roster, instead a 

collection of solid to good players who fit well together without any real weaknesses.  

 

Here is a list of the average or better pitchers for the Pioneers: Jefferson Pierce, Edwin Gilliam, 

Frank Boland, Quintiliano Rodeia, Jose Arrelano, Dwight Owens, Fernando Rangel, Ismael 

Guzman, Manuel Garza, Jose Gonzales, Salvador Lopez, Carlos Granados, Rodrigo Gallegos. 

That’s thirteen-deep before you even get to the five or six other guys that have a chance to 

contribute. Of that bunch, the only real star level talents are Pierce 

and Rangel. Gilliam and Boland are sneaky near stars, but not on many 

people’s radars. When you can count on over a dozen pitchers before 

getting to an arm you’d rather not use, you’re in really good shape.  

 

The hitters are more of the same. Battle, Trinidad, Rice, Medina, 

Nomore, Bell, Karyabwhite, Kibasila, Rodgers. If you know more than 

three of those guys first names, your name is either Kevin Dickson or 

you have a serious Pioneers fetish. You’re getting a freebie with Juan 

Karyabwhite, since he’s been around forever, and I bet you still can’t 

do it. That’s the second-best offense from last season. They just grind you to death with good 

hitters.  

 

Dickson’s team is a master class in the power of depth and should be a model of what it takes 

to win for teams trying to rebuild. A handful of stars does not make a winner. A full team of 

above average players does.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 93 - 59 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Kevin Dickson BALLPARK: The Stockyard 



EDMONTON JACKRABBITS 
 

 

Key Additions: SP Lando Klomp (trade) 

Key Losses: SP Jubal Troop (trade), SP Rodrigo Gallegos (trade), Dermott Halford (FA)  

 

2044 was a bizarre season that likely tested Chris Robillard’s patience, 

or sanity, or both. Edmonton has been one of the deepest, most talented 

teams in the BBA for a while now. Last year however, they stumbled out 

of the gate, and as soon as they started to heat up, they were decimated 

by injuries. Despite that, the team finished strong with 87 wins and a 

playoff appearance. For years now, Edmonton has fought with the salary 

cap, losing a few key players, but managing to beg, borrow, or steal the 

production from other sources. This year’s casualties are a trio of solid 

arms, in Troop, Gallegos, and Halford. Klomp will help replace some of 

that, but the rest will have to come from roster depth.  

 

And good lord, does this team have roster depth. You’d think a team that lost three solid 

pitchers would look worse. Nope. Chandler Hall, Jose Martinez, Amos Swallows, Antonio 

Gonzales, Freddy Delgado, Itze Woertgen, Lando Klomp. That’s enough starters. Maybe the 

bullpen is weak? Let’s see: Christian Chavez, Zhi-Xin Chen, Jorge Huerta, Fekadu Bbosa. Well, 

not amazing but not weak. The guys that aren’t starting can help in the bullpen, at least until 

some starters get hurt. They will too, as the odds for Hall and Swallows making 60 starts 

between them are fleeting, at best.  

 

Robillard’s typical murderers’ row of hitters is back and ready to prove that last year’s slow 

start was an aberration. Po-sin Shi really turned things around after leaving Sacramento last 

season and looks like a steal. He just makes the lineup of Collins III, Donadoni, Salas, Huerta, 

and Espinoza more frightening.  

 

This team is good. Really good. There’s a reason they won 100 games a couple seasons ago. 

They’ve lost a bit of top talent since then but replaced a good deal of it. Smart money is on a 

return to contention for the division title in Edmonton. 

  

2045 PROJECTION: 95 - 67 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Chris Robillard BALLPARK: John Ducey Park 



BOISE SPUDS 
 

 

 

Key Additions: SP Luther Summers (FA), RP Dave Houston (FA)  

Key Losses: 3B Curt Love  

 
Boise finished last year with 79 wins, just under .500 in the middle of the pack in the Frontier 

for the second straight year. The story was more or less the same as the one 2043: just not 

quite enough. This team has stars. It has some nice pieces to back them up, but as you get 

to the 7th or 8th player on each side of the roster, things just start to fall apart.  

 

When you start off a group of hitters with outfielders Dennis French, Felix 

Roman and Ricardo Ruiz, you’re doing something right. Shortstop 

Motonobu Yamashita is a nice role player, but after him the talent level 

just falls off a cliff. Pepe Madrid is just kind of okay and didn’t contribute 

much at first base last year. There isn’t a good DH, third baseman, or 

catcher on this team. A breakout year from rookie second baseman Jose 

Rodriguez could go a long way for the Spuds, but even with his help with 

will be an offense that sputters at time, due to the sheer number of weak 

positions in the lineup.  

 

The pitching looks similar. Robin Cooper is a solid player, but the Spuds need a big rebound 

from Miguel Ramos, who flopped after coming over from Sacramento prior to last season. 

Luther Summers is a nice free agent pickup. Eugenio Asseldonk (the best name in the BBA) 

was solid in a short stint at the end of last season. Rookies will play a big role for the Spuds, 

as Manuel Barrera and Gerado Lopez look promising for the future, but raw at the present. 

As they go forward, this group will struggle with the long ball, even if they reach their 

potential.  

 

In the bullpen, Dave Houston should be a big addition and help out Mitch Freeman. There’s 

not much after them, but some of those starters could be used in significant innings eating 

roles. This pitching staff seems to have improved but doesn’t really look at good as the teams 

ahead of them.  

 

I think Boise is better. I also think that the Frontier has improved overall, so I’m not sure the 

Spuds can add many more wins to last year’s total. This is a suspect offense, and while the 

pitching looks acceptable, I’m not completely sold. Things are moving in the right direction in 

Boise, however. It may just take another year or two.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 78-84 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Joe Lederer BALLPARK: F. Nephi Grigg Memorial Stadium 



 

PHOENIX TALONS 
 

 

 

Key Additions: SP Aki Kondo (trade), RP Tiernan O’Makcen (trade), SP Jubal Troop 

(trade), 3B Jerome Delage (FA), 1B Alejandro Ortiz (FA), C John Todd (trade) 

Key Losses: 2B Angel De Castillo (FA), SP Cisco Morales (FA) 

 

The Phoenix Talons surprised just about everyone last year, including 

their irreverently salty general manager, Sean Marko. A team I don’t 

think anyone expected to compete caught fire last summer and nearly 

made the playoffs, when people expected them instead to be headed 

towards the bottom for a perhaps prolonged rebuild. Much to the 

dismay of sensible people like myself and their Frontier division rivals, 

Marko has decided to lean into the success, trading most of his farm 

assets to try to capitalize on last seasons late success. I both love and 

hate this move. I hate it because I am the type to stick to the plan. If 

I expect to be bad and I’m good, I write it off as dumb luck and move 

on with the rebuild. I love it because my approach is boring, and this will be fun to watch. 

 

Phoenix had a middle of the road offense last year, and I have to admit I don’t know how. 

Pedro Guzman might be the best hitter in the league, but he’s a DH in a game full of similarly 

talented centerfielders and corner outfielders. Rightfielder Ramiro Hernandez is good, but he’s 

not going to walk much and will strike out a good deal. The production the Talons lost at 

second from Angel De Castillo will hurt, but they seem to have replaced that at first with 

Alejandro Ortiz. John Todd is an upgrade, but not that great or a hitter. Natsume Kondo in 

left is nice but nothing special. Same for Pankratz Iskenmeir at third. That’s kind of it. The 

rest of this team is marginal hitters or defensive specialists. This looks like a bottom third or 

bottom of the middle third group to me, and it’s improved from last season. 

 

If it seems to you like the Talons might be able to pitch a little after looking at the acquisitions 

above, you wouldn’t be wrong. Add big names Aki Kondo and Jubal Troop to the already 

excellent, if-not-rickety Don Smith, and you have a nice top three. There’s enough depth 

behind them to deal with the inevitable injury. Luis Colon, Jaime Mercado (still going strong!!), 

and Jose Rodriguez are all solid, middle rotation options. The Talons even have a bullpen! 

Former Nebraska-winner Tiernen O’Makcen joins an already solid group of Julio Cuevas, 

Cornell Sanchez and Antonio Castillo. Jose Luna is one of the worse options, and that’s not 

too shabby. Young Alberto Moreno might even contribute this year, making them even 

stronger. 

 

Welcome to Bizarro Phoenix, where pitching talent and depth are the order of the day and 

the offense sucks. I don’t know what to make of this team. Last year I saw a 70-win team 

win 81 games with a pythag of 79-83. This team is legitimately 6-8 wins better, at least, 

maybe more like 10-11. There is no freaking way this club is better than San Antonio, 

Edmonton, or Calgary. Just none. Is there? Am I supposed to call three 90-win teams and put 

another one in the upper 80’s or low 90’s? I just can’t. There are only so many wins to go 

around.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 82 - 80 

GENERAL MANAGER: Sean Marko BALLPARK: Paul D. Lunn Memorial Stadium 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 



MEXICO CITY AZTECS 
 

 

 

Key Additions: LF Fernando Reyes (trade), C Hsin Mei (FA), 2B Jorge Aranda (trade) 

Key Losses: 1B Yunosuke Terada (FA), LF Anastacio Lopez (FA), SP Gerard Wagner (FA), 

SP Dan Forsyth (FA) 

 

For the love of God, please be bad. Please be bad. Pleasebebad. PLEASEBEBAD. 

Pleasebeatleastbeworsethanlastyeareveryonecantgetbetterbecausethisisgettingimpossible. 

Sorry Fred. I just can’t deal with this anymore. I need a team to be worse. Is yours worse? 

Good lord, I hope so. I’m afraid to add up the wins. I have 1296 wins to divvy out amongst 

sixteen teams. I’m through thirteen as of this typing and I’ve used up 1106 of them. Oh heck. 

I just added that up now. That means I have sixty-three wins each to give Mexico City, El 

Paso (who got better), and Las Vegas (who doesn’t seem to have gotten worse). I think you 

see the problem. I hate this job. 

 

Okay, so Mexico City. They were thought to be kind of good last 

year. A wild card contender. They started off that way, then 

stopped hitting.  Like at all. For the entire second half of the 

season. Fred said this was the second year in a row. He sounded 

pretty frustrated when he said that. We were talking about it 

while watching Shoeless shirk his responsibilities to smoke a 

joint. That’s Rimworld Shoeless. Not real life Shoeless. So he 

could have been frustrated about Shoeless. Rimworld Shoeless. 

Rather than his team. He’s dead now. Not Fred. Shoeless. 

Rimworld Shoeless. Not real life Shoeless. I think an Ostrich got him? 

 

Let’s see. Offense. Fernado Moreno in right, solid. Marvin Insworth at short, not a great bat 

but a good player. Manny Colazo at the hot corner. Crud, he’s good too. Jean-Francois 

Hamon... Ham on ... Ham on whole wheat, alright! (Sorry, hope someone gets this reference). 

Well he’s at least a bit sub-par for a DH. Jose Ayala at first. Nice! He sucks. Hsin Mei at 

catcher. Crap, he doesn’t. Jorge Aranda at second base. Well, he had his value sabotaged by 

being put in center field by Des Moines last year, but he’s not a great hitter. I’ll take it. Dan 

Flores in center and Wagaw Dakihi at second can’t hit. Okay, a little better than I like at the 

top, but this looks like a group of players that can’t hit. Maybe even a last place offense. They 

can defend though, like all Fred Holmes’ teams. Still, this is looking up for the ol’ wins 

calculation. Let’s see if the pitching can’t help me out. 

 

Fred, trade me Luis Gracia later. I love him. A lot. He’s my hero. Getting stuff done at an old 

age for his profession. Took him awhile to establish himself. I hope to have his path to 

professional success. As a pitcher, he’s still kind of okay. Bob Glenn is nice, so is Shinsaku 

Ine. Injury may have broken A.J. Mahoney. Losing him was kind of a big deal for the Aztecs 

last year. Fred, you have too many guys in your ‘pen in spring training for me to click on all 

of them. So, scanning their ratings, the only one that looks any good is Jose Castro. 

 

Alright!!! Weak hitting, no huge strengths in the rotation and possibly a weak bullpen. I think 

I’ve got something going here. Mexico City fans don’t though. Sorry, Fred.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 68 – 94 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Fred Holmes BALLPARK: Ullamaliztli Field 



LAS VEGAS HUSTLERS 
 

 

 

Key Additions: SP Chris Kelly (FA), RP Chin Kim (trade), SP Brian King (trade), SP Dan 

Forsyth (FA) 

Key Losses: RP Shawn Huber (trade) 

 

Matt Rectenwald in Las Vegas is rebuilding. That’s significant enough in and of itself. The 

Hustlers only won 65 games last season. They likely will not be much better this year. Instead 

of trying to figure out how good they are, let’s just make a list of all the recognizable names 

on the roster and see what might happen to them. 

 

Okay, you’ve got Chris Kelly. He will be traded as soon as he’s 

eligible, most likely. He’s old and injury prone, but could be a nice 

addition on a reasonable contract for someone during the stretch 

run. Drees Geestman. He could be traded, but probably won’t. 

Geestman is a good looking #2 starter on a reasonable deal. Recte 

will want value for him, and likely won’t get the offer. The other 

problem is with all the young phenom’s hitting arb and extension 

year, few contending teams will want to take a deal of this length, 

even if it is worth it. Brian King is a name you might not know. I know it because he was my 

player. He probably won’t be traded but could be in a monster move as a chip that brought 

in a huge return. He has had some injury issues and those might make it so Recte doesn’t 

want to depend on him to be a core piece in the future. That’s it for the pitchers. 

 

For hitters you have Girolamo L’Archibudelli, who might have the most syllables in his name 

of anyone in the BBA. Carrying around all those letters on his jersey might be why he can’t 

catch up to balls in the outfield. He’s a DH now. He should be traded. He is on a reasonable 

deal for this year and next, but as a no-pop DH has limited value despite his bat-to-ball skills. 

Still, there must be a good fit somewhere for that OBP. Tom Rudge. Do you believe that OOTP 

thinks he’s the 13th-best center fielder in the league? That’s just dumb. Maybe. I dunno. 

Center field is weak. It’s probably dumb. Rudge is literally the perfect fourth outfielder. He’ll 

probably stay in Las Vegas unless a big deal happens with a team that needs to dump salary 

and get an outfielder back. Also, I think Recte likes him. So there’s that. 

 

There we go. That’s all the players whose names you know.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 68 - 94 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Matt Rectenwald BALLPARK: The Casino by Moe Fugger 



EL PASO CHILIS 
 

 
 

Key Additions: 3B Ross Quicker (FA), 1B/DH Tommy Cochran (FA) 

Key Losses: 1B Duane Whitely Jr. (FA) 

 

The inaugural season for the El Paso Chilis looks to be a rough one. I won’t sugar coat it. This 

is a bad team. Last season, the Chilis won a whopping 57 games. They are probably a little 

better than last year. The problem is that the rest of the Frontier Division and Johnson League 

largely improved. It will be difficult for them to make up much ground.  

 

El Paso hasn’t won 60 games since 2040. Buoyed by some low-70s win in the late 30s, the 

previous GM of this team sold the future for a chance to win now. That looked like a bad idea 

at the time. It has since proven to be catastrophic. The real problem is that the prospects 

used up by that GM for improvements included kids from the super drafts of the mid to late 

30’s. These were used to get players who were good but not great by the previous level of 

league talent. When those late 30s drafted kids came into the league, the players they were 

traded for were now average to bad by comparison. The picks earned by the bad years in the 

early 40s have been funneled into drafts that simply haven’t had the top-end talent of the 

players taken in the bad years used to earn them. Players El Paso was able to select with top 

five picks wouldn’t have even gone in the first round of the drafts that are now fueling the 

good teams in the league.  

 

If you don’t follow, here’s the summary in today’s terms: The previous GM essentially traded 

drafts of 80- and 70-grade prospects for 50-grade players which caused El Paso suck, netting 

them draft picks they could use to get 50- and 55-potential prospects. If that sounds stupid, 

it was. But the thing is, those players didn’t have those relative potentials at the time they 

were traded. This was all due to the massive variability of the drafts over those years.  

 

Wichita has sucked and El Paso will probably suck this year, and it’s 

not Nigel’s fault. Could Stu Hopkins have done better? Sure, but he 

couldn’t really have predicted how lopsided the future draft results of 

his deals would be. Could Nigel have done better in recent years? 

Probably, but again, when everyone else is players a generation of 

wunderkids who broke into the league after a year or two in the minors, 

and you get to draft more normal 3-4 paths for your top picks and they 

top out at 65 and 70, you’re pretty much screwed. This does not mean 

we should ramp up the drafts. It means we should do everything we 

can to keep them reasonable and stable. The damage is already done in El Paso. Kudos to 

Nigel for sticking around to dig them out of it. Let’s make sure it doesn’t happen again, to the 

best of our ability.  

 

As for this team, the oh so inaccurate but helpful “Meet the Team” tab shows the Chilis as 

having four positions ranked second-to-last or dead last in the Johnson. Two more at 26th or 

worse, and only one, catcher Jason Bowen, in the top-half of their position. Nuff said.  

 

2045 PROJECTION: 59 - 103 
 

  

JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

GENERAL MANAGER: Nigel Laverick BALLPARK: The Church of All-Inclusive Stadium 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BURT LEAGUE PREVIEW 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: Jose Gonzalez

BALLPARK: Ballpark of Baghdad 
2044 RECORD: 65 – 97 (3rd place, Burt) 

 
Who They Were: Had they achieved their preseason prediction of 80-82, it would have papered over 

the cracks of a team in decline in need of a major rebuild. One of the worst farm systems in the UMEBA 
and not much financial flexibility, if GM Jose Gonzalez can get this team playing .500 ball this season, 

he'll be getting plenty of GM of the Year votes, that's for sure. 

 
Contraction Draft Results: The Kings’ first pick in the contraction draft was Bert Hackworth, who was 

solid with 12 wins and a 4.96 ERA. Starter Ian Lusso offered similar production as he did in Kuwait the 
year prior but was asked to pitch much more in Baghdad. Devin Lee (18 HR, 76 RBI) turned out to be a 

good addition but will need to improve on his .210 batting average. Maximo Bansa showed upside out of 

the pen (6-4, 3 saves, 4.28 ERA and Pedro Vazquez only appeared in two games. 
 

On The Farm: Dropping from 4th to 8th in the farm rankings doesn't help a team that needs to rebuild. 
Without the ability to add talent via free agency due to a nearly exceeded salary cup, the Kings need two 

or three strong draft classes to not only stock the farm but the majors as well. 
 

Best Case Scenario: Probably in a position were the only best scenario would be the number 1 pick in 

2046, not to mention a productive second-half from pitcher Allan Stallard as he continues to recover from 
a torn UCL. 

Worst Case Scenario: Worst scenario would be they win a few more games more by luck than 
anything else which means they pick around 5th or 6th in the 2046 draft. 



GENERAL MANAGER: Vacant 
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Beirut 

2044 RECORD: 90 – 72 (2nd place, Burt); lost to Manama (0-4) in League Series 
 

Who They Were: The club achieved eight more wins than the preseason predictions, however an 

eleven-game losing streak cost them a chance at the first 100-win season in Beirut history.  
 

Contraction Draft Results: Top two picks Wayne Mawle and Rubem Bordonhos proved to be great 
additions to the Cedars, with Mawle becoming the team’s defacto ace out of the bullpen (3.64 ERA, 21 

saves) and Bordonhos taking the role of the team’s most solid offensive player with 24 home runs and 80 

RBI. Both players ended up representing the Cedars in the UMEBA All-Star Game. Fernando Delgado was 
a disappointment after a 3.41 ERA in Cairo in 2043, posting a 6.23 ERA in his first year as a Cedar. BBA 

veteran Weaver Ripley tallied 51 home runs and 115 RBI despite continuing his high strikeout rate. 
Masahiro Ogawa split time between the rotation and bullpen and had an awful 7.88 ERA. 

 
On The Farm: Ranked the top system going into 2044, Beirut’s farm is now ranked 7th, largely due to a 

front office emphasis on team chemistry. Bad apples Joe D'antonio, Jeffrey Smith, Brett Vanderven, and 

Domingo Corral were shipped out to Jerusalem in exchange for Sherwood West and Charlie Burns. Chuck 
Barnes was brought in from Libya for the price of Marco Acheson and Trent Mangan, all in an attempt to 

improve the clubhouse. 
 

Best Case Scenario: The team’s much obtainable goal is to not only reach the playoffs again, but make 

it to the United Cup Series. The team is set up to succeed, which is good considering the GM chair is 
currently open.  

 
Worst Case Scenario: With no one in the front office after GM Neil Thomas left for a gig in the BBA, 

the team rests on its laurels and slowly slides down the standings and are ultimately left on the outside of 
the playoffs. 

GENERAL MANAGER: John Momberg 
BALLPARK: The Holy Land 

2044 RECORD: 62 – 100 (4th place, Burt) 

 
Who They Were: Back to back 100-loss seasons isn't the Jerusalem way. The problem could be pointed 

towards expensive, old players and that's all changed under GM John Momberg who's slashed the payroll 
and built the farm system up. The team may have only improved by one win in the standings from 2043, 

but if you look at the details, this team improved from a roster, minor league and financial standpoint, 
which bodes well for their future. 

 

Contraction Draft Results: First-round selection Adam Backhouse slugged 54 home runs and racked 
up 134 RBI on a cellar dwelling team, which makes you wonder what heights he can reach with a better 

lineup. Sherwood West had a 2-3 record with a 3.80 ERA before being traded to Beirut for a handful of 
highly-regarded youngsters. The Charlie Simmons experiment didn’t go as planned (3-12, 8.73 ERA) and 

was non-tendered this off-season. Noberto Martinez wasn’t great compiling a 2-6 record and 6.25 ERA 

but improved defense and run support should help him in 2045. Nur al Din Kodwo may not have set the 
world on fire but his 10 HR/54 RBI was a welcome surprise for the Hammers faithful. 

 
On The Farm: The system quickly went from #8 to #2 after a trade with Beirut to replenish the farm. 



With  another high pick in the 2045 draft, Jerusalem could find themselves with the top-ranked system 
this time next season. 

Best Case Scenario: Jerusalem has a fruiful free agency period, adding much needed talent and 
sneaking into the playoffs in 2045. 

 

Worst Case Scenario: Finishing last for a third straight year and failing to pass a reeling Baghdad 
franchise. 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: Ryan Hetzer 

BALLPARK: Manama Fields 

2044 RECORD: 107 – 55 (1st place, Burt); defeated Manama (4-0) in League Series; lost to Bucharest 
(1-4) in United Cup Series 

 
Who They Were: Behind legendary former GM Brett Schroeder, the club was expected to win the 

division in the regular season but projections only had them at 88 wins. A strong second-half turned the 
Pearls into a juggernaut, ranking at least every significant category besides steals. 

 

Contraction Draft Results: BBA veteran Sadaharu Oh III was Manama’s top pick, and while he didn’t 
duplication his incredible 2043 season (50 HR/142 RBI), he was excellent, swatting 42 HR and logging 

122 RBI. Big money man Michael Best was the club’s second-round pick but was traded to Libya for a 
pair of prospects. Vladimir Reihel made 11 starts (3-1, 5.30 ERA) before being placed on waivers, only to 

be claimed by Jerusalem. Leon Gonzalez was released, never pitching an inning for Manama, and starter 

Claudio Escobebo filled in the backend of the rotation, going 10-5 with a 5.02 ERA in 22 starts.  
 

On The Farm: Manama’s top two prospects, teenagers Santiago Zuniga and Manuel Camacho, both 
made it to the big leagues. Zuniga went 7-2 out of the rotation with a 5.32 ERA while Camacho, who 

projects to be a future starter, broke camp out of the bullpen, going 2-0 with 5.09 ERA. The graduation 

of these two bright players could cause their #6 ranking to drop this season. 
 

Best Case Scenario: New GM Ryan Hetzer handles the transition brilliantly and repeats another 100-
win season. If that’s the case, expectations will be winning the club’s second United Cup in franchise 

history.  
 

Worst Case Scenario: Hetzer struggles with grasping the league’s financials, forcing good players to be 

traded for pennies on the dollar to get the club under the league-mandated salary cap, resulting in fan 
disapproval and a step-back in the wins column.  

  



 

BANCROFT LEAGUE PREVIEW 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: Jay Tannehill
BALLPARK: Piraeus Park 

2044 RECORD: 67 – 95 (4th place, Bancroft) 

 
Who They Were: A disastrous June (6-19) sealed the early fate for the last place Centaurs. The club 

was ranked last in its league in virtually every category, both hitting and pitching.  
 

Contraction Draft Results: Athens fans didn’t get a chance to see first-round selection Ramon 
Salgado, as he spent all of 244 in the minors. Francis Wiles (5.55 ERA) and Hector Barajas (4.32 ERA) 

were not offered new contracts for this upcoming season. The club did strike gold with Jack Moniker, who 

hit .341 with 74 RBI and Rio North, despite a low batting average, chipped in with 21 HR and 69 RBI. 
On The Farm: The Fighting Centaurs jumped up to 3rd from 7th, mostly due to the selection of the 

talented young catching Tokimasa Yano in the 2044 draft. The team will look to continue to added top 
prospects in the upcoming draft with another high pick. 

 

Best Case Scenario: The club needs pitching to string more wins together and the bank-busting two-
year deal to bring former Impalers superstar Mateau Rabisca to Athens and away from the bright lights of 

the BBA should do the trick. If Yano, who looks to be big league ready at age 19, becomes a face of the 
franchise as a rookie, this franchise will be on their way towards relevancy. 

 
Worst Case Scenario: When you’re knocking on the door of 100 loses, there really isn’t ‘worst case 

scenario’ than what the club just went through, but a failure to catch Mumbai and Tripoli could put this 

team on a long road to reaching the payoffs in the future.  

GENERAL MANAGER: Jim Cox

BALLPARK: Park of Bucharest 
2044 RECORD: 96 – 66 (1st place, Bancroft); defeated Libya (4-1) in League Series; defeated Manama 

(4-1) in United Cup Series 
 

Who They Were: It was a slow start out of the gate for the Impalers that culminated with a hot finish, 
including a 16-7 record in September. The club continued their strong play through the entirety of the 

playoffs, going 8-2 en route to a United Cup championship parade through the streets of Bucharest. 

 
Contraction Draft Results: Fraser Pond wasn't as impressive as Bucharest thought he would be when 

they took him in he first round, as he went just 1-3 with a 6.33 ERA. Rakim Stevenson proved to be a 
solid pick, hitting .294 with 44 RBI in just 93 games. Felix Delvatlle never suited up for the Impalers and 

2044 UNITED CUP  

CHAMPIONS 



ended up being claimed off waivers by Manama, while Knud Braams also never saw time in Bucharest, 
eventually being cut and signed by Baghdad. Leonardo Gomez chipped in nicely as the club’s final pick, 

going 9-7 with a strong 3.52 ERA. 
 

On The Farm: The front office improved the #2 ranked farm into the top system in the UMEBA, thanks 

to the play of three young standouts: shortstop Jeremy Owbridge and pitchers Owen Bedded and Neil 
Fenomore. 

 
Best Case Scenario: When you win the United Cup, really the only best case scenario is a repeat, 

however it’s only been one other time in UMEBA history (now-defunct Istanbul). Is GM Jim Cox up to the 
task? 

 

Worst Case Scenario: It’s doubtful, but missing the playoffs would be a disaster follow-up for the 
Impalers, given their strong roster and farm club. The loss of Mateau Rabisca, arguably the best pitcher 

in UMEBA history, to division foe Athens in free agency isn’t what the club had hoped for. 

GENERAL MANAGER: Rich Young

BALLPARK: Ballpark of Mumbai 
2044 RECORD: 79 – 83 (3rd place, Bancroft) 

 
Who They Were: A hot start had Mumbai thinking of playoff glory, as the club was on pace to chase 

down 100 wins as of June. A slow July and disastrous September not only kept the team from winning 

100 games or making the playoffs, but they were in a fight not to finish last in the Bancroft. Out is former 
GM Mike Bieschke and in to take on the task of rebuilding the Metro Stars is new executive Rich Young. 

 
Contraction Draft Results: The contraction draft started of strong for Mumbai, as they picked up solid 

offensive catcher Dan Clapper (.277, 27 HR, 79 RBI). Dan Jackson was a welcome addition as well, 

contributing 52 RBI and a .279 average. Jaime Torres and Eric Rush spent most of the year in the minors 
while Barry Ronan’s 6.59 ERA in nine games saw him released mid-season. 

 
On The Farm: The Metro Stars dropped from #3 to #5, however two additions to the system will have 

high expectations in the coming years: sure-handed shortstop Socrates Kazantzakis and pitcher Ronald 
Eglington.  

 

Best Case Scenario: Mumbai repeats their hot start of 2044 and maintains it through the summer 
months. If they can achieve that, even Bucharest make find it hard to claim the Bancroft crown. 

 
Worst Case Scenario: A repeat of the second-half carries over into 2045, leading to 100 losses for 

rookie GM Young.  



GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Dunn
BALLPARK: Piranhas Park 

2044 RECORD: 82 – 80 (2nd place, Bancroft); lost to Bucharest (1-4) in League Series 
 

Who They Were: Only Manama had more months with a winning record in the entire UMEBA. Former 

BBA GM Mike Dunn returned to professional baseball and thrived, taking the club from 64 wins to 82 and 
into the playoffs in his first season in the front office. 

 
Contraction Draft Review: The then-Libya Generals went with youth with their first pick, selecting 

Takechi Eida. Eida offers speed, good defense and a better-than-league average bat and will be asked to 

do a lot after hitting .275 in 100 games as a rookie. Former BBA All-Star Virgil Shafer was off to another 
fine UMEBA season until an injury cut his season short. Luis Mendoza and Norberto Villarreal spent their 

time in the Generals minor league system while final-round selection Morgan Hollinger played like a first-
round pick, hitting .291 with 26 HR and 75 RBI. 

 
2043 MVP Michael Best was taken in the draft by Jerusalem but was later traded to the Generals, and 

while he didn’t put up nearly the same production, he added much needed stability to the offense. 

 
On The Farm: Libya Tripoli moved up a slot to #4 mainly due to the additions of Marco Acheson and 

Trent Mangan via trade with Beirut. Look for GM Dunn to work on improving the farm system again in 
2045. 

 

Best Case Scenario: Shafer comes back from injury in All-Star form and together with Hollinger and 
Best create a heart of the lineup that puts more fear into opposition pitchers than their newly-branded 

mascot. 
 

Worst Case Scenario: Mumbai, after falling apart late in 2044, could have their targets set on Tripoli 
this season. A more competitive Bancroft, along with Shafer and Best starting to decline, could result in a 

sub-.500 record. 
 

                 
 

 

Play ball!   Jocul cu mingea!   الكرة لعب !   बॉल खेळा!   Παίζω μπάλα!   

בכדור לשחק !  



UMEBA FOR Dummies  



INTRODUCTION 

By UMEBA Founder and Former U.S. Rresident 

Bernard Addison "Barney" Bancroft 

 

Welcome to UMEBA for 

Dummies! 

This book was inspired by Ted 

Schmidt, General Manager of the 

Twin Cities River Monsters. On a 

recent podcast, the esteemed Mr. 

Schmidt referred to UMEBA as, 

“the league that I don’t care 

about.” 

But as millions of avid baseball 

fans are discovering, you should 

care, Mr. Schmidt! Everyone should care about the best baseball league in the Middle East, if 

not the entire world. 

We recognized that followers of the Brewster Baseball Association, if they are going to care 

about this smaller league, need a little primer. Thus, was born UMEBA for Dummies! 

Yes, this league brought lasting peace to the Middle East.  But the 2043 contraction of UMEBA 

from twelve to eight teams was thought by some naysayers as a harbinger of the league’s 

demise.  Far from it.  As we enter the 2045 season, the league is stronger than ever, particularly 

with the infusion of new General Managers who are leading UMEBA to a resurgence of 

competitiveness. In addition, we are launching a new global marketing campaign with the 

wonderful slogan, “U, Me and Baseball: UMEBA!” 

So, what better time to provide the uninitiated with this exhaustive tome, UMEBA for 

Dummies. I hope you enjoy it – and even better, I hope that you go on to enjoy a lifetime of 

pleasure as a fan of UMEBA baseball! (That means you, Ted      ) 

 

Barney Bancroft  

Bancroft, 63, never goes anywhere without his old Wolves cap. 

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/coaches/human_manager_107.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/coaches/human_manager_107.html
https://anchor.fm/bba-today/episodes/The-BBA-Today-68---The-Trade-Market-is-A-Blazing-Inferno-emrfsk
https://anchor.fm/bba-today/episodes/The-BBA-Today-68---The-Trade-Market-is-A-Blazing-Inferno-emrfsk


Meet the GM: 

Rich Young, Mumbai Metro Stars 
 

Favorite player on your ML 

team: 

That’s a tough one, because 

these things usually develop 

over time, and I just was 

hired. But I would have to say 

Dan Jackson. Probably best as 

a bench piece, really but has 

all the personality traits you 

like, dirt dog type.  

 

Favorite prospect in your system: 

Maybe Zenobius "Zen" Kazantziakis. I am a sucker for a good name. Has a good nickname to 

boot and some of the same qualities I like in Jackson.  

 

Your GM Philosophy: 

Opportunist. I like to see the lay of the land and jump on opportunities when they present 

themselves. Though sometimes I just throw [stuff] at the wall and see what sticks.  

 

Your thoughts on your team for '45: 

When you have older guys who are injury risks and more inexperienced guys, the potential 

outcomes can be wide ranged -- so hell if I know! We could be OK though. Really just getting 

used to the league and see what I have in my org[anization].  

 

What makes UMEBA special? 

I like that you have a legit shot at the playoffs every year. Seems like a real good group of guys 

and it will be fun to get to know them and their styles. It’s going to be a fun year, I think. I also 

like seeing how BBA players do when they come to the UMEBA. Good way for them to keep 

their careers going or get an opportunity when they might not otherwise.  

 

  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_38668.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_52847.html


The UMEBA TIMELINE 
August 18, 2015 – Journeyman infielder Barney Bancroft is released 

by the Kalamazoo Kangaroos, ending a 17-year career in 

professional baseball.  

August 28, 2015 – Bancroft immediately enrolls in the Harvard Law 

School. 

June 12, 2016 – Bancroft spends the summer working with the 

Foundation for Middle East Peace (FMEP) 

2018 – After completing his law degree, Bancroft returns to the 

Middle East. "Something inside me told me that this was my chance 

to be the change I wanted to see in the world," explained Bancroft. 

Ultimately Bancroft became fully entrenched in the region, 

developing deep seeded friendships with people of many different countries and religions. 

While he felt he was making progress with individuals, he could only watch as the region’s 

larger political divide was becoming increasingly volatile. 

2030 – Bancroft founds One World, his own organization devoted to resolving in the Middle 

Eastern conflict.  

June 27, 2035 – 

Bancroft, having 

made more 

progress in the 

Middle East than 

the previous three 

U.S Presidential 

Administrations, 

appears in the New 

York Times with 

leaders from 

twelve of the 

primary involved 

nations at an 

unlikely place: a 

baseball game in Mumbai. The story included a now iconic picture of Bancroft and the twelve 

leaders all standing at the stadium, united in a moment of pure joy and shared experience.  

Bancroft (front, third from left) with Middle East leaders at historic ballgame. 

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_9580.html


September 23, 2035 - The Israeli-Palestinian Treaty is signed at the People's Ballpark in 

Jerusalem. After centuries of conflict, ultimately it was baseball that began the healing in the 

Middle East. Bancroft was the right man at the right time, with the right message. 

October 12, 2035 – Bancroft is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for ending centuries of conflict in 

the Middle East. He reportedly spends much of the ceremony checking the scores of ongoing 

BBA games on his cell phone. 

November 2035 – With his fresh Nobel Peace prize in 

hand, Bancroft wins the U.S. presidency as an 

independent, defeating GOP nominee Ben Sasse and 

Democratic nominee Joe Kennedy III. Amid all the 

hoopla, he quietly begins to lay the groundwork for a 

new baseball league in the Middle East. 

January 20, 2036 – Barney Bancroft is sworn in as 

President of the United States. 

February 2036 -- Bancroft summoned his Madison 

teammate, Brodie Burt , who had been one of the 

stars of the European Baseball Alliance, and asked him 

to take a leadership role in the formation of a new 

league in the region. 
President Bancroft after his inauguration speech. 

Bancroft, standing between the Queen and Princess of Sweden and wearing both a tuxedo and Madison Wolves cap, receives a 
standing ovation at the Nobel Peace Prize ceremony. 

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_5465.html


April 30, 2036 – At a press conference in Jerusalem, Brodie Burt 

delivers the grand announcement. "I'm Irish. My family and many 

others have seen what damage division can do to a country and 

its people. To be a small part of moving this region forward is an 

honor for me. With that, I am honored to announce the 

formation of the Unified Middle East Baseball Association, or 

UMEBA." Burt is named Commissioner. 

December 2036 – A full slate of UMEBA teams are announced: 

Major League: Cairo, Egypt; Istanbul, Turkey ; Baghdad, Iraq; 

Jerusalem, Israel; Beirut, Lebanon; Mumbai, India 

Minor League: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Tehran, Iran; Khartoum, 

Sudan ; Algiers, Algeria; Kiev, Ukraine; Bucharest, Romania. 

February 2037 – The Inaugural season of UMEBA gets underway, with U.S. President Barney 

Bancroft throwing out the first pitch in the first game pitting Jerusalem against Beirut.  

October 2037 – Manama Pearls win the first UMEBA championship, 4 games to 2 over the 

Beirut Green Knights. 

November 2043 – Faced with 

declining revenues and a shortage of 

decent players, UMEBA Commissioner 

Brodie Burt announces that the 

league will contract from 12 to 8 

teams, eliminating underperforming 

clubs in Cairo, C.S.K.A., Istanbul, and 

Kuwait City. 

October 2044 – As the Bucharest 

Impalers win the UMEBA 

Championship, the league announces 

that attendance overall is up, as is 

television broadcast viewership. 

Analytics on the league’s umeba.com website also show increased readership. 

January 2045 – UMEBA officials announce new global marketing campaign, “U, Me and 

Baseball: UMEBA!”  This includes millions of dollars in print, radio, TV, cable and internet 

advertising.  The League also ramps up umeba.com, hiring a dozen writers to provide more 

extensive coverage of the league than offered by traditional media. The future of the league 

looks bright indeed!  

UMEBA Commissioner Brodie Burt announces contraction of UMEBA but vows the 
league will press on. 



Meet the GM: 

Jay Tannehill, Athens Fighting Centaurs 
Favorite player on your ML 

team, and why: 

LF Jack Moniker- Leader of the 

team, tough farm boy from 

Iowa, brings grit and is the first 

one at the ballpark and last to 

leave, hell of a leadoff hitter, 

44 SB's last year, hit .341! 

Think Pete Rose in his prime. 

Nobody wants to mess with 

him in the clubhouse, that's for 

sure. Eats, breathes baseball. 

 

Favorite Prospect- SP Douglas Hamlyn- #2 man in starting rotation at age 19. Twentieth overall 

pick in his draft, 17th ranked prospect.  He went 6-4 with ERA just over 4.00 ERA in a very tough 

pitchers’ park. His control rivals the best in UMEBA and draws comparisons to Greg Maddux of 

the old Major League Baseball. Doug has a deadly changeup that reminds people of Kyle 

Hendricks, features 4 pitches. Will get a chance to learn under Rabisca for two seasons and is 

the future ace of the Athens ballclub. A fine young bloke from England, he can make a mean 

Toad in the Hole for the team meetings occasionally. 

 

GM Philosophy: I’m not afraid to go after a big free agent if it makes sense, though I shy away 

from long term contracts. I love to keep the youngsters that we have developed. We have a 

great easygoing clubhouse, so I stay away from drama players. Always looking to improve the 

ballclub. 

 

Your thoughts on your team for '45: At least a .500 record and stay in the playoff picture, 

improve on our road splits. 

 

What makes UMEBA special? Great way to cut your teeth in a great league, with other owners 

who share the same passion as you do for the game and are all for the most part in the same 

boat. We share the common goal of advancing into the BBA and honing your skills to achieve 

that goal.  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_30118.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_57955.html


Home Sweet Home: 

The Ballparks of UMEBA! 

 

All the ballparks of the UMEBA are less than 10 years old, open air with 

baseball played on grass. The capacity of each park is 28,000. The 

temperate climates of the Middle East mean relatively few rain outs. 

Each park features traditional ballpark fare as well as local favorites. 

 

Athens Fighting Centaurs 
Ballpark: Piraeus Park 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   1,509,900 
Attendance per Game  18,641 
Gate Revenue   $9,814,743 
Season Ticket Revenue $9,528,301 
Playoff Revenue  $0 
Notable on the field: New scoreboard for ’45! 
Notable off the field: Easy access from 
downtown bus and subway routes. 
Fan quote: “I love the selection of craft 
beers!” 
 

Baghdad Kings 
Park: Ballpark of Baghdad 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   1,987,730 
Attendance per Game  24,540 
Gate Revenue   $10,856,757 
Season Ticket Revenue $13,980,276 
Playoff Revenue  $0 
Notable on the field: A true pitcher’s park, 
with lower than average home run totals. 
Notable off the field: Ushers for every aisle 
Fan quote: “Cleanest bathrooms in the 
league!” 
 

Beirut Cedars 
Park: Ballpark of Beirut 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   2,224,217 
Attendance per Game  27,459 
Gate Revenue   $14,202,669 
Season Ticket Revenue $17,345,340 
Playoff Revenue  $1,552,624 
Notable on the field: 430 ft. to deep center 
Notable off the field: Luxurious locker rooms 
Fan quote: “The Cedar trees in the food 
concourse are a nice touch.” 
 

Bucharest Impalers 
Park: Ballpark of Bucharest 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   2,231,397 
Attendance per Game  27,548 
Gate Revenue   $16,423,992 
Season Ticket Revenue $19,806,074 
Playoff Revenue  $5,218,217 
Notable on the field: Known as a hitter’s park 
Notable off the field: Impalers tickets are big 
on the secondhand market. 
Fan Quote: “We are the champions!” 
 

 



Jerusalem Hebrew Hammers 
Park: The Holy Land 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   1,482,400 
Attendance per Game  18,301 
Gate Revenue   $10,351,945 
Season Ticket Revenue $18,070,265 
Playoff Revenue  $0 
Notable on the field: Windy is rarely a factor 
Notable off the field: Kids love the pretend 
ballpark behind the food vendors 
Fan quote: “I’m going to the Holy Land!” 
 

Manama Pearls 
Park: Manama Fields 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   2,253,865 
Attendance per Game  27,825 
Gate Revenue   $12,336,408 
Season Ticket Revenue $13,912,236 
Playoff Revenue  $4,115,593 
Notable on the field: Hitters hate the wind 
Notable off the field: More free giveaways 
each year than any other UMEBA team 
Fan quote: “Best hot dogs in the League!” 
 

Mumbai Metro Stars 
Park: Ballpark of Mumbai 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   2,041,302 
Attendance per Game  25,201 
Gate Revenue   $14,397,800 
Season Ticket Revenue $15,422,537 
Playoff Revenue $0 
Notable on the field: 17-foot right field wall 
Notable off the field: Subway station under 
the park for easy access 
Fan quote: “The gift shop has great prices!” 
 

Tripoli Piranhas 
Park: Piranhas Park 
2044 stats: 
Attendance   1,923,333 
Attendance per Game  23,745 
Gate Revenue   $11,351,810 
Season Ticket Revenue $9,836,640 
Playoff Revenue  $2,655,248 
Notable on the field: Fireworks for each HR  
Notable off the field: Fans watch games from 
nearby office buildings 
Fan Quote: “So glad they changed the name!” 

 

  
The state-of-the-art Ballpark of Bucharest 



Meet the GM: 

Ryan Hetzer, Manama Pearls 

Favorite player on your ML team: 

Joshua Koka, CF. Well Koka is also the Pearls 

best player, but a centerfielder who can do it 

all and is one of the top players in the league 

is hard to not be seen as a GM's favorite. 

What I like about him too though, is that 

despite being a UMEBA first round pick he 

grinded things out a bit for three years in the 

minors and the numbers weren't always 

pretty. Even in the UMEBA he has built upon 

his success each year, having a good but somewhat modest rookie year followed by an All-Star 

type year, then followed by an MVP level performance in his third year. 

 

Favorite Prospect: Naoaki Kurioka, 1B. The big 6-4 Japanese power hitter has the look of a 

potential middle of the order bat for years to come, currently just 17 years old. 

 

GM Philosophy: Taking over as a first year GM in the UMEBA of a team that won over 100 

games in 2044 and has a large stable of good pitching prospects, my main philosophy can be 

described as "Don't screw it up!" In general, I like to build teams based on athleticism, favoring 

speed and defense over power for position players. I generally would rather let a player walk a 

year too early than to keep one a year too long, meaning I generally plan to avoid aging 

veterans even if they are still producing. Financially, I try to maintain an approach of two 

"premier" contracts, preferably one pitcher and one position player.  

 

Thoughts on team for ‘45: It's a squad without a lot of holes, I feel like if we can stay away from 

long term injuries to our core we should have a strong chance to repeat last year's success. The 

pitching staff will skew slightly younger, so it will be interesting to see if some of these younger 

arms are ready to perform right away or if there will be some growing pains. It's also a well-

known issue in the sports world where the team that loses a championship is sometimes just as 

susceptible to a "hangover" year as the club that won, so Manama will need to fight through 

any lingering effects from their defeat last season. 

 

What makes UMEBA special? I think having this unique sub league to the BBA is by its very 

existence a special thing, and then when you combine the fact that some aging veterans that 

might normally be out of baseball have a chance to go somewhere and continue to perform, I 

think that's really a great thing for the UMEBA.  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_46241.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_50803.html


UMEBA BY THE NUMBERS! 

 

55 Million 

UMEBA’S salary cap, 

in U.S. dollars 

 

 

59 

Highest UMEBA single 

season stolen base total 

Jose Olivarez, Mumbai, 

2039 

 

 

Zero 

Number of players in the 

UMEBA Hall of Fame. 

 

 

47 million 

Revenue to each UMEBA 

team, in U.S. Dollars, of the 

league’s current media 

contract 

 

15 

Highest single game 

strikeout total, SP Aurelio 

Fernandez, Mumbai Metro 

Stars, July 11, 2041 

 

 

9 

Highest single game RBI 

total, Primio, Anastcia, 

Bucharest, June 21, 2041 

 

 

23 million 

Annual salary in U.S. 

dollars of the league’s 

highest paid player, 

Mateus Rabisca of Athens 

 

9.58 million 

Annual salary of the 

league’s second-highest 

paid player, 3B Joey 

Newhouse of Baghdad 



Meet the GM: 

Jim Cox, Bucharest Impalers 

Favorite player on your ML 

team: 20-year old 2B/SS 

Jeremy Owbridge, because 

I drafted him four seasons 

ago (in the secnd round), 

and it's been fun watching 

him do better than 

projections. I hope to be 

able to make him a fixture 

of my team for years to 

come. 

 

Favorite prospect in your system: 

Interestingly, it is 20-year old SP Adam Barber, who I picked in first round in that same draft. He 

has more potential to be a "star" than Owbridge but hasn't improved quite as quickly in 

"actual" ratings. Both players have improved in potential ratings now (he is listed as 60 

potential overall).  

 

Your GM Philosophy:  

Set up strong minor league system to feed majors. When I draft, I like to pick batters who have 

strong defensive ratings (except 1B) with the idea that they might surprise to the upside on 

hitting, but rarely improve base defensive ratings. For pitchers, I try to focus on expected 

control (and, to a lesser extent, movement) as stuff might improve as their arm gets stronger, 

but low control potential players rarely seem to do better than expected.  

 

Your thoughts on your team for '45: 

I hope to be playoff-bound again. Only problem is that I have been pretty much shut out on any 

of the really good free agents I wanted, and my payroll is only $38 million (with $55 million 

salary cap). However, I think I make up for that with a team that has a lot of really good low or 

minimum-paid players, so I expect I can make playoffs again.  

 

What makes UMEBA special? 

Only 8 teams to keep track of keeps it small and manageable. Trying to find gems in discarded 

BBA players.  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_50903.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_50640.html


The Very Best of UMEBA Ballpark Food and Drink 

 

Fans flock to UMEBA games not only for great baseball, but also for the 

amazing food and drink offerings. Let’s look at each city’s favorite! 

 

Mumbai Metro Stars: 

Deep Fried Samosas 

 

 

 

Bucharest Impalers: 

Romanian rum and coke. 

 

 

Athens Fighting Centaurs:  

Lamb Gyro (chased back with some  

great white wine)  

 

 

Jerusalem Hebrew Hammers: 

Falafel and Goldstar beer 

 

 

 



 

Beirut Cedars: 

Beirut Burger (gyro meat on a 

toasted bun) with pita chips 

 

 

 

Manama Pearls:  

Bahrain Biryani 

 

 

 

 

Tripoli Piranhas: 

Chili cheese dogs and chili cheese fries 

 

 

 

Baghdad Kings: 

Hummus Tahini 



Meet the GM: 

John Momberg, Jerusalem Hebrew Hammers 

 

Favorite player on your ML 

team: 

Youp Lenoir, because his 

name reminds me of Youppi, 

the old Montreal Expos 

mascot. 

Favorite prospect in your 

system:  

Gary Goodchild, because I 

see him as the ace who is 

eventually going to turn this 

mess around. 

Your GM Philosophy:  

Patience and building from 

within. Out of quantity comes quality. Don't trade just because you're bored. 

Your thoughts on your team for '45:  

Hopefully the last of the rough years; I can see a window maybe opening next year. 

What makes UMEBA special?  

When I joined, the league had just been contracted and some were wondering whether even the eight 

remaining franchises could be sustained. Now the league his risen like Lazarus from the grave thanks to 

a really solid bunch of owners. 

  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_39887.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_58424.html
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Meet the GM: 

Mike Dunn, Tripoli Piranhas 

 

Favorite player on your ML team: 

I like the whole squad, but I do have 

to admit that Morgan Hollinger is a 

favorite. On the surface he is the 

classic power bat at first base. In the 

clubhouse, he’s a prankster. When I 

first arrived in town, he 

recommended an out-of-the-way 

restaurant for my first dinner. 

Turned out it had just been closed 

by the health department, and they 

tweeted photos of me discovering that as I had arrived. Such a kidder. 

Favorite prospect in your system:  

I’ve got to give props to LF Stewart Frisby. I don’t know if he’ll ever reach the bigs, but he clearly is a 

student of the game.  He is always asking questions, of coaches and veterans alike. Someday I’ll be he 

will manage a team.  

Your GM Philosophy:  

Really, go with the flow. I have a plan, but I’m not locked into it.  If an opportunity presents itself, I 

don’t mind changing course. I also am very focused on the fan experience.  I’m as attentive to the little 

things in the stands – the cleanliness, the food and drink, the fun factor – as to what’s on the field. 

Winning is important, but there are a host of other things that matter. 

Your thoughts on your team for '45:  

We made some good progress in ’44.  I know it is a cliché, but we truly expect to build on that. One 

particular area I’m hoping improved is the rotation.  I think we started like 14 different guys last season 

looking for ones who could stick.  Adding a couple of free agent SPs should help, and I’m also hoping 

one or two of our pitching prospects comes through. 

What makes UMEBA special?  

Well, it brought lasting peace to the Middle East, and the quality of the game is damn good.  So are 

two big reasons. And, the other UMEBA GMs are a good group of guys, fun to deal with. 

  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_29571.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_55476.html
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God of Toads 

 

 

 

 

y fingers. Just look at my fingers. Pruned. I’ve been in the water for days. Or is it months? 

Years? Maybe decades. The reeds of the world grow through me. In me. Around me. I 

cannot leave, not if I wanted. I am a man of the water. God of toads. Prince of bluegills. 

Is that laughter? Laughter and dancing? Why don’t you run? I see you. I hear you. I hear the flip of 

your hem as your hips circle the banks of my mind. Oh, the sundress. How simple I am, to be struck by a 

dress. 

Am I mad? Is it madness? Is that why I endure? Am I to become the water? Bits of my soul oozing 

each passing day? 

Will I be gathered up in a watering can? To feed another’s dream. Oh, what tree or what bush, what 

thirsty growth will I nourish? 

 

     

 

“Wilcox, hey, what the hell you 

thinking about? Damn, you’re always a 

million fucking miles away. We’re 

close. Bismarck’s right over that next 

hill.” 

Harry Wilcox lifted his head from 

the cold bus window and looked over 

the rows of seats in front of him. “I 

never thought I’d be coming back to 

this place,” he said to his buddy and 

teammate, Luis Beberra. “Double-

fucking-A ball again. How much more 

of this minor league bullshit can I put up with?” 

“Ah, fuck, Coxy. Quit the woe-is-me bullshit. This is the year. We’re both being called up to 

Sacramento this season. Just you wait.” 

“All this damn time I thought I was the crazy one, yet here you are, pissing rainbow and sunshine 

into my baseball beer stein.” 

“Drink up, motherfucker,” Luis stood up in the aisle between their seats and mimicked taking a leak. 

“There’s enough for both of us.” 

Harry shook his head and laughed, but he knew the chances of ever being promoted to the big club 

was, at this point, unimaginable. He knew what he was, an organization guy -- a light hitting catcher 

who called a good game from behind the plate and who was a good presence for the real prospects 

coming through the ranks. Luis was the same, just the middle infield version. And, they both knew, deep 

down, their number would be called one day, not to go to Sacramento, but, instead, to go home. 

M 
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Your words become darts. Burning. 

Poison. 

 

I befriended a centipede as I hid from 

you. Refused to give me his name, on 

account of my cowardice. Pleasant 

fellow, nonetheless. Arrogant, sure, as 

all centipedes are. But, pleasant, just 

the same. 

 

He convinced me to trudge from the 

water. To be exposed to your darts. 

But, the pain. It was too much. 

 

I’m cold out of the water. Shivering. And, naked. 

 

Forget me. 

 

     

 

“Hey, Wilcox, don’t get too comfortable.” 

Harry stopped emptying his bag into his locker. His back straightened. “Am I being released, 

coach?” 

Bill Inkster, Bismarck’s manager, shook his head and grinned. “Shit, sorry. I should have phrased 

that a bit better. No, I’m guessing once all the dust settles on spring training down in Yuma, you’ll be 

told to repack that bag and go to Rapid City for our AAA squad. They’ll be needing a guy like you to 

catch all those young bucks they’ll have cluster-fucked there.” 

“Luis going too?” 

“Doubt it. Shit, Wilcox. That AAA rotation will be one hell of a group -- Moore, Winston, O’Toole, 

McCarthy, Bennett. Christ, that’s a better group than what the Popes had pitching for them at the start of 

last season.” 

“Wherever they need me, I guess.” 

“Oh, they need you. And, hey, you never know, do a good job with those arms in Rapid and they 

may just want you to follow them to Sacramento.” 

 

     

 

I saw you run. The flick of a dress. Movement between trees. A shadow under the moon. Are you the 

muse? Haunting me. Taunting me. Will you sweep in from the brush when I’m not looking. Rip threads 

from the patchwork of my heart.  

I hide. 
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When will this be over?  Stirring. Shaking. When will I tremble as I lift my mitt onto a closet’s shelf. 

Raw. Reeling in sadness. 

But, what sadness? 

When will the tart gin on your lips fall upon my flesh? I’m an addict of you. Without a hit. With 

none of your curls coiled over the straps of your dress. I grow gaunt. I don’t eat.  

Please. Please. Leave me a piece of you. Leave me a scrap of the dress. Tear a strip and toss it to the 

wind. Let me tie it around my wrist. And let me live one more season. And breathe. 

And breathe. 

 

     

 

“I can’t do this.” 

“Don’t quit, Harry. I don’t want to be the reason. I can’t live with that.” 

“No, I mean, not baseball.” 

 

     

 

God of toads. Prince of bluegills. 
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Pickoffs!  You Wanna Talk About Pickoffs? 
 

Let’s all join in with Montreal GM Herb DeSpain as he tries to gain some insights about one of the 

most … um … exciting parts of the game. 

 

Pickoff attempts are, for the most part, a boring and annoying part of baseball. No one likes it when a 

pitcher throws to first base five consecutive times ever. If a pickoff is successful it can pump up a team’s 

morale and even change the momentum of a game, though, so there’s that. 

 

You might be surprised to hear that in 2044 there were 487 pickoff attempts that 

resulted in either an error or an out. Only 231 of the 487 pickoff attempts were 

successful which leaves us with 256 throwing errors. That means about nine percent 

of all errors for the 2044 season were committed on pickoff attempts (interesting, 

right?). 

 

Only 17 of those were from catchers giving them a sixty four percent success rate. 

Twin Cities and Omaha “led the BBA” with 13 errors on pickoff attempts. All 13 of 

the River Monsters’ errors were from pitchers while only 11 of Omaha’s were. For 

the Cyclones it was a whopping 15% of their total errors for the season. Rockville 

and Sacramento finished with the fewest pickoff errors with four each. 

 

Interesting enough only one player was picked off second base the entire 2044 season (I see you 

Calgary!!). [Editor’s Note: on August 29th, Calgary catcher Héctor Serrano picked J.J. McQuade of 

second base to staunch a Rockville rally—the Pioneers eventually won the game 4-3.] 

 

Nashville led the Brewster Baseball Association with 12 pickoffs with a league high five pickoffs 

coming from their catcher rather than their pitcher.  Two teams, Brooklyn and Louisville, had a BBA 

That means 

about nine 

percent of all 

errors for the 

2044 season 

were 

committed on 

pickoff 

attempts. 
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high 10 pickoffs from their pitchers.  On the flip side Atlantic City and Omaha only had three successful 

pickoff attempts each. 

 

So, what does this all mean? 

 

It means I’ll get four participation points for writing about pickoffs but more importantly I believe it 

means we should all throw over more often to try and combat the rampant stealing of bases in the BBA 

(3705 successful stolen bases vs just 1244 unsuccessful).  The underlying problem is that OOTP does 

not give us a very good way to control this aspect of the game. There is no slider to increase or decrease 

the frequency of pick off attempts by team nor player. The only control we have at all is by the hold 

rating of our pitchers and maybe the arm and intelligence of our catchers. 

 

There might also be some question as to whether a pitcher’s defensive ratings, or his hold rating plays 

into this. If 9% of all errors in a season come from pickoff plays, is this some kind of hidden secret no 

one is thinking about? 

 

That is a question, now, isn’t it? Almost makes pickoffs less boring. Maybe. 
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It’s a 

Man’s Man’s Man’s 

World 
 

 

 

 
“This is a man’s world, this is a man’s world 

But it wouldn’t be nothing, nothing without a woman or a girl” 
 

I stand outside the door of the Hyatt in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin contemplating the reaction I’m going 
to get as I walk in.  Today is the first day of the BBA Winter Meetings.  I’ve been here before.  But under 
different, considerably different circumstances.  How will I be viewed, now, as Assistant General 
Manager of the Portland Lumberjacks.  Will I be taken seriously?   
 
I take a deep breath, exhale, and pull open the door and walk in.  The lobby is partially filled, mainly a 
few agents, lower level personnel on teams, nothing more than that.  I stand in the doorway and just 
observe.  I notice a few glances my way.  Nothing more.  I ponder my next move.  Where do I go from 
here?  I opt first to get my room and freshen up before throwing myself to the wolves in the banquet 
hall. 
 
“Kate Fiscus, Assistant GM for the Portland Lumberjacks” I tell the hotel clerk. 
 
“Yes, we have your room right here, Mrs. Fiscus.  Hold on just a second.  There seems to be some sort 
of issue with your room” the puzzled clerk responds. 
 
“What sort of confusion?” I ask,  “the room was booked weeks ago by our traveling secretary.” 
 
“Well, Mrs. Fiscus, it says here your charge is just $99.  And that you only need the room for 1 hour.  Is 
that correct?” responds the clerk.  Suddenly I hear the eruption of laughter from off to the side of the 
room.  I glance back and sure enough, there’s the El Paso front office yucking it up.  In the middle of 
the group is pitching coach Zack Bauer.1 He’s wearing a shit eating grin and raises his glass, full of 
cheap ass lite beer I’m sure, and sends me an air toast. 
 
“No” I spin back assertively to the clerk.  “I need the room for the full weekend.  I’m here for the winter 
meetings with the Lumberjacks. Give me my key.  They’ll take care of the bill.” 
 

 
1 There is history between Bauer and the Fiscus family. Research it in the House of Fiscus stories from Madison. 
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I get my key, spin back and give Bauer the blow job motion and flip him off and head to the elevator.  I 
hear a few ooohs and ahhhhs in Bauer’s direction as his gaggle of staff rib the former pitcher with a not 
so good history.  This could be a tough week. 
 
I relax for a few moments in my room, compose myself quickly and decide to just head on to the 
banquet hall to work on our Phase Il2 We need popular players.  Need to bump up fan interest 
again.  Try and compete if possible. 
 
I head into the room and head straight for the bar.  I need a drink.  I walk over to the bartender in the 
corner of the room. 
 
“IPA please. 3 Whatever IPA you got will do” I tell the barman.  He cracks open 
a Goose Island IPA, pours it into a mug and hands it to me.  I take a big 
sip.  Prepare myself to turn around when suddenly a guy comes up 
beside me. 
 
“Who you with” he asks, clearly unsure who I am though I know who he 
is. 
 
“Portland.  Kate Fiscus” I respond with my hand out ready to shake 
his.  “You’re Neil Thomas4 right?  New Valencia GM?  I don’t think we’ve 
ever met.”  The puzzled Smothers looks at me confused. 
 
“Wait, you’re here with a team?” Thomas asks.  “That guy” he points in 
Bauers direction “said you were here for, well, to, well, how do I even say 
this….” 
 
“You tell that guy over there”, I retort, “to go fuck himself.  I’m here to make some moves for the 
Portland Lumberjacks organization.  We’re making moves.  If you’re here to talk trades, then I’m all 
ears.  Clearly you guys need help. You finished below us last season.  If you’re here because of 
something else, something that guy over there told you, then you can go fuck yourself.”  Stunned and 
taken aback, Smothers walks off. Bauer and his cohorts from El Paso get a chuckle out of the 
exchange.  Clearly my previous reputation is going to make this a challenging weekend.  It doesn’t get 
much better with the agents and players I try to talk with. 
 
“What’s in it for me?” responds one agent as I try to sign someone to be our back-up catcher. 
 
“Well, that’s between you and your client I suppose.  I think the standard agent rate is between 5-10% 
but that’s between the two of you” I respond. 
 
“No, I mean, what’s in it for me?” he responds as he starts to reach for my leg.5 To keep the 
harassment story brief, let’s just say the exchange cost me half a glass of my IPA, him a change of 

 
2 The new plan for Portland that replaced the “Master Plan” according to recent Portland TNs. 
3 Kate chose an IPA in a TN by Yellow Springs where Kate and Hellscape met.  And you can’t go wrong with an IPA, 

regardless of what you AFBI podcasters say.  Granted, I don’t listen to those so I don’t really know what you say. 
4 I chose you because you are the newest GM and figured you may not know the history of Kate Fiscus and could be 

convinced by Zack Bauer, another guy you may not know, to come talk to Kate Fiscus.  No hard feelings. 
5 Can’t have a Kate story without a little harassment.  But to keep myself from being too creeped out we’ll stop harassment 

stories there and get back to Kate hooking up with minor league baseball players, shall we? 
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clothes, and me another few bucks for a new beverage.  These stories were common during my stay in 
Oconomowoc.6 
 

*********** 
 
The time and days are quickly ticking off and there isn’t much going my way in terms of helping this 
club.  I was able to get Arturo Barron to sign but only if we paid him $1 per strikeout this season.  He’ll 
make $2 million for the year.  I’m about to give up a lot of hope and call it an early weekend when a guy 
wearing a gaudy gray hat with a big cat and the word “Cougars” written on it. 
 
“You’re Kate, right?  New AGM with Portland?  I’m Brett Golden with 
the Charlotte Cougars” he reaches out his hand to shake mine.  I’ve 
already had too many right hands reached out to me this weekend so I just 
stare back blankly. “I have a big proposition for you.” 
 
“Is that what you call yours”7 I respond back with a chuckle.  I’m so over these 
guys.  He gives me a puzzled look back. He shakes his head, a shrug and he 
comes back with. 
 
“I have a trade proposal.  Been reading about your Phase II plan8 and am 
thinking you guys in Portland might be ready for a change.  I know we are 
both on the same expansion team path but perhaps getting there is 
different for us and you all now.” 
 
“I’m listening” I respond. 
 
“Let’s just say, we really want Robert Menzies.  I know he’s a tough 
guy to get, but we want him.  I’ve talked to my owner and we’re ready 
to make a serious move.” 
 
We continue hashing things out for a few hours.  I call up Wilson.  He bucks it at first.  David Wallace 
wants nothing to do with the trade.  He’s sold on fan interest and selling tickets.  Scared the loss of 
Menzies will crash our fan base.  I go back and forth with Golden, adding names, withdrawing 
names.  Next thing I know, days have passed and the meetings are nearly over.  Throughout the 
process, not one person has approached me.  No crude remarks.  Nothing.  Golden and I continue to 
meet.  We reach a point to where I think we have something.  I call up Chris from my room. 
 
“Here me out.  We have to make a move.  Do you really want to ride this thing out with our current 
roster?  Do you think our roster is good enough to win anything?”  Wilson listens. 
 
“Do you want this to be another Madison?  Where you hang on to prime guys that can fetch us a huge 
return while the franchise spins its wheels?  Yes, you had talent early and won championships but after 
that second one, you failed to act and it left the franchise in the doldrums for decades.  Don’t make that 
mistake in Portland.  Convince yourself, convince David.  We need to make this move!” 
 
A few hours pass and I get the return call.  “Do it” it’s Wilson on the other line.  “David isn’t thrilled.  Nor 
am I.  But we are trusting you on this one.  Make the deal.” 

 
6 Is that even our BBA headquarters?  Is that where Recte is from? Do we consider it to be Las Vegas in this virtual world we 

live in? 
7 Granted, I don’t know what Brett calls his.  Though the Big Proposition would be a pretty sweet nickname. 
8 I guess some people do in fact read team news. 
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I hustle back down the lobby and find Golden.  “It’s done.  Draw up the paperwork and submit it to 
Chris.  They’re down with it.”  
 

Taken aback, Brett reaches out his right hand “Deal!”  he starts to 
walk away and stops “Oh and Kate, it was nice doing business with 
you.” 
 
I shake his hand and likewise, stop myself  “Brett, could I ask for 
one little favor from you as well?  Not a deal breaker or anything, 
but just a favor since we worked this out as professionals?”   
 
“Sure Kate, anything.  What do you need?” 
 
I hand him a folded sheet of paper.  He glances inside, glances 
back up at me.  “Yeah, I can do this” he says with a smile. 
 
Feeling accomplished, I prepare myself to head back to the 
room.  Decide for one more IPA for the road.   
 
“Kate, you got a second” I turn around, “we have some ideas to run 
by you.  Trade proposals.”  Ted9 and Randy10 and myself discuss a 
few matters.  We strike two deals.  Deals get approved.  Phase II is 
now in full effect.   

 
************* 

 
I fly back in to Portland that night.  Nothing like a night back in your own bed.  At times I wish Dan11 
were still here to see this but he made his own bed now he has to sleep in it. 
 
I get up the next morning, load up my tablet to catch how the baseball world is viewing the news of all 
the trades.  But the trades didn’t make the front page it appears.  Instead, the headline reads: El Paso 
Coach, Former Star Busted! 
 
I grin. And read the first paragraph.  “Former big league pitcher and now El Paso Chili’s12 pitching 
coach Zack Bauer was arrested at this weekend’s BBA Winter Meetings for trying to acquire prostitutes 
and sexual favors from several Wisconsin midgets.  The BBA times was tipped off by an anonymous tip 
and Bauer was busted in his Hyatt Hotel room in Oconomowoc.  Bauer was found tied to the bed as 5 
midgets, of both genders……...” 
 
I stop reading.  Laugh.  “Thanks Brett” I mutter to myself.  Let’s go to the ballpark! 
 

  

 
9 Ted Shmidt from Twin Cities 
10 Randy Weigand from San Fernando 
11 Kate’s husband, and former Madison AGM Dan Fiscus.  Not sure where I’m going with him, if anywhere. 
12 Or Chillis.  Or Chiles. Or is it Chillies.   
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Chin Music 

“Since 99.362% of women love mustache rides, it seems only a fool would have a bare upper lip.”  
– Albert Einstein 

 

    
 

lip open the Brewster Baseball Association almanac to any page and you’ll find out 

whose blazing foot speed led them to the most steals in a season. Look up the best 

strikeout rates and you’ll know which pitchers’ arms were touched by the gods. 

Scan the slugging percentage leaderboard to understand which players were blessed with 

strength, power and hand-eye coordination. 

 

But what about who had the best goatee in 2025? Who led the league with the thickest 

mutton chops in 1993? Which prospect could never improve on his incredible amateur 

pencil mustache on Draft Day and ended up a bust? 

 

The omission of the Brewster’s historical hirsuteness rivals that of Jimmy Hoffa’s body, 

JFK’s post-autopsy brain and Sappho’s poems. The following attempts to right that 

wrong by taking a deep dive into the BBA Facial Hair of 2044. 

 

Where is a better place to start than with the mustache, a facial accoutrement so basic, yet 

rife with possibilities? Wide, short. Thin, bushy. Curled-up like the mainspring of a 

mechanical watch or conceding to gravity and cascading down the corners of the mouth. 

The mustache has for centuries been a symbol of manhood, or at the very least, a symbol 

of reaching puberty. Almost every man – and unfortunately, some women – has tried to 

grow a mustache at one point, some with more vigor than others, take for example Aaron 

Stone feeble attempt at lip hair, whereas Jose Machado has embraced a much more 

standard, street cop-like mustache: 
 

   

F 
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Once you’ve mastered the basic mustache, from there you can experiment and go with a 

number of varieties. 

 

There’s ‘the Chaplin,’ Jesus Garcia’s style of choice, or extend outward, like Mutsuhito 

Imai: 

 

   

 

There’s no shortage of ‘the Walrus’, a look probably best-suited for a reliever (or a 

manager)… 

 

     
 

…and the handlebar as become a regularity across rosters in the Brewster with varying 

curls: 

 

       
 

With a fu Manchu -- the mustache starts to incorporate the cheeks or chin -- we’re 

approaching beard territory and an additional layer of panache. Until factually proven 

otherwise, it’s a look allegedly adds 40 points to a slugging percentage or two extra ticks 

on one’s fastball velo: 
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And speaking of beards, those are in too, with different varieties including the 

controversial chin strap: 

 

       
 

 

And let us not forget those with the 5 o’clock shadow, whether it’s on purpose, out of 

laziness or the fact they simply forgot to shave on photo day: 

 

     
 

There are plenty of goatees, from the standard chin variety to the more manicured and 

thought-out extension from the lip hair: 

 

     
 

You have to hand it to the guys who really like to mix it up and take a little bit from 

column A and a little bit from column B: 
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Let’s take a look at some of the notables across the league: 

 

    
Josh Henson, 

premature greying at 
age 25? 

Chris Thomas, leading 
the league in hair-to-

chin ratio 

Frank Mahaffey and 
his mutton chops are 
enjoying life in the 

UMEBA 

Larry Fain, a true 
throw back with his 

sideburns 

 

   
How does Scotty 

Pendleton not have the 
nickname ‘Redbeard’? 

Jeremy Pickens’ 
goatee isn’t helping 
make his head any 

less thin. 

Poor Jacob Brown 
really should consider 
growing hair all over 

his face. 
 
We leave you with a little-known fact: zombies can’t grow facial hair. 
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Mateus Rabisca: A Profile 
 

The appearance of 30-year-old UMEBA star pitcher on the Free Agent horizon drew more than a little 

attention from the baseball world. He eventually signed a lucrative $48M contract with Athens, but not 

before taking up the time of a lot of scouts’ time. Let’s follow Hawaii GM James Walker as he takes a 

look at one such in-depth scouting report. 

 

 

Player Spotlight: Free Agent SP Mateus Rabisca 
 

Mateus Rabisca is a 6’4 pitcher from Caracas, Venezuela. 
Rabisca was born July 29 th, 2014 in Caracas to Joaquin and 
Marta. Joaquin and Marta were street vendors that made one of 
the best empanadas in Caracas. Mateus was not a particularly 
good student in school but he was athletically gifted and excelled at 
any sport he played. His firstlove was baseball and would play in 
the street with his friends. They would make gloves out of milk 
cartons and use baseballs hit out of the park at the Estadio 
Universitario where the Leones del Caracas played their home 
games. Mateus loved to pitch because he was always involved 
with what was going on in the game and it kept his attention. When 

he played in the field his mind would wander and would inevitably allow a ball to get 
by him. His teammates would get angry with him for those errors but they were 
always happy with his performance on the mound.  

When he was 16 years old, a scout from the Seattle Storm of the Brewster 
Baseball Association noticed him playing at a Venezuelan Baseball Academy and 
offered him a contract. He said he would have to talkto his dad and told the scout to 
come back tomorrow. The scout told him, “Better yet, how ‘bout I give you a ride 
home and I can talk to him there?” 

After a short conversation with Joaquin, the scout secured Mateus to a minor 
league deal for the Storm. Mateus left the money with his dad and packed for his 
first trip away from home. He went to the Storm’s International Academy to sharpen 
his skills on the field and in the classroom. While he excelled on the field he still 
failed in the classroom but learned enough Math and English to survive in the U.S. 

His first promotion was to pitch for the Port au Prince Purple Aces in the Angela 
Drake League (Short Season A) in 2034 at the age of 19. He pitched just 6 2/3 
innings with a 9.45 ERA. The next season he pitched 19 innings with a 1.42 ERA 
and was promoted to the Lake City Limes of the Charley Pegler League (A) for the 
2036 season. He had some success in Lake City making 21 starts and 30 
appearances while going 9-7 with 4 saves. He pitched 150 1/3 innings with a 4.01 
ERA, 92 Ks and 24 walks. The next season was better, going 4- with 8 saves and a 
2.98 ERA in 66 1/3 IP. He struck out 43 and walked 5. He was promoted that same 
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season to the Juneau Blizzard in the Warren Cox League (AA). In Juneau, Mateus 
made nine relief appearances pitching 13 1/3 innings with a 1.35 ERA, 11 Ks and 2 
walks. In 2038, he played the entire season with the Blizzard making 47 
appearances (1 start). He pitched 91 2/3 innings to a 4.91 ERA with 81 strikeouts 
and 30 walks. 

After the season, Rabisca became a minor league free agent and went him to 
wait for an offer. In January, 2039 he received a call from his Agent, Jimmy Fierro. 
He said, “Mateus, I have some good news for you. I have an offer from the UMEBA 
to play for Bucharest. Whatyou say?” Mateus said, “Jimmy, what is the UMEBA?” 

After Jimmy’s explanation, Mateus signed the contract and made his way to 
Romania. That first season in Bucharest he pitched out of the bullpen. He made 34 
relief appearances allowing 33 hits, walked 7 and struck out 40 in 42 1/3 IP. He 
earned his first All Star selection at any level but tore his rotator cuff and missed the 
next 9 months. In the 2040 season he was moved into a starting role and he 
performed well. He made 19 starts pitching 103 innings to a 2.97 ERA, striking out 
85 and walking 15 after rupturing a finger tendon and missing the first three months 
of the season. In 2041, he made 15 starts going 6-3 with a 4.24 ERA in 80 2/3 IP. 
He struck out 73 and walked 7 before going down with a partially torn labrum. 

He came back strong in the 2042 season making 35 starts an d pitching 205 2/3 
innings. He was 14-6 with a 4.42 ERA, 193 K and 29 walks while earning his 4th All 
Star selection. The next season is when Rabisca makes his mark. Mateus goes 12-
6 with a 3.55 ERA pitching 220 1/3 innings while striking out 173 batters and walking 
32. He gets his 5 th All Star nod and gets his first Bancroft League Pitcher of the 
Year Award. 2044 was an even better season for Mateus, pitching 208 1/3 innings 
with a 3.24 ERA with a record of 15-7. He struck out 177 and walked 20. He was 
tabbed for his 6th straight All Star Game and was a United Cup Champ with the 
Bucharest Impalers.  

Rabisca has not been offered a contract extension by the Impalers and became 
a free agent on November 20th.  

 
FINAL ASSESSMENT 

 
Mateus is 30 yrs old and had several big injuries of note but the last was a 

partially torn labrum in May 2041 that put him out of 4 months. His opening contract 
demand is $21,400,000 but he may ask for upwards of $25,000,000. 

 
The Marcels Projections have Rabisca putting up the following stats for the 

2045 Season of the BBA as a Starter: 186 1/3 IP 205 Hits 109 Runs 30 HR 39 BB 
136 K 5.29 ERA 6.6 K/9 1.9 BB/9 1.4 HR/9 1.31 WHIP 4.46 FIP 

 
Marcels Projections have Rabisca putting up the following stats for the 2045 

Season of the UMEBA as a Starter: 186 1/3 IP 180 Hits 79 Runs 26 Homers 36 BB 
155 K 3.81 ERA 7.5 K/9 1.7 BB/9 1.16 WHIP 3.94 FIP 
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He compares to current BBA SP Dan Forsyth (179 2/3 IP, 184 H, 92 ER, 37 

HR, 29 BB, 112 K, 4.61 ERA). Rabisca has better control but is a Flyball pitcher as 
Forsyth is an Extreme GB type. Rabisca would work better in a bullpen role to keep 
his pitch count down and limit the number of times hitter face him in a game.  

 
Recommendation: Any offer to him would be in the $2.5 to $3.0 million range 

for a season on a “Prove it” contract as a RP or a swing man/back end starter. 
 
Projection: BBA teams that may be good fits for Rabisca would be Charlotte, 

Mexico City, Vancouver, Seattle, Sacramento, Madison, Edmonton and Chicago 
due to their stadium configurations. 

The UMEBA is where he will get what he is asking for in years and money.  
There are two teams in the UMEBA with the cap space to sign Rabisca, 

Jerusalem and Athens. He would probably struggle in Jerusalem with the ballpark 
set up but would probably fare better in Athens against righties. 
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So, does pitching and defense actually beat hitting, or is it vice versa? Twin Cities River Monster GM 

Ted Schmidt takes a shot at an answer. 

 

 

There is a lot of rhetoric about what kind of team wins in the playoffs. “Pitching and defense wins 

ballgames” has been a mantra for as long as I can remember. However in recent years, both in real life 

and in the BBA, I’ve felt that good hitting teams have done well. The idea I’ve had is that the pitching is 

better in the playoffs, so teams that don’t hit that well simply get shut down and can’t score at all. Randy 

handily provided the last 50 years of Landis matchups, so I have 100 entries to see how it has actually 

played out. The relevant data can be found a few posts down in this thread: 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=36554 

So here are the ground rules. If a team’s hitting and pitching ranks differ by more than four places, 

they are whatever type of team has the better rank. From here on out, we’ll refer to a team as 

hitting/pitching by rank. For example, 5/10 is a hitting team. 1/5 would be balanced. 10/2 is pitching. 

Now, not all hitting or pitching teams are the same.  There is a big difference between a balanced 

9/10 matching up against a 7/2 pitching or a 14/8 pitching team. So, I further classified matchups based 

on whether a team is superior to another. The method for this is to add the ranks, and if the summed 

ranks differ by more than four, it’s a mismatch. Examples: 1/3 defeating 11/8 would be a strong 

balanced team beating a weaker balanced team. 7/12 beating 13/3 would be a balanced team winning 

against a similar strength pitching team. We also have to count the converse outcomes. The first is a Bal- 

losing to a Bal+. The second is a pitching team losing to a similar strength balanced team. Each matchup 

gives two entries in our matrix. The double work isn’t necessary, but allowed me to check my own 

tallies as I entered the data, since the results of opposing matchups should be opposite. Still with me? If 

not, maybe these confusing tables will help. 

 

 v B v B+ v B- v H v H+ v H- v P v P+ v P- 

Balanced 0 0 0 -2 1 5 0 0 1 

Hitting 2 -5 -1 0 1 -1 -5 0 0 

Pitching 0 -1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 

 

This first table is the +/- of a certain type of matchup. For example, in all the Balanced teams versus 

Hitting teams of similar strength (top row, 4th column), the balanced teams were -2. Conversely, Hitting 

teams were +2 against Balanced teams (second row, 1st column). 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=36554
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This alone doesn’t tell us much, because we need the number of matchups of any particular type to 

know if that +/- matters. For example, if a team type was +3 against another type in 15 matchups, it 

could be noise. If that happens in 4 matchups, it might mean something.  

 

 
v B v B+ v B- v H v H+ v H- v P  v P+ v P- 

Tot 
Teams 

Balanced 6 2 2 6 1 12 4 2 7 42 

Hitting 6 12 1 0 2 2 5 2 0 30 

Pitching 4 7 2 5 0 2 0 4 4 28 

 

This table has the totals of each type of matchup. The last column is the number of each type of team 

that was in any matchup. At first it looks like balanced teams are the most successful because there are 

more balanced teams in the Landis than any other type, but that’s not really true. It’s really balanced 

teams versus unbalanced teams, and what we see is that balanced teams made the Landis 42 times, 

whereas unbalanced teams made it 58 times, a solid advantage for unbalanced teams. It is strange, but 

probably just random that we have no equal strength hitting or pitching teams against each other. Using 

the data in this table, we can also see what type of matchups we see the most below. 

 

 Adv Def Even Tot 

Balanced 21 5 16 42 

Hitting 3 16 11 30 

Pitching 8 11 9 28 

 

It’s interesting that balanced teams with relative rank advantage over their opponent (21) are more 

common than balanced teams at a disadvantage (5). Most of those balanced teams are up against hitting 

teams with a rank disadvantage. (The hitting matchups are more or less opposite this as they should be.) 

Pitching matchups are evenly spread. I’m not really certain what that means. A likely interpretation is 

that hitting teams at a rank advantage outperform their expectations. Since this is Landis data, those 

hitting teams won in prior rounds. So if hitting teams outperform, shouldn’t we just have more hitting 

teams in general? Shouldn’t there be a bunch of matchups with hitting teams at an advantage? The 

missing data is what type of teams make the playoffs. It could be that there are a lot of 1/25, and 4/30 

type teams that just don’t get to the playoffs. Or maybe there’s a team building bias among the GMs. It’s 

hard to say from the data we have here. However, we learn some really interesting things when we 

combine the +/- data with the number of matchups data. 
 

 v B v B+ v B- v H v H+ v H- v P  v P+ v P- 

Balanced 0/3 0/2 0/2 -2/6 1/1 5/12 0/4 0/2 1/7 

Hitting 2/6 -5/12 -1/1 0/0 1/2 -1/2 -5/5 0/2 0/0 

Pitching 0/4 -1/7 0/2 5/5 0/0 0/2 0/0 0/4 0/4 

 

As we can see, those hitting teams appear to be beating balanced teams. They are +2 out of six 

matchups when the teams are even. That could theoretically be noise, but they are only -5 in twelve 

when they are at a overall rank disadvantage. They should probably me something more like -7 or -8.  

There are two other matchups we might have enough of to see a trend. That’s pitching versus 

superior balanced teams and pitching versus hitting teams. Pitching teams are doing versus well in seven 

matchups against superior balanced teams, only being -1 rather than the -3 or so you’d expect against a 
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superior ranked team. Pitching teams are absolutely dominating hitting teams, posting a sterling 5/5 

record. That’s pretty nuts. 

One last interesting bit of data is in the yellow boxes, where pitching teams do not appear to have an 

advantage against weaker pitching teams. This makes sense because in a low scoring series, the result is 

more likely to be random. 

The real fun way is how this all comes together. We seem to see that weaker ranked hitting teams 

AND pitching teams beat balanced teams more often than they should. If this holds true in the earlier 

rounds, it explains why we have more unbalanced teams in the Landis than balanced teams. (Remember, 

we do have that, 58 to 42). We also see relative over-performance against balanced teams by hitting 

teams, which is probably where my idea of hitting winning in the playoffs comes from. But we also see 

pitching teams beating both balanced teams AND hitting teams, which lends credence to “pitching and 

defense win in the postseason”. So there we go. Everyone is happy. Except Ron. He’s two of those 

superior balanced teams losing to a weaker hitting team (And a superior pitching team losing to a 

weaker overall hitting team). 

 

*It is entirely possible all of these outcomes are due to the way I classified teams. I am delirious 

from data entry at this point. If I used spreads of 3 or 5 or whatever for cutoffs for determining team 

types and matchup strengths this might look different. I do not think so however. Doing that should only 

change the sample size needed to see an effect. I think.  

*It is also possible this is ALL noise. These sample sizes aren’t that large. We’ll likely never know, 

because I’m not doing this by hand again with the other playoff rounds. 
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On Riding Into The BBA Sunset 
 

We do our best to remember good players over the spans of time. We talk about them, remember them, 

enshrine them in the Hall of Fame. But for some—for most, really—the limelight fades quickly and guys 

move on. Join Montreal GM Herb DeSpain as he follows a pair of long-running BBA stalwarts who are 

confronting the terrible fact that life in the BBA is fleetingly temporary.  

 

 

 

Chris Limon is on the 2045 Brewster Baseball Hall of 

Fame ballot. 

He does not expect it to be a long stay. 

“Guys like me only get one year on the ballot and the 

league moves on,” he said about his candidacy. 

J.J. McQuade is jealous. 

“I would love to see my name on the ballot,” he 

exclaimed.  “Even for just one year.” 

 

 
 

Both were highly rated prospects that, while they did not 

fail in the BBA, never lived up to the high expectations. But 

both enjoyed long, prosperous careers. They both broke into 

the BBA in 2029 and both made a quiet exit following the 

2044 season. 

McQuade was just 19 when he was the 10th pick of the 

first round in the 2028 draft. A year later he was on the big 

club as a back-up infielder. 

“I made my living with my glove,” he would say.  “Not 

my bat.” 

During his 16 BBA seasons only once was he given the 

opportunity to play every day and that was in Long Beach 

during the 2036 season. McQuade started 147 games at short 
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for the Surfers and he posted a +4.8-zone rating while committing just 13 errors. At the plate he hit 

around .250 and got on base less than 30% of the time. 

“If I had the patience to take a walk,” he once told a friend, “I’d never come out of the lineup.” 

He was probably right. With a career .302 OB% clubs could not afford to play him over more 

offensive minded infielders. 

Following the 2034 season he became a free agent and signed a huge six-year, $84 million deal with 

Boise.  “I don’t know what Boise was thinking but I have never signed anything so quick in my life,” he 

said with a grin. 

After he signed that contract things changed, though. 

“Due to the contract, I became a bargaining chip. The contract was passed around from team to 

team.” 

McQuade was traded four times during that six-year contract, twice in the same month.  He did not 

even make it through June of 2035 before Boise traded him.  After the contract was up McQuade moved 

around even more signing a two-year deal with Nashville where he was traded again, then put on 

waivers, and traded again. 

What does he think of his career now that it’s over? 

“I had a great time,” he said with a laugh. “16 years in the BBA is nothing to sneeze at.  It was tough 

sometimes with all the trading because you couldn’t put down roots like I did in Yellow Springs in the 

beginning.  But you get used to it and you make the best of it and you enjoy it while it lasts.” 

 

 
 

Limon made his way to the BBA in a different way. 

He was part of the EBA (BBA development league) 

when the Twin Cities River Monsters found him. 

“One year I’m in München playing baseball and the next 

year I’m in the BBA!” he said.  “It was fast, too fast.” 

Limon had a great year at AAA Duluth in 2029 and 

earned the call up to the big club but the ability to hit for 

average never developed in the big league as it seem to have 

done in AAA. What he could do, that J.J. McQuade could 

never do, was take a walk. 

He put up two consecutive five WAR seasons in ’32 and 

’33 with a career high batting average of .300 in ’33. But that 

was it. He had peaked at the age of 26 and things started 

going downhill from there until he hit just .228 in 2038. In 

December of that year Twin Cities released him just halfway 

through a six-year, $88 million deal. From that point on he 

would sign nothing longer than a two-year deal, hoping from 

team to team (five of them to be exact) before finally 

hanging it up following the 2044 campaign. “When you hit 

.097 for your last season in the league,” he explained. “Not 

only is it time to go but no one will notice you are gone.” 
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McQuade and Limon have a lot in common. Their BBA careers spanned the exact same years from 

2029 to 2044.  After stable starts to their careers, they both became journeymen players in the big 

leagues.  And they both made a lot of money. 

Limon took home almost $86 million for his 255 career home runs or $53,000 per game played. Not 

too shabby for a kid that grew up playing in the streets of San Juan.  To my surprise McQuade made 

more money than the more offensive minded Limon. “Lone Wolf” pulled in over $113 million or about 

one million dollars per error. 

It just goes to show you don’t have to be great on the field, you just have to have a great agent. 
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Knuckleballers 

In The UMEBA 

 

Hanging On By Their Fingertips 
 

 

 

The knuckler is a mystical pitch, right? It dances and flutters and makes the hearts of BBA/UMEBA 

General Mangers go pitter patter. It just seems so vulnerable. When thrown wrong, hitters blast them, 

when thrown right, it makes those same hitters cry. Let’s follow Jerusalem GM John Momberg as he 

examines the history of the pitch in the UMEBA, and may touches on a bit of that mystery, too. 

 

 

I admit it; I’ve always been fascinated by the knuckleball.  It always seemed crazy that an 

action that seemed more like a parlor trick, like flipping playing cards into a hat or 

something, could end up making you millions of dollars and big league fame.  Like most 

kids, I experimented with it, until I discovered that even the most extreme knuckleballer 

threw his floater faster than I could throw my fastball. So that was that. 

 My interest renewed even more recently when I acquired two 

practitioners of the art on my Hebrew Hammers team: Joe 

D’Antonio via trade, and Gary Goodchild via the ammy draft.  

Since my plan is for both of them to be major contributors going 

forward, I decided to take a quick look at how knuckleballers have 

fared in the UMEBA (any BBA research can wait for another time; 

I’m trying to keep this manageable). 

Technically, there have been ten knuckleballers in UMEBA 

history, but let’s start by cutting it to nine. Jose “Fitt-Dog” Garcia is listed as having a 

knuckler rated as a “1”, so it’s had to imagine it being a significant weapon for him 

during his one year with Manama. 

Then you get to two other retired guys, Barend van Eck and Yorii Okazaki, both of 

whom had knucklers rated as a “6”.  Van Eck pitched 17 1/3 innings for Beirut in 2037, 

compiling a nifty 9.87 ERA and walking more than a batter an inning.  Okazaki had a 

two-inning cameo appearance with the 2037 Cairo squad, then showed up two years later 

for nine innings with Beirut, compiling an 0-3 record and a 14.90 ERA. At this point in 

my research, I was not feeling too great about knuckleballers in the UMEBA. 

Three pitchers in UMEBA history sport knucklers rated as a “9”: Manuel Pena, Belay 

Kojo and Paco Martinez. Martinez is retired; he had a couple of cups of coffee with 

Istanbul in 2037 and 2039, but mostly bounced around the high minors. He does have the 

best season for any of these guys so far: 40 innings with a 2.43 ERA in 2037, but 

  
Joe D’Antonio Gary Goodchild 
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whoever Istanbul’s GM was at the time, he must not have been too impressed because he 

never sniffed the majors again. Shoot, if any of my 

Jerusalem relievers had that ERA I’d invite them to 

Christmas with my family. 

Kojo and Pena are still active. Pena has had a couple 

of nice years for Mumbai after an equally nice career in 

the BBA. Kojo is trapped in the minors, mostly because 

he’s wilder than the Sons of Anarchy. And how can a 

guy who throws a “9” knuckleball have only a “3” 

movement rating? Both his control and movement ratings 

have maxed out, so I would not suggest buying Belay 

Kojo rookie cards as an investment. 

Takeo Morita throws an “11” knuckleball with decent control, and his stats aren’t 

bad, but he’s never really gotten a shot other than a short stint in the BBA a few years 

ago. He’s 28 now and his injury rating is “wrecked,” so it’s questionable whether he’ll 

ever get the chance to show what could have been. 

Now we get to the good stuff. 

Charlie Iron-Knife, in addition to having a name that suggests you shouldn’t mess 

with him, went 18-7 last year for Beirut, following a successful career in the BBA.  

Unusual for a successful starter, Charlie throws only two pitches: a knuckleball and a 

forkball. I guess you can get away with being a two-pitch pitcher when one of them is a 

“12” knuckler. 

The last two are my guys. 

I can’t imagine there’s been a pitcher with ratings like Goodchild: a “12” knuckler 

with “11” stuff, “7” control and two other plus pitches. He’s ready now, but I’m treating 

him like the Hope Diamond; I want him to experience AAA success before I start his ML 

service clock. Despite his “12” knuckler, D’Antonio didn’t do much for me last year after 

I traded for him, but he just turned 24, the ratings are OK, and in my dreams he could still 

develop into the John The Baptist to Goodchild’s Knuckleball Jesus. 

So, conclusions? Well, out of nine players (again I’m not counting Garcia), we have 

two pretty good pitchers (Iron-Knife and Pena), two who are still active but haven’t really 

established themselves (D’Antonio and Morita), one golden hope (Goodchild), and the 

rest range from meh to ghastly. Does that make a knuckleballer a better or worse bet than 

a pitcher with a standard arsenal? Seems about the same to me, but what do I know? 

In the meantime, I think once spring comes I may start throwing it again. It’s never 

too late, right??? 

  

… how can a guy who 

throws a “9” knuckleball 

have only a “3” 

movement rating? 
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GALERIE UMEBA 
 

Join Mumbai GM Rich Young as he takes us through a joyful trip through the best of the UMEBA, 

Name Category, and other such fun things … 

 

 

On field strategy. Drafting. Lineups. Free agents. Machiavellian trade maneuvers. These are the cravings 

of the insatiable brain. But what of the senses? The soul? Do they not need nourishment as well? How 

are they fed? Well friends they live on the bread of the aesthetic. So now stroll with me hands clasped 

behind our backs through 'Galerie UMEBA' as we ponder the beautiful and the profane.  

 

THE GREAT NAMES 
We start with Jack “Waddles” Moniker of the “Ironic Nickname” division. “Waddles” has 9 running 

speed with an 11 stealing ability. His last name also means name. 

 

In the “Bad Ass Name Division” we have Charlie “Spirit” Iron-Knife. An all star name for an all star 

pitcher.  

 

In the “Makes the Fourteen Year Old In Me Laugh” division we have Ghi Cheng Kum.I'm not touching 

that one.  

 

In the “Just Fun To Say” division we have Hotha Popo. Just saying it cheers you up a bit.  

https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_30118.html
https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_32880.html
https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_36844.html
https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_34015.html
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In the “Player Picture Eternally Looks Like He's Just Heard His Name For the First Time” division, we 

haveWayne Whiskin[/url]. I feel you Wayne.  

 

In the “Sounds Like a Mental Sexual Dysfunction” we have Wang Yip. Just relax and breathe.  

 

In the “Try Saying His Name Without Smirking” division we have Darren Asseldonk. The first name is 

too ordinary though. A real missed opportunity by his parents.  

 

In the “Last Name Sounds Like a Sci-fi Villian” division we have Zefferino Kaloxylos. “If Kaloxylos 

convinces the Yarga to join him in this fight we are doomed!”.  

 

In the “Name Sounds Like It Was Made Up On the Spot While Checking Into a Motel At 1am and 

You're Not Good Under Pressure” division is Bert Fingelson. 

 

And lastly and my personal favorite, in the “Name Sounds Like a Rich Kid Ivy league Frat Bro Who 

Got His Nickname For His Proclivity In Scoring With the Ladies” division. We have Harry S “drill 

king” Stamper III. This name has everything. Length, body part allusion, great nickname and 

generational suffix. Hall of fame stuff.  

 

BEST MINOR LEAGUE TEAM NAME 
 

Shenyang Water Pigs – Athens 

 

HONORABLE MENTIONS 
Changchun Chippers – Jerusalem 

Ho Chi Minh Explorers – Mumbai 

Kuala Lumpur Koalas – Tripoli 

 

 

BEST LOGO/UNI COMBO 
 

Manama (and not even close) 

 

          
 

HONORABLE MENTION 
Athens 

 

https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_46366.html
https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_23841.html
https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_55288.html
https://statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_57668.html
file:///C:/Users/Ron/Documents/Baseball/OOTP-MBWBA/Media%20Guide/2045/%5burl=https:/statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_53666.html
file:///C:/Users/Ron/Documents/Baseball/OOTP-MBWBA/Media%20Guide/2045/%5burl=https:/statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_55485.html
file:///C:/Users/Ron/Documents/Baseball/OOTP-MBWBA/Media%20Guide/2045/%5burl=https:/statsplus.net/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_55485.html
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BEST MASCOT 
 

Tripoli 

 
 

WORST MASCOT 
 

Tripoli 

 
 

 

DEATH TO FLYING THINGS PARK 

(Best pitchers park)  
 

Ballpark of Baghdad – Baghdad 

 

 

GETS UTILITY INFIELDERS DROOLING PARK 
(Best HR park)  

 

The Holy Land - Jerusalem 

 
PICASSO CUBISM PHASE PARK  

(Wonkiest set up)  
 

Ballpark of Mumbai – Mumbai  
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Around the Block From A Fan’s 
Perspective 

 

 

The great thing about baseball is that you can watch and watch and watch, and still every game will 

have something happen that you’ve never seen before. Let’s join Montreal GM Herb Despain as he sits 

in a young fan’s shoes watching a game that might seem like it’s ready to disappear into the dusty scrap 

heap obscurity … until … 

 

 

May 22, 2044 in Nashville, TN 

 

I was there that day. Sitting between home plate and the first base dugout. It was a Sunday night 

game and I had on a brand-new Tony Frost jersey in honor of my favorite player. My dad had gotten us 

tickets for my birthday and the Bluebirds were trying to salvage the third game of the three-game set. 

We were off to a great start with Chin Kim on the mound holding a five to nothing lead heading into the 

top of the fourth inning. After a four run second inning Bluebirds’ DH Ernesto Sousa slammed his 12th 

homer of the young season over the left-center field wall. 

When the top of the fourth started with a five pitch strike out of Jimmy Starks Jr. by 

Kim I was not aware that I was about to witness history. 

Next up for the Omaha Cyclones was CF Orlando Ordonez. 

At 24 years old I don’t know much about Ordonez. 

I know he has a great combination of power and speed but the work in the sports 

pages are that he is a crap teammate. Selfish and unmotivated they say. Lazy they say. 

On this day, at this moment he was nothing short of exceptional. 

Ordonez took the second pitch he saw and hit a line drive between third and short for 

an everyday single. 

This is where it gets interesting, though. 

Kim from the stretch is one of the best in the BBA at holding runners combined with 

the great arm of backup catcher Teegan Nyland and Ordonez should have been hanging 

around first base like he was on house arrest. But what you cannot quantify with a five-

run deficit is the “who gives a shit” attitude of one Orlando Ordonez. 

Everything was aligning perfectly. 

Jim Antolin was up next and the great thing about this situation was that Ordonez 

loved to steal bases and Antolin loved to take pitches. 

The first pitch was a strike down the middle and either Nyland did not realize 

Ordonez was running until it was too late, or he just did not care with that 5-0 lead. 

Either way it made him look a little bit foolish as he stood up behind the plate and 

watched Ordonez slide into second base without so much as a throw.  

That’s not the good part. Bases are stolen every day in the BBA, in fact back in 2033 

a guy by the name of Mons Raider stole 173 of them in only 154 games. So one stolen 

base is not enough to get my blood up, especially on that didn’t even get a throw. 

1 My Favorite Player 

Then Ordonez Got On 

Base 1 
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The second pitch was just outside, and I’ll be damned if Mr. Ordonez didn’t make a break for third 

base. And just like the first pitch Teegan Nyland just stood up and watched him slide into third base 

without so much as a throw. 

Now that’s interesting, right? It’s not often you get to see a guy steal second and third base back to 

back. 

Now Mr. Ordonez had everyone’s attention.  Everyone in the stadium forgot for a few minutes that 

they were watching a meaningless May game with a 5-0 score. 

The third pitch hit the dirt to the third base side but with cat like reflexes Teegan Nyland scooped 

the ball and snapped a throw to third as Ordonez slid to the foul side of third to narrowly avoid the tag.  

As he rose to his feet to dust himself off, he could hear Nyland chirping at him from the plate. 

As Antolin prepared to return to the box, now with a 2-1 count, Ordonez, with a wide grin, made 

his way down the baseline taking at least a 25-foot lead. 

The fourth pitch was a fastball just outside and Nyland again snapped a throw towards third but this 

time instead of scurrying back to third Ordonez made a beeline towards home plate and the obviously 

irritated Teegan Nyland. 

As Ordonez was making his way to the plate with a full head of steam Nyland took the return throw 

from third base, braced for impact, and then watched in awe as Ordonez planted his feet and dove over 

him to score the Cyclones’ first run of the game. 

The Bluebirds’ fans erupted with approving cheer and applause as they knew they had just 

witnessed something special. 

I left the game that night, a 6-2 meaningless victory for the Bluebirds, with a brand-new Orlando 

Ordonez jersey. 
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Where nobody knows your name…. 

Life in the BBA Minors 
 

Perhaps it started with the old TV game show “To Tell the Truth,” this thing of masking a person and 

making you guess. And there were follow-ons, too. The Datang Game had the conceit of hiding hunks or 

chicks and making a suitor choose blind. There’s “The Voice,” today. And “The Masked Singer,” right? 

Well, join Madison GM Mike Simon as he runs us through the BBA version of this age-old game. 

 

 

On a September night in 2020 in Death Valley CA, a sellout crowd of 19,500 fans packed Father Serra 

Memorial Stadium and witnessed a small piece of BBA history.  On that night the Death Valley 

Scorpions defeated the San Jose Sharks eliminating them from the playoffs on their way to a title run.  

But also, on that night was something more special.  On that night a player’s 22-year career in the 

Brewster Baseball association came to an end. All 22 years with a single organization.  Done by a player 

you’ve probably never heard of, and who accomplished something we may never see again. 

 

You may not have heard of me, but I’ve spent 22 years of my life playing the game that I love.  Who am 

I?  Well I was born in Newport, VT in 1979, I started playing catch with my Dad as early as I can 

remember.  I got drafted right out of HS in 1999, (signed by Valencia), and started my dream of 

becoming a professional baseball player in the BBA at the tender age of 19.  It seems like in the blink of 

an eye, one day I awoke and I was 40.   I guess that what happens when you get up every morning and 

enjoy what you do every day. 

 

In those 22 seasons, I’ve met a lot of people, ate a lot of bad food, traveled on too many busses to count, 

and seen a lot of this great land of ours.  My one and only regret you ask?  Well that’s never playing a 

game in the BBA. 

 

That’s right all 22 years of my career have been spent in the minors, AND with the same organization.  

(Hard to believe huh)?  I think it was that last season (2020), when I was the eldest on the team by over 

7 years when it hit me.  Me and the Mrs. always joked that when I was closer to the coaches ages than 

the players it was time to call it quits.  I can’t complain though, I’ve met some people who’ve become 

like family to me and the wife.   

 

One that comes to mind is Daniel Alameda.  Man, what a guy.  Danny was at Lancaster 4 years before I 

showed up at Lancaster in 2000.  They bunked the two of us together that spring, and we’ve been 

roomies & friends ever since.  Sure, occasionally one of us would get moved up or down.  But overall in 

those 16 years we spent together riding that bus, sleeping in fleabag motels, eating at too many buffets, 

he even introduced me to my wife.  I wouldn’t change it for the world.  

 

Those final years when we were both in San Jose (’09 - ‘16), him at 2B, and me at 3B, it was like…man 

we both thought we’d make it to the Stars that next season!  Heck, we were best men at each other’s 

weddings, and godfathers to each other’s kids!  When he showed up and surprised me at my final game, 

I’m not going to lie, I sobbed like a baby.   

 

When Danny called it quits in 2016 (also at the age of 40), it really hurt, but looking back, I understand 

why.  He really did teach me what it was to be a professional and how to prepare for each game, and I 

thank him for that.  However, in that bittersweet season of ’16, something positive did happen.  A 
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scrappy 21yo showed up at camp that spring, young punk, cocky as hell.  We liked him immediately.  

That kids name? HOFer Skip Glendenning.  Many people don’t know this but it was Danny and me who 

made that nickname “Crunchy” really stick.  We knew this kid would be something special.  It turns out 

we were right.  When “Crunchy” called and asked us to present his bust at his 2036 HOF induction 

ceremony, it was very special day for both of us. 

Other than that HOF event, it’s been a pretty quiet life since that last game in 2020.  The wife and I have 

spent a lot more time together, gone on a lot of trips we were putting off, got to hang out with my 

grandkids.  You know the more important stuff in life.   

 

But in the fall of 2044, I received a call from some young whipper-snapper talking about sabermetrics, 

FanGraphs, tableau-schableau and the like.   He said the league came out with some report that said they 

wanted to recognize me as the BBA MiLB all-time leader in AB (6461), PA (7346), G (1918), and 2B 

(479).  I was like huh?  He also told me that in the 70+ year history of the league, there have been only 4 

players that have ever played in 22 seasons in the MiLB. Of those 4, only 3 did it with a single 

organization.  Of those 3, only 2 that NEVER made it to the “show”.   

 

It’s a pretty exclusive club he said, with amount of MiLB players involved in trades today.   It’s a 

different game from when you played he said, so I don’t think we will ever see this again.   My mind 

was still racing a mile a minute trying to come to grips with the rarity of this achievement.  The only 

thing that I could blurt out was “Who is the other player”?   

 

When he mentions my best friend Daniel Alamedas’ name, I almost fell out of my chair.  What are the 

odds I thought?  “I guess the two of us really never kept track of that type of stuff.”  I said.  We just put 

the cleats on and played.  Like I said when you get up every day and get to play the game you love with 

your best friend for 16 years, yeah, I guess that sort of makes up for any regrets I might have.   

 

Who am I you ask?  I’m Leonardo Martinez, and I love this game. 

 
  

leonardo

martinez

daniel

alameda
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BBA Sports 

FUTURES 

Odds To Win 2045 

 

Landis Memorial Series Championship 

Bet # 

 

Team 

 

Opening  

Line 

1701 

1702 

1703 

1704 

1705 

1706 

1707 

1708 

1709 

1710 

1711 

1712 

1713 

1714 

1715 

1716 

1717 

1718 

1719 

1720 

1721 

1722 

1723 

1724 

1725 

1726 

1727 

1728 

1729 

1730 

1731 

1732 

Yellow Springs Nine 
San Antonio Outlaws 

Rockville Pikemen 

Long Beach Surfers 

Calgary Pioneers 

Hawaii Tropics 

Nashville Bluebirds 

Twin Cities River Monsters 

San Fernando Bears 

New Orleans Crawdads 

Louisville Sluggers 

Edmonton Jackrabbits 

Phoenix Talons 

Brooklyn Robins 

Omaha Cyclones 

Boise Spuds 

Sacramento Mad Popes 

Chicago Black Sox 

Charm City Jimmies 

Montreal Blazers 

Charlotte Cougars 

Seattle Storm 

Jacksonville Hurricanes 

Atlantic City Gamblers  

Mexico City Aztecs 

Madison Wolves 

Las Vegas Hustlers 

El Paso Chilis 

Des Moines Kernels 

Valencia Stars 

Vancouver Mounties 

Portland Lumberjacks 

4/1 

5.5/1 

5.5/1 

6/1 

6/1 

6.5/1 

8/1 

8/1 

8/1 

8.5/1 

10/1 

12/1 

13/1 

15/1 

20/1 

25/1 

25/1 

45/1 

50/1 

55/1 

60/1 

60/1 

70/1 

80/1 

80/1 

80/1 

100/1 

100/1 

100/1 

100/1 

150/1 

150/1 
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BBA Sports 

FUTURES 

Brewster Baseball Association 

Total Wins 

 

Bet # 

 

Team Name 

 

Total  

Wins 

 

1733 

1734 
Atlantic City Gamblers  70.5 -110 

-110 

1735 

1736 
Brooklyn Robins 85 -130 

-110 

1737 

1738 
Boise Spuds 87.5 -110 

-135 

1739 

1740 
Calgary Pioneers 93.5 -110 

-110 

1741 

1742 
Charlotte Cougars 80.5 -110 

-135 

1743 

1744 
Charm City Jimmies 81.5 -110 

-115 

1745 

1746 
Edmonton Jackrabbits 87.5 -110 

-110 

1747 

1748 
El Paso Chilis 64 -120 

-110 

1749 

1750 
Jacksonville Hurricanes 74.5 -110 

-110 

1751 

1752 
Las Vegas Hustlers 64.5 -125 

-110 

1753 

1754 
Mexico City Aztecs 70 -135 

-110 

1755 

1756 
Montreal Blazers 81 -110 

-110 

1757 

1758 
New Orleans Crawdads 89 -135 

-110 
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1759 

1760 
Phoenix Talons 87.5 -110 

-130 

1761 

1762 
Rockville Pikemen 96.5 -110 

-125 

1763 

1764 
San Antonio Outlaws 90.5 -125 

-110 

1765 

1767 
Chicago Black Sox 83 -130 

-110 

1768 

1769 
Des Moines Kernels 65.5 -110 

-125 

1770 

1771 
Hawaii Tropics 92.5 -110 

-110 

1772 

1773 
Long Beach Surfers 95 -110 

-135 

1774 

1775 
Louisville Sluggers 86.5 -110 

-120 

1776 

1777 
Madison Wolves 71 -110 

-125 

1778 

1779 
Nashville Bluebirds 88.5 -110 

-120 

1780 

1781 
Omaha Cyclones 85.5 -110 

-110 

1782 

1783 
Portland Lumberjacks 63 -110 

-125 

1784 

1785 
Sacramento Mad Popes 83.5 -110 

-125 

1786 

1787 
San Fernando Bears 89.5 -110 

-135 

1788 

1789 
Seattle Storm 79.5 -140 

-110 

1790 

1791 
Twin Cities River Monsters 84.5 -110 

-125 

1792 

1793 
Valencia Stars 65 -110 

-110 

1794 

1795 
Vancouver Mounties 61.5 -125 

-110 

1796 

1797 
Yellow Springs Nine 109.5 -110 

-145 
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BBA Sports 

Prop Bets 
 

Will Heartland Take 4 FL Wild Cards? 

1798   Yes                                      +500 

1799   No                                        -750 

 

Mexico City Rainouts in 2045 

1800   Over 13.5                               -110 

1801   Under 13.5                             -110 

 

Does Yellow Springs or Rockville Win the  

Monty Brewster Memorial Series? 

1802    Yes                                       +500 

1803    No                                         -350 

 

Total Homeruns for League Leader 

1804     Over 51.5                             -110 

1805     Under 51.5                           -110 

 

Most Regular Season Wins - Pitcher 

1806     Over 20.5                            -110 

1807     Under 20.5                          -110 

 

Total Regular Season No-Hitters 

1808     Over 2.5                             -110 

1809     Under 2.5                           -110 

 

Most RBI Regular Season 

1810   Theo Bourgos                       -110   

1811   Larry Stinson                        -130 

Most Wins in Regular Season 

1812   Twin Cities River Monsters   -110   

1813   Sacramento Mad Popes          -110 

 

Highest Team News Total 

1814    Over 120.5                           -110 

1815    Under 120.5                         -110 

 

Who wins the All-Star Game? 

1816     Johnson League                  -135 

1817     Frick League                      +150 

 

Most Strikeouts in Regular Season 

1818   Keiji Reini                             -110   

1819   Jim Armstrong                      -110 

 

Most Wins in Regular Season 

1820  Carlos Valle                           -125 

1821  Alaric Wullenweber               -110 

 

Will Any Team Win At Least 105 Games 

1822   Yes                                       -110 

1823   No                                        -110 

 

Most Combined Homeruns in Regular Season 

1824  D. French + F. Roman (BOI) -110   

1825   L. Barajas + B. Zhao (RCK) -110 
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Finding yourself lost about a certain phrase that you come across in Slack? Ever wonder 
that basis of some of the terminology you read on the forums? Feel like you’re on the 
outside of an inside joke during a podcast? Look no further than this collection of wacky 
Brewster lexicon to help steer you. 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
AFBI – Short for ‘A Few Beers In’ (or ‘A Few Bourbons In,’ depending who you ask), it is the flagship of BBA podcasts  
 
Al Hoot – Maybe the greatest bit of general manger lore in Brewster history 
 
all the money – Synonym for any high-priced contract or outrageous player demand  
 

banana bread – Quite possibly the most valuable source of 
currency behind only the American dollar; Current Mexico City 
general manager Fred Holmes’ greatest achievement aside from 
taking the Omaha Barnstormers to the Landis Series in 2027 
 
bumps – When a player’s skills increase from sim to sim (see “lumps”); What 
pitcher Mike Swanson routinely did in Las Vegas restrooms  
 
bunting – Red, white and blue drapery found across stadiums during Opening Day week; The strategy that you ask your 
manager not to do but he does anyway  
 
Carlos Camacho – One of the worst human beings in recent Brewster history (referred to by general managers as a 
“scumbag” and “asshat”), he had a popular following as a cult leader during his playing days in California.  
 
Cheetos dust – A common commodity used to uncommon results during the 2040 playoffs when former Las Vegas general 
manager Brett Schroeder allegedly sprinkled the orange substance on his bare chest for luck, resulting in a Landis 
Championship 
 
croutons – The worst form of food imaginable to eat during a podcast recording 
 
cyclone – The revolutionary pitching strategy developed by former Brooklyn general manager Alan Ehlers, by definition: 
“The Cyclone involves rotating pitchers in and out at a feverish pace to counter-act split-heavy offenses” and “There are 
approximately 1450 innings in a season, so rather than trying to get five guys to cover 1000 innings and seven to eight guys 
covering the remaining 450, the Cyclone will allow ask thirteen pitchers to provide roughly 110 innings each.” 
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Dan Fiscus – Well traveled front office executive, typically to the corners of the Brewster universe occupied by general 
manager Chris Wilson; husband to Kate Fiscus (see “Kate Fiscus”) 
 

donkeagle – A much debated creature, similar to that of Big Foot or 
the Loch Ness Monster, it is a giant eagle with the head of a 
donkey; Witnesses claim Carlos Camacho was once taken away 
from a team bus by this feared monster (see “Carlos Camacho”) 
 
Dusty Rhodes – A singles machine, hitting bloopers, bleeders, squirters and duck 
farts at an unprecedented pace (with a few home runs here and there), with no 
other positive skill (see “Unicorn”); inducted into the Brewster Hall of Fame in 
the Class of 2045 

 
Emilio Morales – A home run machine, hitting bombs at an unprecedented pace with no other positive skill (aside from 
defense) who promises to be a shoo-in for the Brewster Hall of Fame although his own general manager thinks he is 
underrated 
 
Frontier Division – Easily the best division in all of baseball (see “Heartland Division”)  
 
FUBAR – Borrowed from the military term short for Fucked Up Beyond Any Recognition, it is the designation when a team 
wins a game by ten or more runs; How some participants end up after a three-hour AFBI podcast 
 

Heartland Division – Easily the best division in all of baseball (see “Frontier 
Division”) 
 

He Who We Do Not Speak Of – (He Who We Do Not Speak Of) 
 
horrible – A term used to describe a player when a GM is incredibly jealous the 
player does not play for his organization (ie “David Simpon is horrible”); A term 
describing poetry in general 
 
hot take – An opinion counter to the generally accepted BBA norm, made 
famous by Omaha general manager Justin Niles. 

 
inside-the-park home run – Once believed to be a rare event in baseball, it’s now common to see when observing a game 
in San Fernando 
 
IPA – Divisive style of beer within the Brewster, either shunned or celebrated depending on who you ask 
 
Jif – The preferred peanut butter brand in the Brewster; The pronunciation of the most popular form of humor that Mike 
Simon (or Shannon) uses in Slack…like all the time 
 
Kate Fiscus – née Shrimpton; Granddaughter of former Madison owner Milk Shrimpton; Once-lover to Dug Riddler, former 
Assistant to the General Manager in Madison; Former secretary to Dan Fiscus during his tenure as Assistant General 
Manager of the Madison Wolves and now wife of Dan Fiscus; Former “intelligence director” in Portland; Currently Assistant 
General Manager in Portland; Described by Dan (among many, many others) as “a voluptuous blonde with a smoking body” 
 
Kate’s Kookies – Runner-up entry by Portland in the 2042 Brewster Ballpark Food Challenge; Possibly a metaphor for 
specific features the well-endowed Kate Fiscus (see “Kate Fiscus”) 
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Kocherschmeltz – The polarizing Kocherschmeltz brothers, both 
doctors of varying specialties and great-grandsons of the much-
maligned German chemist during WWII, Dr. Klaus Kocherschmeltz, 
who provide consulting and special procedures within the BBA 
Universe 
 
Girolamo L’Archibudelli – Also known as “L’Arch” or “The Italian Stallion,” the 
hitting phenom is the Brewster’s best chance at a .400 season 
 
Loserville – Some terms just don’t need clarifying when it’s so obvious 
 
lumps – When a player’s skills decrease from sim to sim (see “lumps”); What pitcher Mike Swanson’s talent routinely did in 
after being traded to Las Vegas 
 
Make Over Monday – A term used by Madison general manager Mike Simon (or Shannon) when he artfully re-does old or 
stale BBA logos 
 
meme of the day – A series of memes regularly updated once a month by Long Beach general manager Stephen Lane 
 
missed export – A strategy used by Louisville to impose their will on the rest of the BBA, highlighting the team’s massive 
talent which requires no updating between sims to dominate 
 
movement – The most coveted pitching skill; The state of being for general manager Nigel Laverick, the self-proclaimed 
“Most Traveled GM” 
 
Markus Tax – The annual contribution to Out Of The Park Developments revenue for upgraded versions of Out Of The Park 
Baseball; Sources believe the fee may soon be re-named the Com2Us Tax 
 
Mikki Manning – Controversial global pop “star” married to Hall of Famer Lucas McNeill 
 

#nomons – Battle cry of Madison in response to paying Mons Raider’s $15 
million salary for three years while Raider played for Edmonton 
 

Perfect Team – Moniker thrown at the 1986 Valencia Stars, 
2006 Las Vegas Hustlers, 2030 Louisville Sluggers, and 2044 
Yellow Springs Nine; The downfall of OOTP online leagues 
 
pig shit – What some GMs refer to OOTP as after a devastating injury, 
downloading error, or failed prospect; The scent of the Little Calmut River 
outside of Chicago’s stadium; see “Perfect Team” 
 
Player Option Following Team Option – A frowned upon contract feature 
that will get you dirty looks from GMs that know better. 

 
Podcasts – A hipster genre of communication within the BBA (all the cool kids do it, including that Phoenix guy) 
 
range – A fielding skill not required if you are a corner outfielder playing in San Fernando; What Mikki Manning lacks when 
singing (see “Mikki Manning”) 
 
RBBAGOTW – Random BBA Graph Of The Week; incredible graphics, charts and dashboards of visual Tableau data created 
by GM Mike Simon on a nearly weekly basis. 
 
Recte – Our fearless leader and commissioner of the best damn online league in the world 
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relative ratings – A faulty concept meant to distribute and accurately portray skill levels across leagues at any given time 
 
road trip – Series of games away from home stadium; What catcher Rainer Scheffer seemingly does every time he walks 
outside 
 
Seven Days, Ten Games – Oft-schedule phenomena in September and October for Mexico City and their opponents 
 
#shotsfired – A hashtag used to accentuate a comment made by one general manager denouncing another general 
manager’s team, hairstyle, or beer choice 
 
Slack – A popular off-site communication source between league general managers; What some general managers do 
during the off-season then complain about how bad their team is by July 
 
stuck change-up – The worst diagnosis known to man and not found on WebMD 
 

The Talon Ballot Paradox – When you wonder why a Phoenix 
Talon player, regardless of validity, receives vote for the All-
Star Game, post-season awards, or Hall of Fame 
 
throw rug – The lowest form of compensation allowed in a trade; 
Translated in Swahili to “Hakim Ngowa” 
 
Tom Rudge – No one is really sure why exactly, but everyone has heard of 
Rudge. Is it because his last name rhymes with ‘fudge’ and who doesn’t 
love some fudge? Is it because of the Las Vegas hype machine? Who 
knows. 
 
tower of pears – The premier and highly desirable gift given by Chicago Black Sox owner Vinnie Vitale as a token of his 
appreciation 
 
The Postseason Six – The tradition to scramble to write six team news entries during the postseason after a season of not 
writing in order to meet league minimums  
 
“Time flies” - The feeling of seasoned BBA GMs after looking back on their years in the league; What James Walker sees 
when throwing a clock in a fit of rage after a loss 
 
Tinder – Preferred dating app used by bachelor Boise general manager Joe Lederer, often to very little success; What 
Jacksonville used to start a fire to burn down their 2042 roster 
 
UMEBA’d – When a free agent target of a BBA team is lured to the Middle East with the promise of fast cash, fast cars and 
fast women 
 
unicorn – One with very unique, sometimes controversial but always entertaining, skill sets (see “Dusty Rhodes”) 
 
wine – A magical drink with the ability to turn Brewster wives into unicorns in the bedroom (see “unicorn”) 
 
Yellow Springs curse – A powerful blessing from the OOTP gods holding together the fragile threads of our reality; Ancient 
astronaut theorists believe the breaking of the curse will result in a universe-wide cataclysmic event 
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Here’s to Another Great Season! 
 

 


